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a  piece  of  a  prose  history  of  Egypt  (published  for  the  light  its  wording  throws 

on  a  passage  in  Aeschylus),  and  a  fragment  of  a  pedigree  of  Theoxena,  daughter 

of  Agathocles. 

Thanks  are  due  to  the  Oxford  University  printer  for  the  care  taken  over 

a  difficult  piece  of  type-setting,  and  to  his  staff  for  willing  help  in  preparing 

photographs  as  a  basis  for  the  collotype  reproduction  done  by  the  Cotswold 

Press.  Mr.  Richard  Garden  made  the  index. 
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NOTE  ON  THE  METHOD  OF  PUBLICATION 

The  method  of  publication  follows  that  adopted  in  Part  XXXV.  As  there,  the  dots 

indicating  letters  unread  and,  within  square  brackets,  the  estimated  number  of  lost 

letters  are  printed  slightly  below  the  line.  Corrections  and  annotations  which  appear 

to  be  in  a  different  hand  from  that  of  the  original  scribe  are  printed  in  thick  type. 

Square  brackets  [  ]  indicate  a  lacuna,  round  brackets  ( )  the  resolution  of  a  symbol  or 

abbreviation,  angular  brackets  ( >  a  mistaken  omission  in  the  original,  braces  { } 

a  superfluous  letter  or  letters,  double  square  brackets  [[  H  ̂  deletion,  the  signs '  '  an 
insertion  above  the  line.  Dots  within  brackets  represent  the  estimated  number  of 

letters  lost  or  deleted,  dots  outside  brackets  mutilated  or  otherwise  illegible  letters. 

Dots  under  letters  indicate  that  the  reading  is  doubtful.  Letters  not  read  or  marked 

as  doubtful  in  the  literal  transcript  may  be  read  or  appear  without  the  dot  marking 

doubt  in  the  reconstruction,  if  the  context  justifies  this.  Lastly,  heavy  Arabic  numerals 

refer  to  Oxyrhynchus  papyri  printed  in  this  and  preceding  volumes,  ordinary  numerals 

to  lines,  small  Roman  numerals  to  columns. 

NEW  CLASSICAL  FRAGMENTS 

2801.  Lyric  (Alcman?) 

A  scrap  of  no  present  value,  but  consistent  as  far  as  it  goes  with  attribution  to 
Alcman. 

The  writing  is  a  good-sized  upright  bookhand,  comparable  with  1084,  to  be  dated 

in  the  earlier  part  of  the  second  century.  The  lection  signs  appear  to  be  due  to  a  dif¬ ferent  pen. 

].[ 

]..[  ]..[ 
]e7raKoucofie[ 

•JdlAocotar’al]  _  _  _  [ 

]  ufiwoju.ecaiTiatc[ 

].Trov[[o]]ceup[  ]. . .[ 

LI.  I  seq.  largely  stripped  3  Of  f[  only  the  left-hand  arc 
 4  •].  above  the  line  the  top  of 

a  loop  ]  on  a  narrow  projection  the  tops  of  letters,  of  which  bases  on  a  sin
gle  fibre  below  ;  e.g. 

D  followed  by  a  circle,  and  this  by  a  dot  level  with  their  tops 
 5  Below  o  ink  representing  a  letter 

or  sign  relating  to  the  following  line  6  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  curving  down  Irom  left; 

e.g.  /X  Of  7  only  the  feet  Above  the  cancelled  0  the  sur
face  is  destroyed  ]...[,  scattered  specks 

A.  The  ink  above  the  line  before  a'Aoc  is  consistent  with  B  a
nd  I  have  therefore  considered  the 

possibility  that  cdAoc,  clarified  as  BdXoc,  is  to  be  recognized
.  But  prima  facie  B  is  too  far  to  the  left  by 

a  letter  to  admit  of  this  account,  though  cdAoc  may  all  the  
same  be  true,  ev  caAccct,  Alcm.  15. 

5%l(o%c  VecS’Alcm.  3  fr.  I,  5.  For  (however  to  be  spelt  or  scanned)  cf.  e.g.  Aristoph. 

Find.  Pat.  vii  7,  but  Bacchyl.  xiii  78.  Doubtful  at  2624  fr.  a8,  5 1  'n 

cancelled  0  represents  an  indispensable  vowel,  which 
 must  have  been  written  above,  where 

2802.  On  Alcman  ? 

The  mention  of  Alcman,  whose  name  is  to  be  recognize
d  in  two  places  (11.  5,  17), 

and  the  prima  facie  acceptability  of  the  hyp
othesis  that  his  date  is  one  of  the  subjects 

treated,  make  it  reasonable  to  see  in  this  scra
p  remains  of  a  life  of  or  a  commentary  on 

this  poet,  but  too  much  is  lost  for  any  
coherent  Information  to  be  extracted  fro

m  it. 

I  see  no  trace  of  what  is  a  favourite  topic 
 in  other  places  where  his  life  is  iscussed, 

whether  he  was  a  Lydian  or  a  Spartan,  
though  someone’s  ararpic  is  mentioned  at  

1.  13. 
C  0233 



2  NEW  CLASSICAL  FRAGMENTS 

The  text  is  written  on  the  back  of  a  piece  of  papyrus  of  which  2821  occupies  the 

front,  in  a  small  loose  hand  with  a  few  cursive  forms  and  simple  suspensions.  I  suppose  it 

may  be  dated  in  the  latter  part  of  the  second  century. 

].’..[ 

]npv.[ 

]  _  u .  cj>Xr]va(j>  _  _  [ 

]yocei>y  7fe[ 

5  ]« j8aAK/ia[ 

] ,  _  vrepovnepl 

J  repoc  oB'v[ ]v7]pa]av[ 

]vflnp€c[ 
10  ]_pT(p^paK  _[ 

]_KpOVaTTCo[ 
]Xovp,evov[ 

]v7TarpiSocayTOv[ 

] ̂VKadovceyfve  [ 

15  ]naLS€iacB'(f>Vaprj  [ ]Tt,K7]VLCropiac  [ 
J/iavcucre/iou  [ 

]poavTovTToXvye  [ 

fier 

JrepocS  V[[7Tp  J. .[ 

20  ]a^a7TavT’p,eTp?i[ ]e7roi');cey_[_  J_  _[ 

]jPT_€f^V_  .  _  _p[ 

25  ]op,o  [ 

k...[ 

]acp6[ 

]t.[ 

2802.  ON  ALCMAN? 
3 

I  A  stroke  starting  below  the  line  and  rising  to  right,  followed  by  a  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line, 

then  a  horizontal  stroke  at  mid  letter  touching  the  upper. end  of  a  stroke  hooked  strongly  to  right  at  its 

foot,  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright;  perhaps  four  letters  a  .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 

hooked  to  right  3  ].>  the  right-hand  ends  of  strokes  touching  the  top  of  the  left-hand  branch  and 
the  bottom  of  the  foot  of  u  From  the  top  of  the  right-hand  branch  of  u  a  stroke  (ligature?)  descends 

slightly  to  the  top  of  a  slightly  convex  upright  . .  [,  what  now  looks  like  c  followed  by  an  upright 

6  ]. .)  a  speck  at  mid  letter,  followed  by  a  sign  I  cannot  interpret,  most  like  the  left-hand  stroke  of  an 
unfinished  Pot  a.  ̂  with  no  central  zigzag  7  ].,  the  upper  half  of  1;  ?  Not  prima  facie  at  9  ],, 

specks  slightly  below  the  level  of  the  top  of  the  letters  to  ],,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke, 

as  of  y,  having  above  it  the  right-hand  end  of  a  horizontal  stroke  If  y,  the  loop  not  closed  Of  tii 

only  the  left-hand  half,  but  I  prefer  to  p[.]  Before  p  e  appears  likeliest,  though  anomalous;  S  hardly 
admissible  ,[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle  1 1  ]^,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  with  ink 

to  right  of  its  top;  perhaps  ]fj,  should  be  written  13  Above  the  left-hand  side  of  ]v  elements  of 
a  stroke  curving  down  to  left.  See  comm.  14  ],,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  curving  down  to  left 

>9  .  .[>  a  speck  on  the  line  having  above  and  to  right  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right,  per¬ 
haps  a,  followed  by  the  top  of  a  loop,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  having  below  it  on  the  line  the 
start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  ao  Of  p[  only  the  loop,  but  I  think  not  o  aa  Of  ]p  only  the 

tail  Between  t  and  f  an  upright  having  on  its  tip  an  angular  sign  like  the  upper  parts  of  a  small  J 

and  apparently  descending  into  1.  33  Of  u  only  the  upper  part  of  the  left-hand  arm  After  y  the 

lower  part  of  an  upright,  the  foot  of  an  upright,  a  speck  on  the  line  Before  p[  perhaps  a  represented 

by  its  tail  33  ]....[,  pp  look  acceptable  for  the  second  and  third  letters,  though  this  does  not 
account  for  a  dot  above  p,  which  suggests  tp  but  I  am  not  sure  is  ink.  p  might  be  preceded  by  v,  repre¬ 

sented  by  the  start  of  the  fork.  After  p  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  24  Of  ]f  only  the 

ligature  ] ,  f,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  s6  . . . ,  [,  scribbled ;  the  last 
two  letters  might  be  ai,  the  others  suggest  some  combination  of  k,  p,  a>  27  ].,  a  slightly  concave 

upright  with  faint  traces  to  left ;  perhaps  ],i  should  be  written  29  Of  jy  only  the  left-hand  end  of 
the  cross-stroke 

3  !j>XTjva(j> , .  The  ink  is  incompatible  with  any  form  of  ipX’rjva^o.ui  or  any  case  o(  tpXijvarpoc. 
for  (jiXrivmpia,  itself  not  strongly  attested,  may  be  acceptable. 

4,  ji'oc  h  {Tphm)  ■n{epl)  «[  ‘-nus  in  Bk.  iii  On  — ’. 
5  Perhaps  {Stilrcpoc)  AXKjiti[ti,  implying  a  catalogue.  AXK\ixdv  again  atl.  17. 

6  scq.  Apparently  comparatives  and  therefore  -ou  p.{kv)  wpeclPnrep-  in  1,  9  is  a  reasonable  shot. 

II  /r[{e)ixp(ii>? 13  Though  ]v  is  slightly  anomalous,  I  do  not  think  ],ai  is  a  likely  combination  of  the  ink  described. 

14  seep  Perhaps  xpiirjwr  ^yA’ejTO  ‘of  his  times’. 
After  S(e)  (|>■r]{c^v)  one  might  expect  a  proper  name.  I  can  suggest  nothing  suitable  in  Are-. 

17  seqq.  wjpi  ailroC  ttoXi)  ye|i'-  'much  earlier  than  him  in  date’.  In  relation  to  Aleman  this  might  be 

said  of  Mov\ca'ioc,  but  I  do  not  believe  that  the  choice  of  this  legendary  figure  as  a  point  of  reference  is 

likely. 

igseq.  owjufawav-  seems  unavoidable  but  t’  as  equivalent  to  nje  is  incompatible  with  it.  But 

neither  is  it  prime  facie  detachable.  Although  I  can  find  no  other  extension  of  t’  but  ttjc,  v’  is  vac  at 

P.  Berol.  9780  (Didymus)  xiii  28  and  p'  is  pac  in  the  same  papyrus. 

2803.  Stesigi-iorus  ? 

The  fragment  which  I  have  placed  first  of  the  following  scraps  of  a  roll  preserves  on 

its  front  remains  representing  two  columns,  the  second  shown  by  the  stichometrical 

letter  in  its  margin  to  have  contained  the  hundredth  verse  of  the  roll,  the  first  con¬ 

sequently  to  have  stood  at  or  near  its  beginning.  On  the  back  of  this  first  column  are 

the  first  letters  of  a  two-lined  entry  running  in  the  same  direction  as  the  text,  which  must 

when  complete  have  extended  still  further  towards  the  beginning  of  the  roll.  There  can 



4  NEW  CLASSICAL  FRAGMENTS 

be  no  question  that  it  was  intended  to  indicate  the  contents.  Another  exampl
e  of  this 

method  may  be  seen  in  2741  Commentary  on  Eupolis  MaptKoc ;  an  alternative,  namely, 

writing  the  contents  at  right  angles  to  the  text  inside,  in  2538  Alcaeus,  Book  i  (or  iv). 

For  Ct7j[  I  do  not  think  it  possible  to  find  any  completion  but  CrrjCLxopov.  So  far 

as  I  can  judge  from  the  defective  evidence  the  style  of  the  text,  though  not  distinctl
y 

confirmatory,  is  not  inconsistent  with  this  ascription,  and  if  the  piece  was,  as  appears, 

the  subject  of  comment  by  Theon  and  Aristonicus,  the  author  is  likely  to  have  been 

a  major  figure.  The  only  ground  for  questioning  ‘Stesichorus’  is  i-mrl  in  the  second  l
ine. 

More  rban  a  dozen  names  of  pieces  by  or  attributed  to  him  are  recorded ;  none  begin¬ 

ning  so  and  none,  so  far  as  I  see,  of  which  itttt-  might  begin  an  alternative  title.  But  as 

there  were  twenty-six  books  of  his  poems  (Suid.  in  v.)  it  would  not  be  surprising,  if 

a  hitherto  unattested  poem  emerged.  Of  the  subject  of  this  piece  I  see  nothing  to  say 

except  that  in  part  at  least  it  may  have  been  'matter  of  Troy’. 
The  text  is  written  in  a  bookhand  of  a  not  very  common  type  which  I  suppose 

might  well  fall  into  the  first  century  b.c.  The  copyist  himself  seems  to  have  added  most  or 

all  of  the  accents  (none  ‘Doric’),  breathings,  and  ‘longs’  or  ‘shorts’.  At  least  three,  and 
perhaps  more,  pens  seem  to  be  recognizable  in  the  marginalia  added,  as  far  as  I  can  tell, 

in  the  late  first  or  second  century.  The  names  of  Aristonicus  and  Theon  provide  for 

some  a  rough  terminus  post  quern. 

Fr.  I 

Front  Col.  i  Col.  ii  Back 

CTT)[ 

]  [  .  . 
]  [ 
]koi9.  rTffoc(!>ixeT°  [ 

5  ].  [ 

JaraQK'ac  [ 

Fr.  1  Front  col.  i  i  ].,  perhaps  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  and  the  right-hand  end  of  the 

h^e  of  e  .  [.  an  upright  4  marg.  Below  e  of  a  dot  (not  e  doubtful)  Of  only  the  left-hand 

2803.  STESICHORUS? 5 

upright  and  the  extreme  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke;  of  p  only  the  back  of  the  loop  and  the 

extreme  lower  end  of  the  tail  5  ].  perhaps  the  right-hand  side  of  a ;  slightly  anomalous,  but  not  A 

6  If  any  letter  is  lost  between  a  and  x,  the  only  possibility  seems  to  be  i 

Col.  ii  to  .  [,  on  the  line  a  loop  open  to  right,  above  it  a  short  piece  of  an  upright;  perhaps  parts  of 
letters  in  different  lines 

At  the  bottom,  to  left  of  the  column  a  large  blot  from  the  right-hand  side  of  which  there  emerge 

parts  of  two  letters 

Fr.  1  Col.  i  3  marg.  No  doubt  as  at  fr.  4,  i  marg. 

4  marg.  xal  6i{uiv)  ?,  again  at  fr.  4,  4  marg. 

TrpocotxecOai  hitherto  only  Find.  Pylh.  vi  4.  In  Stesichorus  nordix^TO  would  be  expected. 
not  certainly  resolved.  For  the  reasons  given  at  2387  fr.  i  mg.  4 1  believe  that  Apicrivi.Koc  is 

the  likeliest  extension. 

Col.  ii  8-9  marg.  A  ‘Line  too’  on  right. II  seq.  The  antisigma  as  in  the  Stesichorus  manuscript  2617  fr.  13  (a)  14,  fr.  19  ii  7,  fr.  46  ii  6. 

I  cannot  see  any  relation  between  the  two  here  and  the  two  in  the  margin  of  fr.  7,  6. 

Fr.  2 

i.o...[ 

]  [ 

]  [ 
]  [ 

5  (]8ava.[ 
].[ 

Fr.  2  I  ].,  on  the  line  the  end  of  a  stroke  from  left  Of  0  only  the  lower  part  . . .[,  the  foot 

of  an  upright,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  the  start  of  a  slightly  convex  stroke  rising  to  right, 

perhaps  a  5  .  [,  an  apex,  A  suggested 
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Fr.  3  Fr.  4 

]iM 
 ’ 

]  [ 

J^oAeQacwa  [ 

]  i 
5  ].dv7roAu^e[ 

]  [ 

].T0r6X€[ 
].»'“/>  [ 

^paKotca  [ 

10  |];^CT'o[f]cdAox[ 

]  ‘  [ ]a5a.[ 

]  [ 

Fr.  3  I  the  lower  part  of  a  slightly  convex  upright;  and  «>  both  anomalous  3  .[,  pritna 
facie  the  left-hand  side  of  17,  but  perhaps  a  damaged  p  5  ] , ,  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle ;  p  sug¬ 
gested  by  its  position  7  ].j  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  8  ],,  an  upright  10  Off  only 
the  top  right-hand  curve  Above  j;  a  speck,  presumably  belonging  to  a  marginal  note  13  [,  the foot  of  an  upright 

Fr.  4 1  believe  I  can  identify  fibres  running  across  from  fr.  3  which  fix  the  level  of  this  fragment  as shown 

3  •[,  what  resembles  the  upper  left-hand  part  of  a  small  r,  slightly  tilted  to  right  and  having  a  thin stroke  descending  to  right  from  the  end  of  the  cross-stroke;  I  cannot  tell  whether  letter  or  sign 

n-  ^  suppose  -BaXeac  (as,  e.g..  Find,  Pae.  vi  i8t  €i)-,  Bacchyl.  xiii  69,  aag  wav-,  not  -OdX-  as  c.g. 
Find.  Pyth.  ix  7a  ei!-,  Fern,  ix  48  veo-).  * 

5  ̂ ^olyxena,  as  daughter  of  Friam  consonant  with  the  mention  of  other  Trojan  matter  in  frr.  a : I  r.  (Her  slaughter  by  Neoptolemus  mentioned  by  Ibycus,  FMG  304.) 
8  seq.  5p|^e  or  the  like  implied. 

9  Slpaxotca.  Bpaxciiv  and  cases  not  frequently  seen;  Findar,who  has  several  instances  of  the  par¬ 
ticiple,  always  uses  Spaxelc,  peculiar  to  himself.  ‘ 

10  There  seems  no  alternative  to  afc.  If  dAo'xoic  follows,  Friam  might  well  be  referred  to. 

•  fr-  n  3  marg.  stands  about  half  way  between  the  columns.  may  be  S^uiv  here  (and 

this  B  from&Aer!
  ‘  ̂   ^ 

]  [ 

]  M 

]  [ 

]  s'[ 

jieatOf  [ 

2803.  STESICHORUS? 

Fr.  5 

7 

’].[  ’ 

]  [ 

]pwc5ixf^fv[ 
]8’a<l>eX€cre[ 5  ]  ̂  [ 

]<ocdciToAtr[ ]€8eT^t;\;foc[ 

] 

]Fac0pacw[ 

>0  ]  [ 

],(?au)ua[ 

Fr.  5  3  Of  f  only  the  c.ttrcmc  lower  end,  of  y  only  the  foot  7  Of  f[  only  a  trace  of  the  left- 
hand  arc  1 1  ].,  on  a  single  fibre  perh.ips  parts  of  the  bottom  right-hand  angle  of  v  la  .[, 

the  top  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  5  3  If  ijpcoc  Al^iAAsilc,  cf,,  c.g.,  Find.  Pyth.  xi  31  ijpwe  ArpetSac,  Pae.  vH  13  ijpioa.  T^vepov.  In  the 
reverse  order  perhaps  at  2610  fr.  i  i  3  (Stesichorus?),  cf.,  e.g.,  Knd,  Pylh.  viii  51. 

4  Accented  to  preclude  dijttXk  or  (l^<A<cT«[p- ?  difteXec  remains  ambiguous!  a^'eXe  imperative, 

dilieXe  (v.  Chandler,  Accent.  §  O16)  for  dijietXe,  &<l>eXec  for  diftetXec, 

G  -ja'icoc  aorist  participle.  In  Stesichorus  -caic  would  be  expected.'  But  errors  arc  found ;  contrast 
in  the  analogous  case  (ajiracir  2619  fr.  i  i  13  with  il7raic[-  2619  fr.  16,  16  (Stesichorus?). 

[I  now  think  it  very  likely  that  I  should  have  recognized  ]a)cttC'!roA[.]i'  at  2619  fr.  28,  1.] 

In  the  context  perhaps  a  word  meaning  ‘destroy’  (and  in  1.  9  a  word  meaning  ‘kill’)  suits. 

'  In  fact  the  only  relevant  piiriillel  I  have  found  in  Stesichorus  is  in  185  FMG,  wrpdcac,  but  that  i.s 
a  quotation  and  not  good  cviclcnce  for  dialectal  forms  of  tlie  wapaSocic.  For  what  it  is  worth  the  vapd- 
Biicic  of  Simonidc.s  oilers  TtXkcace  at  2430  fr.  90  i  3. 
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Fr.  6 

Fr.  7 

]/<a[ 

].’
[ 

]c.[].[ 
]...[ 

]_C,VTptC  [ ]...[]<-  [ 

] , .  epdvo'irXl 

]u>[xevoc  [ 

1  9ic,.ec/uyr 
-1.  «it[]..c.[  L 

].  _t'aptCT[ 

5  JpuSe^’oTo  [ 
-soppipE  ]•  r 
j3T0foT,[  ]..  L 

].[]...[ 
JeTraccuTepot  •  [ 

] 

].[ 
]..8[].X“.‘>'  [ 

, ]  [ 

Frr.  6  and  7  have  a  good  many  points  of  resemblance,  front  and  back,  but  I  cannot  follow  any 
fibres  down  from  one  into  the  other.  Both  are  rubbed 

Fr.  6  a  .[,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  3  ].,  a  dot  on  the  line  Between  t  and  u 
specks  perhaps  representing  the  ends  of  the  overhang  and  cross-stroke  of  «  4  ] . .  >  primii  facie  the 
lower  part  of  the  right-hand  half  of  m  with  air6crpo(jioc,  followed  at  an  interval  by  the  lower  part  of  e 
or  c  4  all  trace  of  the  cross-stroke  has  vanished  .J[,  I  am  not  sure  that  a  can  be  ruled  out 
5  marg.  i  To  left  of  the  letters  two  traces  Of  p  only  the  upper  half  Between  c  and  <  the  top  of 
a  loop,  followed  by  a  small  e-shaped  stroke  a  At  an  interval  to  left  of  tt  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke, 
descending  from  left,  with  a  dot  below  its  upper  end  and  a  dot  to  right  level  with  its  upper  end ;  X  one 
possibility  Before  ;  two  dots  on  the  line  and  a  dot,  perhaps  ligatured  to  f,  level  with  the  tOft  of  the 
letters  After  f  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  6  ], .,  a  dot  on  the  line,  followed 
by  a  dot  on  the  line  with  a  speck  verticaily  above  it;  i  not  suggested  Over  t  a  thick  dot,  perhaps 
casual  ink  7  Before  8  faint  dispersed  traces.  Immediately  before  8  perhaps  the  back  of  the  loop I  think  part  of  a  marginal  note 

Fr.  7  I  seq.  Faint  traces  j  1.  2  apparently  part  of  a  marginal  note  3  ] . . .  [>  specks  on  the  line 
5  After  i  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  curving  down  from  left;  c  not  suggested  6  mnrg,  a  the  Icft- 
hand  arc  of  a  circle;  not  much  like  the  loop  of  o  7  marg.  with  a  thick  point,  which  I  do  not  see 
elsewhere,  the  beginnings  of  two  lines  in  which  I  cannot  recognize  letters  9  ].  .>  the  lower  part  of 
a  stroke  descending  from  left,  having  above  it  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  followed  by  the 
lower  part  of  an  upright;  perhaps  ]dit  After  8[]  specks  After  c£  faint  elements  of  an  upright 

Fr.  6  5  marg  r  The  first  word  could  be  verified,  if  correctly  deciphered.  /  presumably  (.IctoO. 
s  There  is  a  space  between  the  traces  before  nv  and  those  letters.  I  do  not  see  how  to  avoid  supposing that  there  is  a  mistake.  

‘  ‘  " 

6  I  think  that  just  possibly  jor  or  ]rur  may  be  elicited. 

Fr.  7  5  seq.  Toj^or-? 

6  marg.  The  antisigma  is  said  to  be  prefixed  to  verses  which  for  one  reason  or 
where  they  stand.  This  use  does  not  seem  applicable  to  marginal  additions. 

9  xapi-v  hardly  avoidable. 

another  arc  unsuitable 

Fr.  8 

2803.  STESICHORUS? 
9 

Fr.9 

]  [ 

l.w  y[  ]  [ 

].[  M 

Fr.  8  1  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the 
letters  a  A  horizontal  stroke  touching  the 

bottom  of  the  upper  part  of  a  vertical  stroke ;  1;  not 

suggested 

Fr.  10 

]..  [ ]  [ 
J .'■>  ]..>^  [ 

iPdOTUfr 

L 

Fr.  1 0  a  1, . ,  on  the  line  a  dot  with  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-slrokc  above,  followe
d  by  a  short 

Upright  with  u  spt^ck  to  loft  of  its  top  4  To  right  of  0^  two  fueled  parallel  strokes  near  the  line; 

below  them  what  looks  like  n  flattenccl  X  but  is  perhaps  an  anomalous  SwAfl  ihp€Xt.cfiivrt  5  ]. two 

HjjeeltM  just  below  the  level  of  tlie  top  of  the  letters,  between  them  the  upper  part  of  an  up
right 

(i  marg.  a  J.,  the  upper  part  of  a  slightly  concave  upright  .[,  a  speck  on  the  line
  and  a  dot  below 

Fr.  10  (i  There  is  now  no  sign  of  ink  before  /?,  and  I  may  have  misinterpreted  antisigma. 
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Fr.  II 

]  [ 
]  [ 
]  [ 

a* 

JmTinjTru  _  [ 

]  
’[ 

]iwc:f8ac[ 

5  ]a/5a7roAA[ \a.pdvovh  _  [ 

]  
'[ 

],/)o_ajiw[ 
jaroiv  [ 

10  ]_tn-|pa)dc.[ 
]tr.^ep.[ 

]. , .TOcd  _[ 

Fr,  11  I .  [,  an  upright  4  Of  ]p  only  the  lower  part  of  the  second  upright  6  ,  [,  the  lower 

part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right;  a  not  particularly  suggested  8  ].,  about  mid  letter  the  base  of 
a  small  circle  Between  0  and  tu  a  dot  on  the  line ;  the  spacing  suggests  y  or  w  to  ] , ,  the  right- 
hand  arc  of  a  circle  Of  g  only  the  upper  part  of  the  loop  .  [,  an  upright  1 1  Between  ><  and  p 

the  lower  part  of  a  slightly  forward-sloping  stroke,  nearer  to  r  .[,  perhaps  elements  of  a  circle,  but 

I  am  not  sure  how  much  is  ink  la  ]. . .,  specks  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  on  either  side  of  the 

top  of  a  circle  .  [,  prima  facie  v  but  inordinately  short-stalked  and  having  a  long  serif  to  left  There 
appears  to  be  a  short  stroke  above  the  line  between  the  last  two  letters 

Fr.  11  I  rrlrva  imperfect  of  mn/Tnit,,  after  11.  xxi  7. 

3  Ad]vaol? 
4  ’£]woct'Soc  hitherto  only  Pindaric. 

Fr.  12  Fr.  13 

].K 

]  [ 
]tn[ 

Fr.l2  I  ].,thelowerpartofastrokedescend- 
ing  from  left,  a  or  A 

].[ 

].«[ u 
M 

Fr .  13  I  The  foot  of  an  upright  2  ] . ,  the 

lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left 

Fr.  14 

2803.  STESICHORUS? 

Fr.  15 

ii 

].«[  , 

>c,[ 

].P«.[ 

5  ].[ 

Fr.  14  2  ] .  an  upright  3  .  [,  an  upright 

4  the  right-hand  parts  of  ij  suggested  .[,  a 

dot  not  quite  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

5  ].[,  a  cross-stroke,  too  near  1.  4  to  be  part  of 

a  letter ;  a  ‘long’  or  possibly  an  ‘acute’ 

2804,  Sophocles? 

There  are  reasons  for  entertaining  the  notion  that  the  following  remnant  of  a  play 

may  represent  the  Acrisius  of  Sophocles,  but  the  argument  is  weak  (».  Fr.  1,27  n.)  and 

there  are  considerations  which  make  against  both  the  identification  of  the  play  and  the 

attribution  of  these  verses  to  Sophocles.  First,  the  correspondence  (on  which  the 

identification  turns)  between  Fr.  i,  27  and  the  quotation  from  Sophocles  (and  not 

improbably,  but  not  certainly,  from  his  Acrisius)  in  Hesychius  is  extremely  inexact. 

Secondly,  no  detail  is  recognizable  which  can  be  referred  specifically  to  any  part  of  the 

story  of  Acrisius.  (But  I  do  not  think  that  anything  should  be  made  of  the  incongruity 

with  a  legendary  story  of  Lydian  scent,  Sardian  rug,  and  perhaps  some  object  from 

Tarentum ;  the  absurdity  is  no  greater  than  that  of  TcrpMviSwv  vcj>rj  yvvaiK&v  in  the 

Eurypylus,  fr.  210,  67  seq.  P.)  Thirdly,  suspicion  attaches  to  the  ending  of  AvSlkov  as 

a  Sophoclean  form  and  to  a  lesser  degree  to  picwc  (if  it  occurs)  and  aKp-rjpov  as  con¬ 
stituents  of  the  Sophoclean  vocabulary. 

The  hand  is  a  neat  upright  example  of  the  angular  type  and  may,  I  suppose,  be 

dated  in  the  later  part  of  the  second  century.  As  far  as  I  can  tell,  most  of  the  lection 

signs  might  be  by  the  same  hand  as  the  text,  but  a  different  pen  seems  to  have  written 

the  sign  in  Fr.  i,  20  and  (8t  in  1.  27  and  perhaps  the  first  t  in  Fr.  2  (a)  ii  3  as  well  as  one 

or  two  of  the  accents. 

][ 

]oc[ 

]e7r[ 
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Fr.  I 

Fr.  a  (a) 

Col.  i Col.  ii 

]^wefmt/c[ 

]rr]r 

eyoticaS  [ 

].  ./j,a.oc86*/c[ 

]di 

"i  ]Hv[ 

]'t]<f>aveicdai[ ] Hexpei'P'^vril  ]p,aice^[ 

]ct/catjLt«ytcT[ ] 
yjXvSiKov^ .  evde .  []y^ ,  [ 

]7ra/DT[.]a7tv.[ ] 

2^4]. f. [.]..[ 
]r]vyap,7iX4 

]cac.. 

o[,.>.w.[].e[]S’av., [].[.].[ 

]px^ocrvpav[ ] 

]paKa)9rjcv .  [ ] 
.  [  ]acavev7'a7r2)Tica/)S[ 

]v€AoucaTa[ 

]avij06Aouc[ 
].aiv..[  ].otcii8aa.[ 

]  ^vfl>p€va)v[ 
]?*,.[].[  ]a(,Ta/}ajn'.[ 

]a/ceyTa8co[ 
]o...[  ]^cijcToiacu.[ 

]u8€y[]./<€lK_[ 

Fr.  2  (b) ]ccoi)/<at^[  ].^[ 

]S^ . .  wvk[ •  « 
]€tV/U,.V.€p[ 

] ,  anavTtiJv[ 
>.[ ]8a..n.S€.[ 

\XovTOceirj(ia[ 

]../-[ 
].v.[ 

]yAuKeiamt[ ,  , 

]vaKpri^ova[ 

]vKofiLleiv  X 

ao  ]  HHfiOL  _[ 

]v/xeccocexo[ 

]. .  _eL[jLVK'n][ 

]aTTOKT€Ve[ 

]acT.p^Ka[ 

].[].[  ]xow«v[ 
]£l!8at/iov[ 

].ic^aAer^t8uw7[ 

Fr.  1  I  seq.  Below  (  a  trace  which  might  be  the  upper  end  of  an  acute  (not,  I  think,  the  riglit-hand 
end  of  &  paragraphus)  a  ]. .,  if  two  letters,  i  preceded  at  more  than  the  usual  interval  by  the  middle 
of  a  stroke  descending  from  left,  but  1  am  inclined  to  think  that  a  single  /*  may  be  the  likeliest  inter¬ 
pretation  of  the  traces  Between  a  and  o  a  dot  on  the  line,  below  and  to  left  of  o ;  k.  A,  or  x  seems 
likeliest  3  (if[,  ̂   rather  anomalous,  but  not,  I  think,  A  or  to  be  combined  with  (  as  i-[  4  Of 
r  only  the  stalk  5  Of  T  only  the  foot  of  the  stalk  ,  [,  y  or  the  left-hand  part  of  w  7  oxAoc 
slopes  upwards  so^  that  c  finishes  well  above  the  general  level  8  Above  o>  the  first  hand  wrote 
a  flat  acute  on  which  a  more  sloping  acute  was  written  (by  the  same  or  another  hand  ?)  .  [,  the  lower 
part  of  an  upright  9  Above  ov  a  thick  dot  with  a  grave  to  its  right  j  if  a  circumflex  was  intended. 

2804.  SOPHOCLES? 

13 

it  has  fallen  out  anomalously  Above  a  the  left-hand  end  of  an  accent,  I  am  uncertain  whether 

acute  or  circumflex  11  ].,  a  trace  at  mid  letter  13  [].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters; 

if  the  second  upright  of  rj,  no  whole  letter  is  lost  between  v  and  «,  if  i,  «  or  o  may  have  preceded  .  [, 

a  dot  on  the  line  14  After  e  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  well  below  the  line,  followed 

by  a  faint  trace  on  the  line,  and  this  by  the  foot  of  an  upright  1 3  ] , ,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the 

letters  1 9  ,[,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  and  below  it  the  start  of  a  stroke 

rising  to  right;  perhaps  x,  but  written  below  the  usual  level  20  .[,  a  letter  or  sign,  written  with 

a  thicker  pen,  which  I  cannot  interpret.  It  has  the  appearance  of  an  upright  with  the  left-hand  part  of 

a  circumflex  attached  to  the  right-hand  side  of  its  lower  end ;  not  ̂   to,  or  «  (none  of  which  would  be 

relevant)  22  J, , ,,  a  slightly  convex  stroke,  starting  slightly  above  the  general  level  and  ending 
about  mid  letter,  followed  by  what  looks  most  like  a  but  anomalous  and  perhaps  corrected,  and  this 

by  the  upper  part  of  a  triangular  letter  f  also  is  anomalous,  but  o  does  not  account  for  all  the  ink 

Above  ff  and  the  left-hand  apex  oC/x  faint  traces  24  Between  t  and  y  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the 
letters  with  a  trace  below  at  mid  letter  Between  y  and  tj  a  dot  on  the  line  25  ].[,  the  foot  of  an 

upright  with  a  trace  to  left  '|.[,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  27  ].,  y  or  the  right-hand 
angle  of  t  or  i/i  ̂   apparently  rewritten  or  written  on  another  letter.  written  with  a  slightly  thicker 

pen  in  a  space  which  seems  to  have  been  left  for  it 

Fr,  2  (fl)  The  cross-fibres  of  fr.  l  are  at  once  recognizable  In  fr.  2  (a)  but,  as  they  dip  from  left  to 

right,  the  position  of  the  writing  relatively  to  them  is  altered.  I  do  not  think  it  is  to  be  doubted  that 

fr.  2  (fl)  i  I  set),  contain  the  ends  of  fr.  l,  i  seq.  There  is  a  certain  congruence  between  ̂ weti'oi  (if  that 
occurs)  and  and  to  suppose  thatfr.  2  (a)  i  represents  the  ends  of  the  column  next  after  fr.  i,  that  is, 

to  allow  for  the  completion  of  the  verses  in  ii'.  i,  the  intcrcolumnar  space,  and  almost  the  whole  width 

of  the  verses  contained  on  this  hypothesis  in  fr.  2  (2)  i,  would  make  a  remarkably  wide  ‘sheet’,  there 

being  no  ‘joint’  between  the  left-ltand  edge  offr.  t  and  the  right-hand  edge  of  fr.  2  ii 
Col.  i  2  Apparently  not  |a  C  r/mg.  After  cac  primn  facie  A  followed  by  a  thick  dot  (not, 

I  think,  a  small  ink-lilled  0).  a,  even  if  much  damaged,  docs  not  seem  an  acceptable  alternative  to  A 
Col.  ii  The  right-hand  side  has  been  patched  just  inside  the  edge  with  a  narrow  strip  of  papyrus 

extending  from  below  1.  2  to  1.  15 

I  . ,[,  a  trace  just  below  the  line,  followed  by  an  upright  2  Off  nothing  but  a  dot  about  mid 
letter  3  Between  «  (which  appears  to  have  Itnen  made  out  of  an  original  t)  and  fi  an  unusually 

long  1.  has  been  inserted  (I  am  not  sure  whether  by  the  original  or  by  another  hand)  4  After  ji 

a  dot  well  below  the  line  .  [],  a  trace  just  off  the  line,  compatible  with  an  upright,  followed  by  a  blank 

space  from  which  all  ink  has  vanished  .[,  a  dot  about  mid  letter  5  Before  f  traces  compatible 

with  «,  0,  after  f  traces  suggesting  a  triangular  letter  [.].  .[rubbed  and  mostly  blank  6  Between 

K  and  II  a  dot  at  mid  letter;  0  probable  Between  r  and  c  scattered  dots  on  a  rubbed  and  damaged 

surface  . .  [,  the  righ  t-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  ns  of  y,  followed  by  a  short  convex  stroke  off  the  line 
and  a  dot  about  mid  letter  a  stroke  descending  from  left,  perhaps  S  likeliest,  followed  by  a 

blank  apace  from  which  the  ink  has  vanished,  and  this  by  the  lower  part  of  a  slightly  forward-sloping 

stroke  7  .[,  the  foot  of  an  upright  slightly  below  the  line  ii.n,  there  appears  to  be  no  room 
for  the  third  letter,  but  if  only  vy  is  written  there  is  something  unaccounted  for  in  or  near  the  top 

of  the  second  upright  of  the  first  v  , scattered  traces,  perhaps  of  three  letters  After  p  a  blank 

space  somewhat  greater  than  the  usual  interval  between  letters,  followed  by  a  stroke  resembling  the 

lower  part  of  the  right-hand  stroke  of  a  but  with  a  cross-stroke  (I  am  not  sure  whether  part  of  the 

significant  ink)  going  to  right  from  its  top— the  whole  now  has  the  appearance  of  a  flattened  c  at  about 
mid  letter  Before  c  an  upright  descending  well  below  the  line  with  a  trace  to  right  of  its  top  8  ,  [, 

a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  having  above  and  to  right  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  Of 

f  only  a  trace  of  the  top  and  the  base  Of  y  only  the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  9  ],, 
a  dot  below  the  line  and  a  dot,  slightly  to  right  of  it,  above  the  line  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to 

right  10  ].,  a  dot  slightly  above  the  level  of  cp  , ,[,  the  right-hand  stroke  of  a  triangular  letter, 
»  or  A  rather  than  a,  followed  by  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  ],,  the  left-hand  apex  and  tip  of 

the  right-hand  upright  of /r  or  v  ,  f,  the  left-hand  side  of  a  small  circle  on  the  line  n  _. .  [,  <1  ttacc 

on  the  line,  followed  by  the  tip  of  an  upright  having  close  to  its  right-hand  side  what  looks  like  ai\  apex 

formed  by  two  strokes  which  diverge  lower  down  ],[,  a  clot  well  above  the  general  level  of  the 

letters  .  [,  perhaps  the  back  of  e  i  a  . , .  perliaps  the  top  and  bottom  of  c,  followed  by  the  top 
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and  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle^  possibly  0,  and  this  by  the  top  of  a  loop,  with  a  trace  of  a  cross-stroke 

below  its  right-hand  edge  .  [,  the  left-hand  part  of  p  or  v  13  Between  ̂   and  A  a  blank  sufficient 
for  one  broad  or  perhaps  two  narrow  letters  14  Between  p  and  v  perhaps  a  damaged  c,  though  i 

might  be  a  more  natural  interpretation  of  the  ink  Between  v  and  e  the  middle  part  of  an  upright 

perhaps  with  traces  of  a  cross-stroke  to  right  of  its  top,  i.e.  y  15  . .  [>  triangular  letters ;  prima  facie, 
AS,  but  the  surface  is  mbbed  and  the  remains  of  ink  may  be  deceptive  [],  a  blank  followed  by  ink 

which  looks  like  the  top  of  an  upright  to  which  is  attached  by  the  upper  end  of  its  left-hand  arm  the 
upper  part  of  v;  this  is  above  the  general  level  and  more  than  the  usual  distance  from  S  .[,  the  top 

of  an  upright,  perhaps  having  ink  to  right  of  its  tip,  but  I  think  the  appearance  is  caused  by  darkening 

of  the  surface  16  ].,  the  edge  of  an  upright  .[,  prima  facie,  a  headless  c  followed  by  a  thick 

dot  on  the  line  and  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

Fr.  2  (A)  The  cross-fibres  fix  this  scrap  at  the  level  shown.  I  cannot  follow  the  vertical  fibres,  but 

there  is  a  strong  general  resemblance  between  this  and  the  left-hand  piece  of  the  two  of  which  fr.  2  (a)  ii 
is  made  up 

I  .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  2  ], .,  the  lower  end  of  an  upright  descending  well  below 

the  line,  followed  by  the  extreme  top  of  a  small  circle  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

Fr.  1  1-19  The  simplest  and,  I  should  say,  likeliest  hypothesis  is  that  these  are  the  left-hand  sec¬ 

tions  of  iambic  trimeters  lacking  about  four  letters,  and  nowhere  more  than  two  syllables,  at  the  beginning. 
But  I  see  no  certainty  that  they  are  in  this,  or  even  that  they  are  all  in  one  and  the  same,  metre.  Whether 

there  is  more  than  one  speaker  is  likewise  uncertain. 

may  be  supplemented  and  articulated  in  more  than  one  way.  If  furcfrui  is  to  be  recog¬ 

nized  (as  I  should  guess  from  the  apparent  dative  Jnji  in  fr.  2  (a)  i  i),  the  smooth  breathing  may  have 

been  intended  to  preclude  furcfroi,  ‘to  understand’. 

5  C|jro/>r[i]arii’. 

6  No  word  beginning  with  yopijAe-  is  recorded  except  yupryAeupa,  Aesch.  Choeph.  624.  This,  I  sup¬ 

pose,  implies  the  possible  existence  of  a  verb  yapiyAruoi  (formed  like  vocrjXevio)  and  the  marginal  entry, 

fr.  2  (a)  i  6,  might  well  be  the  ending  of  an  aorist  participle.  Apart  from  some  such  explanation,  there 

seems  nothing  for  it  but  to  postulate  the  writing  of  -e'l-  for 
7  Of  the  three  words  available,  oj;Aoc,  wdyAoc,  poyAoc,  the  last  has  an  obvious  application  to  the 

story  of  Danae,  imprisoned  by  her  father,  Acrisius. 

8  -avPpaKoai,  -pa/tdeu,  -ocrpaKdai,  seem  to  be  the  only  choices.  The  first  occurs  in  the  dramatists  in 

the  perfect  participle  passive  of  the  simple  verb  (Aesch.  P.  V.  372,  Eur.  Cycl.  614)  and  compounded  with 

Kara  (Aesch.  Orith.  fr.  281,  4  N*,  Soph.  El.  §8,  Eur.  Cycl.  663,  l.A.  1602 ;  all  middle  or  passive)  and  ef 

(Ion  Omph.  fr.  28  N*;  active);  KareppaKaipeVoc  (Soph.  Track.  1103)  and  dcrpaKoupie'ri;  (Aesch.  Ostol. 
ft.  80,  4  N*)  are  the  only  examples  of  the  other  two. 

9  (-)eAouca  presumably  indicated. 

18  aKp-q^ov  not  again  till  Theoc.  viii  93. 

20  This  spelling  (as  against  dlpoi)  is  referred  to  in  Et.  Mag.  822  in  cupot  and  is  found  sporadically 

over  a  long  period;  e.g.  Sappho  94,  4,  II.  i  149  (codd.  A,  B,  C),  Aesch.  Pers.  253  (cod.  M),  Soph.  Aj. 
946  (cod.  L),  Aristoph.  Nub.  925  (cod.  R).  The  i  is  not  always  reported. 

21  pccaic  (if  the  letters  are  so  to  be  articulated)  not  in  Aeschylus  or  Sophocles;  three  instances  in 
Euripides.  But  iv  fUcai  is  common  in  all  three  tragedians. 

27  \AaAef  :  Hesych.  in  has;  elSoc.  KpoOpa.  Co^okA^c  aKpiyipf  [Bqpca^ac — UaAatcrtVi^c] 
wc  cm;AaAA(  )  ̂ISqvrcu.  Kai  ̂ vvavkiav,  oAAoc  ̂ l6vv  ;  and  in  jSvSof'  ol  fiovctKol.  q  Kpovfid  rt  copSic  Kpqciv. 
From  these  entries  there  has  been  elicited  a  quotation  from  the  Acrisius  of  Sophocles,  wc  emi/idkXav 
p&qv  re  Kai  fwauAfav  (fr.  60  P),  in  which  jSi'Sw  may  be  substituted  from  the  present  text.  The  question  is 
whethCT  the  two  verses  may  reasonably  be  supposed  to  be  the  same.  I  should  say,  it  must  be  judged 
impossible.  On  the  other  hand,  it  seems  to  me  a  plausible  hypothesis  that  both  came  from  the  same 
play  and  ref^ed  to  the  same  occasion,  though  I  am  bound  to  add  that  there  are  details  about  this 
text  which  raise  the  suspicion  that  it  may  be  by  a  writer  later  than  Sophocles,  who  may  have  copied  the 
locution  ̂ oAAcu'  pibuv,  or  the  locution  may  not  have  been  as  rare  as  it  now  appears  to  us. 

^  ̂   “  3  uexp<.p.^uq[  is  ambiguous.  From  the  context  I  presume  the  sense  here  to  be 
anointed’  and  one  would  then  look  for  a  dative  of  that  with  which  the  anointing  is  done.  If  this  dative 

2804.  SOPHOCLES? 
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is  contained  in  jpaic,  I  can  find  nothing  better  than  dSpafe,  which  appears  to  be  used  of  material  scents 

at  any  rate  as  early  as  Eur.  Phaethon  {Kumxasploic  dcpotci  Bvpti&av  clcoSovc  fr.  773,  14  N“) .  But  in  view  of 
the  presence  of  ;8[  and  of  AuSckov  in  the  next  verse,  it  may  be  worth  while  to  mention  the  possibility  that 

the  required  dative  was  ̂ [auKapa  (Achae.  At8.  fr.  10  j}.  xpicBcvra,  or  ̂[aKKdpiSi,  Magnes  AvB.  fr. 

3

 

 

N®  ;8.  Kcxpcpevov) .  This  Lydian  scent,  which  is  referred  to  by  a  number  of  early  authors  (e.g.  Semon. 

fr.  14,  Hipponax  2175  fr.  3,  1 1  seqq,),  was  certainly  mentioned  by  Sophocles  (fr.  1032  P,  and,  for  that 

matter,  by  Aeschylus  Apup,.  fr.  14  and  Ion  'Op(l>.  fr.  24  N*). 
Below  the  beginning  of  this  line  the  overlayer  is  destroyed,  but  I  am  fairly  sure  that,  if  a  para- 

graphus  had  been  written,  it  would  still  be  visible. 

4  i)  AvSlkov  ̂ pcvBcc[o]v  .  .  .  (whether  affirmative  or  interrogative)  looks  reasonably  secure. 
AuSckov  is  unexpected.  The  adjective  is  AvBoc  or  kluSioc  in  the  three  tragedians  (as  also  in  Ion)  and 

I  think  it  may  be  said  that  with  a  few  exceptions  (for  instance,  'EXXqviKoc)  the  extension  of  Krqriud  in 
-iKoc  is  prose,  comic,  or  earlier  or  later. 

jipcvBcLOV  pdpov  ruivrraxcaip  die  q  ̂dKi{apLc,ol  Be  dvBcvov  pdpov  Et.  Mag.  212, 1^.1  —  Bekk.  223, 
10,  and  the  like  in  other  lexica.  The  word  appears,  prima  facie  as  an  adjective,  in  Sappho  fr.  94,  19,  as 

a  noun  in  Pherecrates  Aqp.  fr.  173  K.  It  was  not  hitherto  specifically  said  to  be  Lydian. 

5  1  suppose  offojjc]  BeX  .  .  . 
6  o[u]kpuv. 
8  AvSikov  above  makes  CapS[iairKdic  (cf.  Aristoph.  Ack.  112,  Pax  1174)  unobjectionable  here  and 

I  suppose  there  can  be  no  doubt  that  a  Sardian  rug  was  mentioned,  though  it  would  be  possible  to  find 

a  different  way  of  expressing  its  provenance.  For  these  cf.  Heracl.  ev  a  UcpciKSiv  (ap.  Athen.  514  c 

Stijiei  .  .  .  uc^oc  uTTOTLBcpcvuiv  ipcXoTaTrlSiuv  CapScavuiv),  Clearchus  iv  .  .  .  TepyiBluii  (ap.  Athen.  255  c 

uXlvqc  inrecrpuipivqc  CapBiavqL  piXordniBi  toiv  udyu  iroXvTeXdiv),  Varro  Here.  Socrat.  (ap.  Non.  Marc.  SSQs 
542  cubo  in  Sardianis  tapetibus). 

9  Apparently  Acu[K]ai  x^'-Ph  therefore  in  a  choric  part.  (TtAeuTai  is  not  a  possible  reading.) 

II  If  TapavrX  is  to  be  recognized — there  are  other  possible  articulations — there  might  be  a  re¬ 
ference  to  something  of  the  same  sort  as  the  Tapavrivai  ̂ a^al,  purple  clothes,  apparently  mentioned  by 

Achaeus  (fr.  40  N*).  But  Tapavnl  does  not  seem  to  have  been  written;  Tapavre[i,  may  have  been. 

2805.  Play 

The  obvious  source  of  the  following  fragment  is  a  tragedy  or  satyr  play.  In  11.  4-7 

one  character  seems  to  be  recommending  another  to  hurry  after  a  female  hiding  in  the 

house.  The  following  lyric,  so  far  as  I  can  tell,  contains  a  foreboding  of  rape  and 
murder. 

Lines  4-7  would  naturally  be  taken  for  iambic  trimeters,  and  so  they  may  be,  but 

the  hypothesis  is  not  without  difficulties.  L.  7  lacks  two  syllables,  11.  4-6  only  onej 

I  can  suggest  no  probable  supplements  which  would  bring  all  their  left-hand  edges  into 

alignment.  If  the  lines  were  trochaic  tetrameters,  enough  elbow-room  would  be  won  to 

escape  these  difficulties,  but  besides  any  general  improbability  there  are  two  particular 

objections,  {a)  that  1.  6  would  exhibit  a  scansion  found  in  only  two  other  places,  (b)  that 

the  depth  of  the  eccdecK  of  11.  8-1 1  would  be  inordinately  great. 

The  writing  is  a  careful  rounded  upright  bookhand  of  medium  size,  to  be  assigned, 

I  suppose,  to  the  eai'ly  second  century.  The  four  accents  appear  to  be  due  to  the 

copyist. 
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]f[ ].[ 

JpucaaiSocTjxo)  [ 

]aiceKeLvr]VTr]V(j30^oviievrjveca)  [ 

5  ]v€vmdwvucaniKviljeXai,CKpvil)i]i  [ 

]vr]VKaTa7m]ccovcavo[_]^€veicraxvv  [ 

JvKaravTrjvTTpLVKeKpvjjLiJievrjvXaBeiv  [ 

]  arraTTaTTaieQe  [ 

]  ppa)(UTirovypecu>iSLOLC€Lyovac  [ 

10  ]  jLio/Doca7ra/3[  Jevaj[. . .  .]fiaTO(,c;copaic[ 

jcTTi/xeyaTo  _  e0A[  }kov  [ 

The  text  is  on  two  separate  pieces.  The  inside  edgCj  particularly  of  the  left-hand  piece,  is  apt  to  be 

ragged  and  twisted 

3
 
 

The  first  a  represented  only  by  the  lower  end  of  the  right-hand  stroke ;  A  possible  The  second 

a  represented  by  
the  lower  part  of  the  right-hand  stroke  

and  part  of  the  cross-stroke;  
anomalous,  

but 

not  S  5  ].s  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  The  last  i  curves  
backwards  and  

in  other 

circumstances  
might  have  been  taken  for  u  6  ],.  the  upper  part  of  a  slightly  convex  upright 

11  Between  o  and  e  a  speck  on  the  line  to  left  of  the  gap  and  a  flat  stroke,  its  right-hand  end  hooked 

under  to  left,  on  the  line  to  right  of  the  gap 

3  If  TTotSoc  (which  I  can  in  no  way  verify)  ijxw;  the  nearest  parallel  I  can  find  is  Ale.  130  34 

ix<a  •  .  .  ywaiVtui'.  Eur.  Hipp.  791  •  •  •  tr/jocrroAcov  is  called  in  question  by  the  latest  editor.  In 
a  number  of  analogous  passages  ijxtll  has  been  displaced  by  critics  in  favour  of  e.g.  cdXmyyoc  rixcli 

Eur.  Tread.  1267  Pierson),  riUvS’  dvaKropatv  avo  rjxovc  i’ou'ctjc  Eur.  Snppl.  88  seq.  {rjXTjc  Nauck). 
4  The  most  probable  articulation  and  interpretation  seems  -ate,  the  person  addressed  being  the 

same  as  in  I.  6  -eveic.  flijpaic,  for  instance,  does  not  look  incompatible  with  the  context;  cf.  Stipdivrec 

'EXenjv  Eur.  Troad.  369.  ifitapaic  might  be  another  possibility. 

tcui  ‘within  (the  house)’,  as,  e.g.,  Aesch.  Cho.  921  rjuivac  ecui. 
5  If  the  line  is  an  iambic  trimeter,  I  can  make  no  satisfactory  suggestion  for  the  lost  syllable.  v]C>> 

appears  to  be  admissible  as  a  reading. 

€v  mffwn  TTifliuv  is  a  place  where  irWai  are  stored ;  vac  .  .  .  dwod^xac  roO  oieou  S(vo(l>uiv  olvwvac 

EvffoAic  Se  mBwvac  Pollux  vi  15.  If  ini  KuiltiXai,c  is  to  be  parallel,  it  must  be  taken,  not  as  ‘on 

(the)  boxes’,  but  as  ‘in  the  box-room’.  For  this  I  should  have  expected  in  preference  to  inC,  and 
from  Kol,  not  ij,  infer  that  jars  and  chests  were  kept  in  the  same  place. 

5  seq.  Kpvijirji. . .  .  Karanrijccovcav,  ‘cowering  in  hiding’.  Gf.  Aesch.  Eum.  25Q  ivffdS’  ccti  nou  nara- 
KTaKiiv  (this  and  Karavrri^ui  Soph.  fr.  442  P  1.  8  the  only  instances  of  Karanr-pccu)  in  the  tragedians). 

6  An  argument  against  supposing  11.  4-7  trochaic  tetrameters  is  the  consequent  necessity  of  admit¬ 
ting  in  this  line  a  scansion  found  only  twice  in  the  tragedians,  at  Aesch.  Pers.  165  and  Soph.  Phil.  1402. 

If  only  one  syllable  is  lost  at  the  beginning,  one  of  the  possibilities  to  be  considered  is  that  -vtjv  represents 
the  object  of  Karanri^ccavcav.  Of  this  it  has  to  be  said  that  it  is  a  construction  found  later  and  in  prose, 

but  not  in  the  tragedians,  who,  however,  offer  inon-rqcaa  (-civ  .  .  .  fleou'e  Aesch.  P.  V.  960,  -<uv  xdXov 
ibid.  29)  and  wtijcciv  (aTrciAdc  m~q^ac  ibid.  1 74’)  so  used. 

6

 

 

seq.  o[u]  TEvctc?  The  sense  required  seems  to  be  ‘hurry  after  her  before  she  is  hidden  and  cannot 

be  found’.  
This  might  be  expressed  

by  something  
like  01)  revefe  ra^ilv  Spofiov  

kot’  oiJt^v  npiv  Kenpup.- pivr]v  XaJBeiv  ; 

'  But  some  doubt  attaches  to  this  example.  At  Soph.  Icim.  1 174  vi  ig  seq.  ovSe  ̂ jo^oici. . .  .  tttticcovtoc 
exhibits  the  more  naturally  expected  construction. 

17 

ou  revetc;  as  imperative,  v.  Kiihner-Gerth  i  176  or  Gildersleeve,  Syntax  i  §  271. 

raxvv  I  suppose  implies  some  word  for  ‘pursuit’,  ‘search’  or  the  like.  I  can  suggest  nothing  better 
than  Spopov,  but  I  can  adduce  no  stronger  support  than  the  Homeric  Innoici  rdBi]  Spopoc  II.  xxiii  375i 

Tofci  .  .  .  TETaro  Spopoc  ibid.  758  (=  Od.  viii  12 1).  A  parallel  of  a  sort  may  be  seen  in  Eur.  Hec.  271 

notov  apMdipM  \6yov ;  Hel.  546  opeypa  Seivov  'qpMtjpevTjv.  On  this  hypothesis  kot’  ailr^v  will  be  ‘on 
her  track’.  There  are  several  examples  of  Kara,  so  used  in  Herodotus,  e.g.  iii  4,  ix  53,  but  I  can  find  none 
in  tragedy  except  Soph.  fr.  812  (898  Pearson;  see  his  note). 

If  the  line  were  a  tetrameter,  something  like  criyrjv  kot'  avnja  would  seem  apposite,  but  I  have  no 

satisfying  suggestion  for  the  preceding  cretic.  ‘In  the  house  itself’  opposed  to  standing  here  in  the street. 
8-to  Dochmiacs. 

8  dnananai  ii:  similarly  Aesch.  Agam.  1114  ec  nanat  nanat,  Eur.  Hippol,  594  aiaf  eV. 

9  seq.  Pp’^xB  Ti  Touv  picuii  Sioi'cci  yovfic 
p6poc  dir’  dp[c]iva>[v  dSaj/adroic  Kopaic. 

If  this  is  a  single  complete  sentence,  it  is  susceptible  of  translation  as :  By  a  small  amount  between 
will  doom  at  the  hand  of  males  differ  from  childbirth  for  virgin  girls.  But  ̂ paxd  n  ri  iv  piewf  might 

be  an  independent  sentence  of  the  same  kind  as  oil  iroAAov  to  pecqyd'  at  Theogn.  553.  Gf.  Eur.  Ale.  Qi  4. 
jSpayil  Ti,  more  or  less  equivalent  to  dXlyov,  is  found  in  comedy  (Aristoph.  Thesmoph.  398,  Plat.  com. 

(Pdiov  fr.  175,  2)  and  prose  (Thuc.  vi  12,  Plat.  Rep.  vi  496  B,  al.),  but  tragedy  exhibits  only  jSpnxd 

(Soph.  Track.  415,  Eleclr.  1304;  Eur.  Ion  744,  al.),  except  that  at  Eur.  Slkeneb.  14  the  unmetrical  nacBeic  ti 
Ppaxd  is  the  reading  of  the  MS. 

TOUT  picwi:  Toi'  appears  to  me  more  appropriate  than  to.  At  Eur.  Aeolus  fr.  27,  i  ̂  fipa-X^  cBivoc 

dvipoc. 

With  dXiyov  Sioi^Epci  rl  Tivoc  there  is  properly  no  place  for  iv  pecan,  but  a  comparable  superfluity  is 

seen  in  Eur.  Ion  1284  rl  8’  icrl  0otpaii  coi  re  koivov  ev  pecan; 

Sioi'cEi :  Seaifiepeiv  in  the  sense  of  ‘be  different  from’  not  in  Aeschylus  or  Sophocles,  once  in  Euripides 
{Orest.  251)  and  not  out  of  the  way  in  comedy  (usually  in  negative  or  interrogative  sentences,  e.g. 

Aristoph.  Rub.  503,  1428,  Cratin.  Rem.  fr.  108)  and  prose.  Eur.  Troad.  1248  rote  flovoOci  Siaipipeiv  ppaxd, 
et .  .  .  may  be  mentioned  for  its  verbal  similarity,  but  it  exemplifies  a  use  quite  different  from  what  is 

postulated  here. 

yovae:  yovr;  in  the  sense  of  ‘parturition’  is  not  very  common  in  tragedy.  Phoen.  355  Seivov  yvvae^lv 

al  St*  d)Stvu)V  yoval.  Ion  328  Bientepa  iraiSwv  ie  yovdc  may  be  adduced  from  Euripides.  I  have  no  in¬ 

stance  of  the  singular,  unless  it  occurred  at  Eur.  fr.  839  dir’  alBepiov  pXaerdvra  yovrjc.  tokov  would  have been  easier  to  interpret. 

pipoc  dir'  dpcivcov:  cf.  dir'  Apyelac  x^P^t  re'BvrjKa  Eur.  Orest.  lozy,  riji  dj>'  vpuiv  ripaiplai  Thuc.  i  69, 
dS^iov  eiraprinv  dir’  dvSpdiv  Soph.  O.C.  1533  ®®tl' 

apcijv  used  by  all  three  tragedians  as  a  synonym  of  dvijp,  e.g.  per'  dpeeveuv  \jirj^ov  eBevr’  dripdtcavrec 

epiv  ywaiKoiv  Aesch.  Suppl.  643569.,  dpcevaiv  .  .  .  xXayyd  Soph.  Track.  206  seq.,  x^lp^u'  dpcevuiv  vdcov 
raurrjv  vocoSpev  Eur.  Androm.  220  seq.^  In  Eur.  Melanipp.  Desm.  fr.  499,  i  seqq.  etc  ywatnac  e|  dvBp&v 

i/fdyoc  is  taken  up  by  al  8*  Etc’  dpelvovc  dpcivuiv.  The  facts  are  not  made  clear  in  the  LSJ  article. 
dSapdroic:  cf,  Aesch.  Suppl.  143  =153  evvde  dvSpiuv  ayapov  d8d/ia{ v}tov  iurjivyeiv,  Soph.  Aj.  450 

dddpa{c}roc  Bed  (Athena). 

Ill  should  have  guessed  ini  piya  rode  rfiXiyec  kokov,  but  [Eyei/ca]  seems  too  long  for  the  space, 

and  even  if  another  form  of  ij>Xiyeiv  a  letter  shorter  is  chosen,  there  would  still  be  hardly  enough 
room. 

If  ETTi  piya  ‘to  a  great  extent,  to  a  high  degree’,  it  has  parallels  (Thuc.  i  1 18,  2 ;  ii  97,  5)  and  many 

analogies  (e.g.  ini  /Spax®  Thuc.  i  1 18,  2 ;  iirl  pet^ov  Thuc.  iv  1 17 ;  e’etI  nav  Xen.  Anab.  iii  I,  18)  in  prose, 
and  analogies  (though  I  think  they  are  rarer)  in  verse,  such  as  ini  cpixpov  S.  Eleclr.  414,  ini  petlov  S.  Phil. 

259,  but  I  can  find  no  other  instance  in  the  tragedians  of  ini  piya  itself. 

•  Tot  is  not  always  easy  to  recognize.  At  Aesch.  Agam.  242  I  should  write  Bdic  (B'  die  M). 
*  As  the  meaning  seems  to  be,  not  ‘we  suffer  in  this  a  worse  sicknras  than  men’,  but  ‘we  suffer  this 

sickness  but  worse  than  men’,  I  should  have  thought  xetpov  more  logical  than  x«'pov(a).  ̂ 
At  Aesch.  Agam.  260  1  believe  the  truth  to  be  that  apcevoc  is  the  genitive  dependent  on  iprjpaiSeCc, 

and  not  either  the  genitive  dependent  on  Bpovoc  or  the  genitive  of  dpcTjv  Bpivoc. 

0  0233  0 
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2806.  Old  Comedy 

Although  the  contents  of  Fr.  i  i  of  the  following  manuscript  should  make  it  possible 

to  identify  their  source,  if  any  record  of  it  had  been  otherwise  preserved,  I  have  found 

nothing  suitable  among  the  fragments  of  Old  Comedy  and  no  name  of  a  play  to  suggest 

that  this  prophecy  might  have  been  a  feature  of  it.  The  only  clue  is  that  fieTtK^aWfiv 

occurs  nowhere  in  Greek  but  here,  but  that  Cratinus  used  the  derived  noun. 

The  text  is  placed  within  lavish  margins  both  between  columns  and  below.  It  may 

be  worth  noting  that  fr.  i,  more  than  13I  in.  wide,  is  a  single  sheet  without  joints.  The 

hand  is  a  medium-sized  slightly  sloping  example  of  the  well-represented  angular  type 
which  I  should  have  referred  to  the  third  century  but  that  the  note  at  fr.  i  i  10  looks  to 

me  like  second-century  writing.  The  two  or  three  corrections  might  be  attributable  to 

this  pen,  the  lection  signs  apparently  to  a  finer  point. 

Fr.  I 

Col.  i 

]..D...[ 
]C0V£T.[  ] 

]evTjceT[  j/iere/c 

^aXcDCLTovwvlTpo'nav 

a^arcav^oiTTwvaKovcova^iov ,  [ , ,  jecricot 

■nac{,yafne^ovciw\[v^i,va(,YvvaiKec7ra[ .  ] .  ta 

■!TePTeiJ,’r]vaKa[  _  }rpipi/r]vaKai,TpiaKo[  _  ]  _  rjiiepa 
e 

[ .  ]7ro^r]\av€m6vp.wci'irXr]docap[ .  JemTe/tai^ijAea 

TavT<xS’r]^7jc€i,npi,vfivai.7r€i>TeKaiSeicrjp,ep(i)v 

KaTa^etvr]covavaXXwvTTa>TeKaLS€Krjp,€pci)v 

Kaiy€veiacovav€Tepa}V7TevTeKai.S€K7]p,epci)v 

Fr .  1  Col.  i  I  ] , .  the  foot  of  an  upright,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending 
below  the  line;  perhaps  a  single  v  possible  ]...[,  a  dot  on  the  line,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 
descending  well  below  the  line,  the  start  of  a  stroke  on  the  line  a  .[,  perhaps  o  followed  by  the 
tail  of  a  stroke  curling  up  to  right;  resembles  oi  but  not  the  ui  of  this  hand 

Fr.  1  Col.  i  L.  4.  is  an  acatalectic  iambic  dimeter.  There  is  no  telling  what  preceded,  but  the  pro¬ 
jection  of  1.  3  beyond  the  end  of  1.  a  shows  that  more  than  one  metre  was  represented. 

I-l.  5”t  I  are  catalectic  trochaic  tetrameters.  But  for  the  first  of  these  lines,  it  would  be  reasonable 
to  recognize  an  address  of  the  audience  by  the  chorus,  that  is,  to  take  them  for  part  of  the  Tropd/Sacic 
of  the  play,  the  eirlppriiia  and  arremp/Hj^ia  of  the  n-opdjSacic  of  at  any  rate  an  Aristophanic  comedy being  characterized  by  the  use  of  this  metre. 

The  address  of  a  single  person  in  1.  5  appears  to  be  inconsistent  with  this  hypothesis.  In  fact, 
I  c^  think  of  no  explanation  of  the  transition  from  the  singular  to  the  plural  unless  cot  refers  to  some 
collective  noun,  e.g.  S%oc  or  jro'Aic.  In  that  case,  this  might  still  be  the  dvrenlpp-qfia  of  a  iropd/Joctc. 

Fr.  I 

Col.  i 

3  jxeTeK- jSoAtoci  rov  vvvl  rporrov. 

5  dAAd  Twv  Xoi,7Twv  aKovcov,  aiiov  y[d/)]  icri  coi. 

Tract  yap  re^ovciv  vp,tv  ai  yvvaiKec  Tra[t]Sta 

Trevrip/ffva  /ca[t]  TpLp/rjva  Kal  rpiaKo[v]r'qpLepa, 

[oJttoc’  av  imOvpuiici,  ttXtJSoc,  ap\p\€va  re  Kal  dijXea. 

ravra  8’  Tj/Sijcet  npiv  etvai  TrevreKat'Se/c’  ripep&v 

1 1  KoX  yeveiacovciv  iripuiv  'nevreKaiZeK  rjpepwv 

I  o  Kara  ̂ ivrjcovav  dXXav  TrevreKaiSeK  rjpepwv 

Fr.  1  Col.  i  3  seq.  /zeTSKjJdAAetv  is  not  recorded,  but  Cratinus  is  credited  with  fWTexjSoAiJ-  lifra^oXfi 

Hal  eVoAAafic  (fr.  427  ap.  Phot.  lex.).  pteTfxjSdAAeiv  may  presumably  have  any  of  the  constructions  of 

pera^dXXav,  which  is  used  both  transitively  and  intransitively.  In  the  context  a  reasonable  guess  is  that 

TOO  vvvl  rpdnov  means  the  state  from  which  the  ‘change’  is  made. 

4  Cf.  Thuc.  i  6,  4  t6v  vCv  Tparrov,  ‘the  present  fashion’. 
5  Cf.  Aristoph.  Eq.  624  aKoOcal  y ’  of tov  t&v  npayptarcvv,  and  for  the  dative  ibid.  616  d^iov  ye  ndclv 

fcnv  sTroAoAvfot,  Dem.  Eals.  leg.  310  ode  iXeetv  .  .  .  vyiv  ofiov. 

6  Hdt.  vi  69  tIktovci,  yap  ywaiKec  Kal  evvedfx'qva  Hal  errTdp/rjva  Hal  ov  rtdcai  Sexa  p.'qvac  exrcAccaccu. 
7  I  cannot  say  for  certain  that  -Brj-  was  not  written,  but  the  remaining  ink  is  compatible  with  the 

foot  of  the  stalk  of  t  and  does  not  in  any  way  suggest  the  base  of  6.  In  view  of  the  k'  for  x'  iu  9"*  ■ 
(which  also  I  cannot  explain),  I  have  taken  t  as  the  rrapaSoac. 

8  oVdeo  .  .  .  irXijBoc’.  cf.  kocoi  irXfjBoc;  Hdt.  i  153,  nXfjBoe  die  Sicjfi'Aioi  Xen.  Anab.  iv  2,  2. 

9  ‘Before  they  are  a  fortnight  old’ :  cf.  Xen.  Memor.  Socr.  i  2,  40  irplv  eiKociv  iruiv  etvai.  The  same 
phrase  in  the  next  two  verses  contains  a  genitive  of  a  different  nature. 
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10  seq.  yeveiacounv.  The  girls  have  been  left  behind. 

iv  Ti(ar)  sc.  dvnypd^otc.  ‘In  some  copies  these  two  lines  are  transposed.’ 
 Unless  some  joke  that 

I  have  missed  underlies  the  order  presented  by  this  manuscript,  the  alternative  seems  t
o  me  preferable 

on  two  grounds :  (a)  it  would  appear  to  a  Greek  the  natural  order ;  see,  e.g.,  Ale.  rao  where  the  marginal 

note  has  ToOra  •  •  .  eipuivelat.  cic  rtva  yqpo.VTO.  vplv  yerttacot,  {b)  in  a  sequence  ol  three  me
mbers  ^repoc 

applies  more  aptly  to  the  second  and  dXXoc  more  aptly  than  erepoc  to  the 
 third. 

^peptuv:  the  common  genitive  of  time  within  which,  ‘in  the  next  fortnight’,  cf.,  e.g.,  Hdt.  vi  58 
dvdav  Baijiioa,  ayop^  r/piepeuiv  ovk  Uraral  c^i. 

Fr.  I 

E.l.vL 

Ac..[  ]wx4 ava/i,[ 

eiTi.Tp[  ]t)/t[  ]t'p.[ 

5  eyyvrl  ].v[.]vf,[  >«■..[ 

TT.  ̂ Taye/^[  J,  ./9tac[ 

T//t€voc/t[  _  ]yaKat[ 

7rXaTU,mcT0vaTTaci  _  _  [ 

idpvcac6e^p€V0iVV‘n[ 

10  7r€ptSai)ToS»<ata)v[ 

eTTiTraciftevepyotc  [ 

eTniTac[_]8€pLvdoic  [ 

Col.  ii  I  [[.]],,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  hooked  to  right,  cancelled  by  a  diagonal  stroke,  c 

apparently  likelier  than  c,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  well  below  the  line 

2  , a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  and  two  dots  side  by  side  below  it  on  the  line,  followed  by 

a  faint  trace  on  the  line  4  .  [>  a  speck  on  a  single  fibre  about  mid  letter  5  The  dij)!e  obelismene 

represented  only  by  a  speck  of  the  upper  arm  and  the  right-hand  end  of  the  dash  ] , ,  a  fiat  stroke  on 

the  line  ,  [,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  , ,  [,  apparently  an  upright  followed  by  another  upright, 

but  the  fibres  are  frayed  out  and  the  ink  may  be  displaced  j  perhaps  a  single  letter  6  After  w 

prima  facie  the  upper  right-hand  part  of  o,  but  there  are  elements  of  an  upright,  descending  well  below 

the  line,  under  its  right-hand  end  Before  y  the  upper  part  of  a  forward-sloping  stroke  ] , . ,  the  foot 
of  an  upright  and  after  an  interval  a  dot  on  the  line;  perhaps  ],[,],[  should  be  written  (3  , .[,  two 
dots  on  the  line,  some  way  apart 

Col.  ii  The  only  two  certainly  complete  verses,  of  which  therefore  the  metre  is  assured,  are  1 1  seq. 

These  are  anapaestic  penthemimers,  like  Aristoph.  Av.  1318  seq.  =  1330  seq.  It  is  natural  to  sec  the 
same  in  1.  10,  but  I  do  not  see  how  this  metrical  view  is  compatible  with  the  requirements  of  language. 

L.  7,  if  complete,  as  prima  facie  it  may  be  taken  to  be,  is  an  anapaestic  monometer;  1.  8  is  then 
either  an  anapaestic  tripody  or,  as  I  suppose  more  likely,  dimeter. 

Fr.  2 

]ajvrovc(j}iX[ 

] ,  aTaC|iayetv[ 
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refievoc  /t,[e]ya  /cat  [ 
TrXarv,  incTov  dVact , ,  [ 

iSp^cacOe  (j>p€viov  vtt[ 

10  Trepi  8’  avTO  8t/<ata))/[ 

em  Tract  jU^v  epyotc 

em  nSci  8^  p-iiOotc, 

7  seqq.  rdptvoc  apparently  metaphorical.  I  suppose  the  object  of  ISpdcacBe,  and  what  is  referred to  in  aW. 

9  i!Tr[  appears  most  likely  to  represent  M  or  Mp  in  anastrophe,  though  these  are  not  the  only 

possibilities.  I  can  suggest  nothing  better  than  that  the  ‘spacious  reserve’  is  (or,  is  to  be)  ‘established  in 

your  breasts’,  ijipev&v  B-no. 
10  seqq.  ‘In  all  deeds,  in  all  words’:  alStbc  ew'  Ipyotc  nSci  Soph.  O.C.  1268.  The  mention  of  a 

person  seems  to  be  implied. 

Fr,  2  i].,  an  upright  3].,  scattered  specks;  no  letter  verifiable 
Fr.  2  I  7rpotSp[{av. 

2  TOilc  i^M[oiic. 

3  Kara</>ayt[v,  though  K  not  verifiable. 
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2807.  Old  Comedy,  ̂ Qpai? 

The  largest  of  the  following  fragments  contains  a  word  quoted  from  the  ̂ Qpat  of 
Cratinus.  This  word,  (Lpdi^ecdat,,  would  be  apt  to  occur  in  comedy’  and  is  in  fact 
quoted  also  from  Eupolis.  But  the  triple  occurrence  in  its  immediate  neighbourhood  of 

cases  of  SpaL  suggests  the  possibility  that  there  is  some  relevance  to  the  title  of  the  play. 

Nothing  is  known  of  the  theme  of  the  ̂ Dpai,  of  Cratinus  and  I  can  follow  no  thread  of 

meaning  in  what  is  preserved  of  this  ms.  Aristophanes  also  wrote  a  ‘^Qpai,  of  which 
a  fragment  is  quoted  by  Athenaeus,  containing  (as  it  seems)  a  discussion  between  two 

Seasons  about  the  advantages  of  the  Athenian  climate. 

The  hand  is  a  fair-sized  example  of  a  well-represented  type  of  upright  uncial, 

comparable  with  844  and  PSI  IQI2  and  to  be  dated  early  in  the  second  century.  PSI 

I2IQ,  Cratinus  UXomoi,  is  adequately  supplied  with  lection  signs.  2807,  apart  from 
a  couple  of  apostrophes,  offers  a  bare  text. 

Fr.  I Fr.  2 

Fr.  3 

] .  iv:r}X8enc8i^  _  [ 

]  _  ’avdpmnocrjXl 

a)ca_[ 

]aKor[ 

]T£povot;^eTa[ 

eywS ,  [ 

jeflatxatya,  ,o^,[ 

0acc.[ 

]t/<7^A[ 

]ve^acKeravTa[ 5 
5  ]€/te[ 

].y[.  .]Aw«ra_ .[  [ 

]o.[,]cTdt)7rovr[  [ 

].«[.]acf/xwj.o.[ 

jTvaSe/cq  _  S  _  wvdifjX .  [ 

1 0  jTviaaiSot . .  8t[  _  Jexo  _  [ 

]yaiji'aT€;(rwcy’ecT[ 
]  yracSenepig  _  xai  _  [ 

]xAac0?jwqca7rt[ 

15  ].Aijj>yeu^etKaTa.[ 

].[]^iAai7roAAac.[ 

]eA0etvWjpal'^o/xevo[ 

]a}vcDp€OJ€T€pacwpac[ 

J.j'wpecov  [ 

20  yjvBappcov  [ 

‘  It  is  conjectured  at  Aristoph.  Eceles.  20a. 
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P*’-  1  ’  ].)  on  the  line  the  right-hand  end  of  a  stroke  coming  from  left;  perhaps  p  likeliest  .[> 
the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  a  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  top  of 
the  letters  with  a  speck  on  the  line  below;  neither  y  nor  t  suggested  4  After  p  the  extreme  lower 
end,  below  the  line,  of  a  stroke  hooked  to  right  Before  o  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending  from 

left,  having  a  projection  to  right  near  its  top;  above,  ink  not  suggesting  an  accent  but  the  upper  end 
of  a  stroke  descending,  with  a  slight  convex  curve,  to  left  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right, 
followed  by  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle ;  X  or  p?  6  . ,  [,  triangular  letters  8  ].,  a 
dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  and  a  hook  to  right  below  on  the  line  Of  ]p  only  the  feet  After 
4  what  looks  like  the  cro.ss-stroke  of  t  but  with  no  trace  of  an  upright  ,[>  &  dol  level  with  the  top 
of  the  letters  9  Between  p  and  6  the  tips  of  two  uprights  Before  ut  a  serif  to  left  below  the  line 

.[,  the  Icit-hand  side  of  u  perhaps  likeliest  :o  na  i  inserted,  apparently  by  the  writer  Between  01 
and  5  ink  which  I  cannot  reconcile  with  parts  of  any  letters  of  this  hand :  at  mid  letter  a  cross-stroke  with 

a  thick  upright  at  its  left-hand  end  and  a  thin  convex  stroke  at  its  right-hand  end,  followed  by  what 
resembles  a  reversed  comma  on  the  line  with  a  trace  to  left  and  a  trace  to  right  level  with  the  top  of 

the  letters  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  I2  After  0  a 

speck  Just  off  the  line  .[,  the  foot  of  an  upright  strongly  serifed  to  left  >4  ].,  the  lower 

left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  ’5  ]•>  a  speck  below  the  line  .  [,  an  upright  strongly  serifed  to  left 
16  .(,  an  upright  with  top  hooked  to  left  19  ]_,  on  the  line  a  flat  stroke  with  a  short  tail  at  its  left- hand  end 

Fr,  2  I  marg.  The  first  letter  is  prima  facie  a,  but  this  does  not  account  for  a  speck  between  the  end 

points  of  the  two  sides.  But  it  docs  not  look  as  if  this  trace  could  have  formed  part  of  the  base  of  S 

2  the  upper  right-hand  part  of  a  loop  3  .[.  a  dot  off  the  line  4  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of 
a  circle ;  I  think  0,  not  w 

Fr.  3  I  .[,  an  upright  3  ].,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  t,  not  more, 
miglit  be  missing  in  the  gap  between  this  and  e 

Fr.  1  1  The  inserted  colon  indicates  a  change  of  speaker. 

f!  Up  to  this  verse  the  remains  seem  to  be  reconcilable  with  iambic  trimeters,  from  here  on  with 
anapaestic  dimeters  (monometers  14,  igscq.). 

ctpvjt  c:f.  (5  piya  ctpval  Nt<l>iXat  Aristoph.  Nub.  291.  As  presumably  there  was  no  hiatus 

intended,  the  sign  between  rj  and  0  represents  a  consonant,  but  none  has  been  completed. 

9  1  suppose  (t5)  w<i Jri'a,  though  this  is  not  a  form  to  be  expected  in  comedy,  except  in  some  relation 
(quotation,  parody)  to  a  more  elevated  kind  of  verse,  irojrra  was  first  written  in  1. 10  also,  but  has  been 
converted  to  the  regular  form. 

KavSpu)v  would,  I  think,  be  acceptable,  but  I  cannot  verify  it.  A  reference  to  a  particular  ten  men 
(c.g.  those  mentioned  in  Thuc.  viii  67 ;  Aristot.  AO.  IIoX.  29,  2,  or  the  ten  generals  listed  by  Androtion, 

Schol.  Aristid.  4O5)  would  presumably  require  the  article. 

10  In  Aristophanes  always  tH  vdrna,  and,  except  for  <J  wow’  ElXAOma  Lys.  742,  Eccles.  369,  always 
<J  woTKia.  There  docs  not  appear  to  be  any  particular  reason  for  the  seriptio  plena  here. 

The  vocative  of  atSdic  being  alSuc  {d  ndm’  AlBiic  Eur.  Iph,  Aul.  821 ;  fr.  436),  at’Sot  must  be 
supposed  the  dative  alSot  or  part  of  alSotoc. 

1 1  nal  pijV  dreyrdc  ye  ,  ,  .  Aristoph.  Ran,  106. 

15  <iVi. 17  Kparlvoe  "Qpaxc  (fr.  272),  but  also  in  Eupolis,  dpiulopini  wal  OpvjTTopdvr)  fr.  358. 
18  Hcq.  I  do  not  sec  the  reason  for  the  Ionic  forms. 
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2808.  Comedy 

Parts  of  iambic  trimeters  recognizable  as  belonging  to  a  comedy,  which  I  cannot 

identify  but  suppose  to  be  Old  more  probably  than  New. 

The  writing  is  a  fair-sized  upright  bookhand  comparable  with  1238,  which  is 

dated  about  the  middle  of  the  first  century. 

Fr.  I {a) 

(b)  Col.  i 

Col.  ii 

]  _  ecTO^l 
]oVe/X7T€COtC 

■r)vmvyap‘i^[ 

]ot77a0o[ 

]apou‘ 

evpimSrjcSo .  [ 

].  on-pay.  [ 

]pacw 

ypiyaparaXav  v)  [ 

]tc0eoic' 

].c:o.['  ]• 

T 

LvaKaiTgyprjpIodeyl 

ojcov[  ]Tavp,.[ 

]r;p,7]i^[  ]ei}/7ra .  [ 

] .  ctov/r.[ ]wA 

10  ]ye.[ 

Fr.  1  (a)  There  is  a  ‘joint’  at  the  right-hand  edge 
1  ].(  V  or  r  3  ].i  y  or  T  .[,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 
(A)  Col.  i  5  ].,  the  upper  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle 
Col.  ii  I  Above  rj  the  upper  part  of  «  (or  c),  followed  by  a  dot  or  the  extreme  top  of  a  small  circle 

a  .  [,  an  upright  with  a  projection  to  left  at  top  3  The  t  is  unusually  low  and  may  have  been  in¬ 
serted  by  the  original  hand  in  a  space  left  for  it.  There  is  a  blank  between  u  and  j;  not  filled  4  Of 

i'[  only  the  left-hand  upright ;  fi  equally  possible  5  .  [,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  6  .  [, 
a  slightly  convex  upright  7  ].>  y  or  t  8  Between  /j,  and  v  the  surface  is  stripped  and  only 
the  extreme  tops  of  strokes  remain;  to  may  be  possible,  though  the  central  apex  looks  anomalous 

9  .[,  I  think,  9,  but  cannot  rule  out  e  lo  .[,  the  top  of  the  left-hand  upright  of  p  or  v 

Fr.  1  Col.  i  I  I  suppose  ic  ro  p[apa6p]ov  ipiricoic.  As  the  common  phrase  is  ic  t6  j3. 

(Aristophanes  four  times,  cf.  Demlahczuk,  adesp.  24,  10)  i/iirdcotc  may  be  taken  as  equivalent  to  a 

passive,  *be  thrown  into  the  pit’.  I  have  no  other  instance. 

5  The  ‘colon’  for  a  change  of  speaker. 

Col.  ii  I  TTou  yap;  ‘certainly  not’?  Cf.  Dem.  Pantaen.  41.  7r66tv;  in  a  similar  use,  much  commoner; 
v.  Blaydes  on  Aristoph.  Ran.  1455. 

3  There  seems  to  have  been  trouble  with  .MraAdrTq  (who  figured,  among  other  places,  in  the 
MeXdaypoc  of  Euripides) . 

Several  comic  poets  (the  majority  with  a  good  deal  of  uncertainty)  arc  credited  with  an  AraXdvrrj. 
See  Kock  i  119  (Strattis). 

2808.  COMEDY 
Fr.  2 

h.p.[ 

]/CTe/c[ ]tcya[ 

5  ]Ta‘/ca[ 
]vS’eT[ 

]“c[ 

Fr.  2  I  Over  p.  a  dot  such  as  signifies  cancellation  Before  p  only  spectral  remains,  after  p  the 

lower  left-hand  part  of  0  or  c  2  . .  [,  the  foot  of  an  upright,  followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line  and  this 

by  the  foot  of  an  upright 
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2809.  Old  Comedy 

There  is  no  clue,  that  I  see,  to  the  identification  of  the  author  or  source  of  the 

following  scraps,  and  only  a  couple  are  even  recognizable  as  from  an  Old  Comedy. 

The  text  is  written  in  a  medium-sized  upright  round  bookhand  rather  like  P.  Ryl. 

483  and  like  it  probably  of  the  second  century.  There  are  a  few  lection  signs  (apostrophes, 

fr.  I  i  7,  fr.  2,  3,  accents,  fr.  i  i  7,  10,  fr.  10,  2,  fr.  3,  3,  a  rough  breathing,  If.  i  i  ii, 

a  ‘short’,  fr.  3,  3),  most  if  not  all  by  a  diflerent  hand;  the  two  corrections  (fr.  i  i  12,  fr. 
7,  2)  look  as  if  they  were  by  the  same  hand  as  the  text. 

Fr.  I 

Col.  i  Col.  ii 
’  ]  ‘  [ 

J.Aetc  . 

Ja.tur 
]<f>vy(o^aX  ]  [ 

5  ]a-s:aij,;e,[..]cy. 

]£7rAeu/)«[_  _  _  JAa/3«v 

j.etp,*'  d)^e[.  JtSpaic 

]l^lJ,axovc[  _  Jf/ii/ejmi'ac 

]cKaitjjo  ̂ ovaovi'ov 
1 0  ]yfji,TraTovixe}'rji- 

j^ouTTocelcT .  i{ .  ]viJi,i/,axo)v- 

].K07rC(j‘^OV[  ]t> 

] 

‘5  ]..a'tpe^[ 

].[ 

.[ 

'-ci: 
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Col.  ii  0  In  the  margin  tlircc  clots,  the  second  nearer  to  the  third,  and  at  a  higher  level  than  the 

others  9  converging  .strokes;  a  triangular  letter  or  x  m  .[.  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke 

descending  to  right  from  the  upper  arm  of  k  13  ,[,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right 

Fr.  1  LI.  G--II  may  he  iambic  trimeters. 

f)  In  spite;  of  what  I  say  in  the  «/;/;.  crit.  xe\-  seems  unavoidable  and  in  that  case  the  dative  of 
‘shell’  is  the  only  suggcstioti  1  can  make. 

()  Unless  a  sign  of  elision  has  been  omitted,  or  unless  an  Ionic  form  is  to  be  allowed,  an  unrecorded 

word  is  reprcscnttal.  {hpimv  appears  twice  in  2807  fr.  i,  iBscq.  in  an  otherwise  Attic  context. 
7  iti  ZeOt  tI  hpCi(,c ; 

(1  cviifxdxovc  W(f/xi/i7)ic  Tii'rlc. 

!)  Nt)  doubt  iji6<jiouc,  though  </>  is  tin  verifiable,  and  tfidOoc  also  is  said  to  mean  (inler  alia)  Oopiijioc, 1  lesych.  in  v.,  cf.  Thcognost.  can.  p.  34. 

1 1  SoOmc  apparently  belongs  to  the  high  style.  It  docs  not  occur  in  comedy. 

ru>v  cvnndxoi)'. 

Fr.  2  Fr.  3 

.r  [  ’  '  ]v.i 

\exOpoi,'Ka\ 

] ,  €ci)[i .  [  ] .  Titca[ 

].waf.[ 

.  .  .  r>  ] .  ®‘'™[ 

Fr.  2  8  ],,  a  thick  dot  slightly  above  the  top 
of  the  letters  .|>  d'c  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  ].ySa[ 

Fr.  3  I  .  [,  the  foot  of  an  upright  with  a  speck 
on  the  line  to  right ;  perhaps  k  or  v,  or  two  letters 

3  ] , ,  a  slightly  backward  sloping  upright.  Between 
this  and  t  more  than  the  normal  space  but  no  ink 

remaining  4  ].,  the  tip  and  lower  part  of  a 

stroke  descending  from  left  .[,  a  cross-stroke 
level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  5  ].,  the  end 

of  a  cross-stroke  just  above  the  top  of  the  letters 

7  ] , ,  a  trace  Just  below  the  general  level 

Fr.  4  Fr.  5 

]l«f[ 

Jowl 

]«•  [ 

Fr.  4  I  ](  close  to  the  edge 
of  a  stroke  descending  to  right? 

3  ,  [,  the  tip 
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Fr.  6 

].‘S[ 

]y°v[ 

Fr.  6  I  ].,  a  speck  level  with  the  top  of  i 
I  think  likelier  than  t Fr.  7 

]  "«/>.[ 

]  oto/3o[ 
]u/xor_[ 

]...
[’ 

Fr.  7  Frr.  7,  8  are  darker  than  the  rest 

I  .  [,  a  speck  level  with  the  top  of  tlie  letters 

3  the  left-hand  three-quarters  of  a  circle 

4  The  top  of  a  stroke  suggesting  o|  a  short  flat 

stroke  perhaps  dipping  at  its  right-hand  end;  the 
upper  ends  of  two  diverging  strokes 

Fr.  7  a  The  only  recorded  Greek  word 

beginning  oiojSo-  is  oJoj9ou/«iAoc,  Aesch,  Suppl.  304. 

None  begins  oiayjo-.  oV  o^o[,  of’  d^o[,  ofa  j8o[  are 
manageable,  but  there  are  no  signs  to  show  they 
arc  meant. 

].[']..[  * 

1  aiTTraf 

]  «8p.[ 

Fr.  8  There  is  a  ‘joint’  at  the  right-hand  edge 

I  ].[,  the  bottom  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 
the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching 

near  the  top  «  or  0  3  .  [,  the  upper  left-hand 
arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  8  2  d7r7ro[7raf,  if  this  was  the  text,  only 
at  Aristoph.  Vesp,  233. 
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(«)  .  .  . 

]  .[ 

]  LvaTrov[ 

]  ot£e , ,,  [ 

] 

5  ]  emrpei^l 

]avoceLvai,r[ 

]  ^TjTiTCOVK
 

(*)... 

]  vL ]  ««[ 
]  0V[ 

(0  .  .  . 

.[ 

]  cuS[ 

]  TWV[ 

] 

5  ]  £>«C6[ 
] 

]  '^[ 

]  [ 

],  .[ 

[
’
 

[ 

Fr.  9  Though  I  cannot  follow  the  vertical  fibres  I  am  fairly  confident  that  these  
fragments  are  from 

the  same  column.  There  are  reasons  for  placing  (e)  lowest,  I  can  sec  no  ev
idence  about  the  relative positions  of  («),  {!/)  -  ,  ,  ,  r,  1  1  p 

(a)  3  _ ,  the  top  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the  tip  of  an  upright
  4  .  [,  the  lower  left-hand  arc  ot 

a  circle  7  ],,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  .[,  the  m
iddle  of  the  left-hand  side  ofa  circle 

(4)  3  Of  y[  only  the  upper  end  of  the  left-hand  
arm 

{«)  Lower  margin  ],,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  . an  upright,  damaged  at  the  top, followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright 
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Fr.  9  Apparently  trochaic  verse. 
(a)  3  Very  likely  ol  Beol,  but  this  is  not  verifiable  and  even  these  letters  allow  of  various  constructions. 

5  «ViTp{e}ij8[£i'ije  cf.  Aristoph.  TTiesm.  557,  Av.  1530.  If  the  writing  in  the  lower  margin  of  (e)  is  to 
be  read  and  supplemented  tmTpi,[P-,  it  looks  as  if  there  were  some  relation  between  the  two  occurrenceSj 

but  the  sign  to  left  of  eirir. .[  is  not  the  ‘hook’,  J,  seen  for  instance  at  Bacchyl.  coll,  aa,  38,  used  to  refer 
upwards. 

6  auoc :  see  Blaydes’s  collections  on  Aristoph.  Lysist.  385  and  add  Menand,  Epitrep.  581,  Perikeir.  163. 
7  I  suppose  fuj,  though  this  is  not  immediately  suggested. 

Fr.  10 

Scattered  specks  over  two  lines 

]^pxl ]at  [ 

5  ].wai  [ 

]  [ 

Fr.  10  3  .  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle ;  though  there  is  a  trace  within,  I  think  o  or  <0  likelier  than  e 

5  ].,  specks,  one  just  below  the  level  of  the  left-hand  end  of  the  bar  of  ir,  the  other  on  the  line  6  .[, 
the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  ̂   not  verifiable 

Ip.yl 
]nvyip[ 

] 

]  Kaiyv[ 

5  ]  ktvit  .  [ 

]ayf....[ 

]^a7rapiSa[ 

Fr.  11  I  The  first  three  letters  are  represented  by  ink  which  has  soaked  through  on  the  underlayer 
].,  o  or  8  Between  p  and  y[  perhaps  a  acceptable  5  seq.  In  the  interlinear  space  between  k  and 
a  what  now  looks  like  an  ‘acute’  rather  than  a  pPTpgTcphus  6  After  p  the  foot  of  an  upright  turning to  right,  followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line,  then  two  traces  on  the  line,  the  first  apparently  part  of  a  descend¬ 
ing,  the  second  of  a  rising,  stroke  , the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  curving  down  from  left,  followed  by 
a  short  arc  from  the  lower  left-hand  side  of  a  circle  8  Of  the  last  three  letters  one  appears  to  be 

2809.  OLD  COMEDY 
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jr,  but  I  cannot  tell  whether  the  first  or  the  second,  and  I  cannot  combine  the  remaining  traces  on  either 

hypothesis 
Fr.  11  a  Since  the  transcript  was  made  a  flake  has  broken  off  the  edge  of  the  fragment,  so  that  the 

left-hand  part  of  p.[  is  no  longer  recognizable. 

Fr.  12 
]  ’  [ 

]TatCT€[ 

]..p«[ 

].[ 

Fr.  12  2  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke 

descending  to  right,  followed  by  the  right-hand 

arc  of  a  circle  3  The  right-hand  end  of  a 
cross-stroke  as  of  y 

Fr.  14 

]..’[
 

]  [ 

].cKe[ 

5  >..[ 

]...[ 

Fr.  13 

■  ]v8[' 

]t/fa7r[ 

Fr.  13  2  There  may  be  a  trma  over  the  i  and 

an  interlinear  addition  over  the  right-hand  side  of 

rrL  but  these  and  some  other  marks  may  be  casual 

Fr.  15 

]vs.[ 

Fr.  15  I  .[,  a  slightly  backward-sloping 

upright 

Fr.  14  Partly  stripped 

I  A  trace  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters, 
followed  by  r  or  the  left-hand  part  of  w  3  ]., 

a  thick  dot  on  the  line  4  .[,  the  top  of  an 

upright  with  a  projection  to  right  near  the  tip 

5  . .  [j  two  uprights,  the  second  having  a  stroke 
rising  to  right  from  its  foot;  if  w,  I  cannot  account 
for  the  rest  6  A  short  arc  from  the  lower 

right-hand  side  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the  upper 

part  of  an  upright;  next,  three  traces  at  about mid  letter 
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Fr.  16 

]'<8.[ 

].4 

Fr.  16  I  ,  [,  an  upright  with  a  stroke  starting 

to  right  from  near  its  top ;  ?  3  ] ,  i  7  or  t 

Fr.  17 

JtcatKO ,  [ 

]  [ 
]f[ 

Fr.  17  1  The  letters  are  slightly  larger  than 

the  rest  and  the  space  between  1.  i  and  1.  4 

greater  than  the  normal  allowance  for  three  lines 

.[,  below  the  line  the  foot  of  an  upright  turned 
to  right 

2810.  OLD  COMEDT 
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2810.  ObD  Comedy 

Not  much  is  to  be  said  of  the  fragment  printed  below,  which  is  in  many  places 
uncertain  or  impossible  of  decipherment  and  preserves  at  best  no  more  than  half  of  the 

verses  legible  in  it.  LI.  10-24  hardly  doubtfully  anapaestic  dimeters  (which  occur  in 
various  places  in  Aristophanic  comedy),  divided  by  a  paragraphus  into  two  parts  of 
nine  and  six  verses  respectively.  I  can  make  no  pretence  of  grasping  their  tenor. 

The  text  is  written  in  a  medium-sized  slightly  sloping  hand  comparable  with  1604 

and  P.  Ryl.  529  and  dated  in  the  first  half  of  the  third  century. 

]  '«P..[ 

]at  rouc[ 

]  ^t[ 

]_ 

5  j.or-n.,  o5e[ 
] ]  I 

]  J  owS  erC 

]  .a^[ 
10  ].  .P^VTO.  .[].ccu  J_ 

]...[].  pow8f.0a[ 

...[].  lSecda[i 

](c[  ] . ,  percjTTOvl 

K[al]  TO  pirMTrov  [ 
]KaiT7)vyacr€pa(f>[ Kal  T^v  yacrepa  (j>[ 

15  ]  Kat,rrjyKe(l>aXr][ 

Kal  T^v  Ke<j>aXrj[v 

JcocT’aTToxAe  _  e .  i’t[ u>cr  aTTOKXeUiv  t[ 

]  OTToravyap  ,8r)p,[ 

dw^rav  yap  tSjj  f/,[ 

]oi)TCuc€  _  6vcpL€t.c[ 

ovTOJc  evdvc  |aetc[ 

>.[ 

a  0  ji/Trpr . .  vjCKaO'i) ,  [ 
inroT^  ̂ r)c  Kad’  i5_[ 

\icai  _  _  [  _  jTratScuvo .  [ 
Kal  T,[.]  'KalStov  oy[ 

]ot7raTe/>’«7r<ivop[ 
oi  Ttarep’  ehrelv  ov[ 

]evrai.civo8oiciv .  [ iv  ratciy  6Soiciv_[ 

]Kairavra\eyovc'o ,  [ 
Kal  ravra  Xeyovc'  oi[ 

i.waox-’  “  r 

■'J  l.rpoox"  L 

.  .v[ 

]..[]..[ 

0.  (12311 D 
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In  many  places  the  surface  is  so  rubbed  that  the  letters  have  almost  complet
ely  or  have  completely 

disappeared.  Where  the  damage  is  less  severe  and  scattered  traces  sur
vive  1  have  reported  those  that 

represent  a  restricted  choice  of  letters  .  „  ,  ,  ,  r  >  .1  ^ 

I  After  p  a  triangular  letter?  3  Of  r[  only  the  left-han
d  end  of  the  cross-stroke  4  Of  § 

only  the  base,  of  only  the  apex  3  marg.  ] . ,  on  the  line  die  turn-up  of  a  stroke  descending  from 

left  After  v  an  upright  against  the  top  of  its  right-hand  upright,  followed  alt
ci  a  blank,  by  a  cross¬ 

stroke  having  o  (?)  attached  to  its  right-hand  end  V  .[,  a  forward-sloping  .stroke,  but  v  not  sug¬ 

gested  I  see  no  paragraphus,  which  one  would  expect  to  find  accompanying  the  c
oronis  9  Before 

o  ink  compatible  with  «,  but  not  suggesting  it  10  ]. ,,  the  foot  of  an  upright,  followed  by  an 

upright  hooked  to  right  at  the  foot;  not  like  ir  as  made  elsewhere  Alter  0  the  loot  ol  an  upright, 

before  c  a  dot  on  the  line,  about  halfway  between  them  the  top  of  an  upright  1 1  ] . ,  two  diverging 

strokes  as  of  the  lower  part  of  x  Before  p  the  foot  of  an  upright  la  p[  hardly  credible,  but  I  sec 

no  better  interpretation  of  the  ink  Between  r  and  p  perhaps  the  top  of  0  . .(,»  a  slightly  forwaid- 

sloping  stroke,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  a  second  ].,  a  thin  stroke  rising  to  right 
 from  below  the 

line  and  having  a  projection  to  right  at  its  middle  ig  Of  ?  only  the  middle  of  the  left-hand  side 

and  the  base.  The  following  letter  is  represented  by  a  small  loop,  open  downwards,  level  with  the  top  of 

the  letters,  and  a  ligature  to  p  ao  Between  t  and  1)  the  left-hand  end  and  the  right-han
d  end  of 

cross-strokes  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  .  [,  the  base  of  a  small  eirclr,  and  a  dot  above  and  to  right 

above  the  line  at  t4  not  verifiable  ag  ,[',  an  angle  open  to  right  35  /  Possibly 

]oT  or  ]cT  s  Perhaps  a  repetition,  but  ]t  not  verifiable  After  /t  two  forward-.sloping  strokes,  the 

first  having  traces  of  a  cross-stroke  to  right  of  its  top,  but  tt  not  suggested 

a  mnrg.  ai  is  in  the  hand  of  the  text  and  would  be  expected  to  belong  to  a  preceding  column, 

which  appears  to  be  out  of  the  question  here. 

5  marg.  in  a  small  hand  may  well  refer  to  the  nature  of  thi^  change  (c.g.  of  speaker)  indicated  by  the 

paragraphus  on  its  right. 

9  Apparently  McOeac  ol'  a  single  line,  unless  the  erasure  of  ink  to  left  has  been  exceptionally 
complete. 

I I  XatinpAv  ISieOai  may  be  thought  of.  h  and  rr  will  pass ;  a.  is  not  suggested  by  the  remaining  trace ; 

in  the  place  of  p  any  letter  might  stand.  iWetfen  Aristoph.  floo. 

20  The  doubtful  letter  after  t  would  naturally  be  taken  to  be  t,  that  before  ij  either  r  or  y.  'Pherc 
is  no  room  for  more. 

25  marg.  The  note  (repeated?)  or  notes  no  doubt  refer  to  the  text  on  their  right.  6  xo(p(fc). 

2811.  Commentary  on  an  Iammooraphkr  ? 

The  scraps  put  together  below  are  found  on  the  back  of  a  roll  which  contained 

a  prose  composition  that  I  have  not  been  able  to  identify.  It  a|)]jcars  to  mention 

AjeTTTiVTjvl,  but  is  not  part  of  any  extant  speech  nor  of  the  thirteenth  Platonic  letter  or 
the  fifth  letter  of  Aeschines.  This  must  have  been  a  handsome  manuscript,  being 

written  in  a  firm  well-spaced  bookhand  comparable  with  1234.  I  suppose  it  is  to  be 

dated  in  the  first  half  of  the  second  century. 

The  text  on  the  back  is  obviously  a  commentary,  but  it  is  hard  to  be  certain  on 

what.  There  are  some  grounds  for  supposing,  on  a  verse  writer,  and  if  Oeota  r'  tvxecOa-i; 
fr.  2,  S,  was  undoubtedly  a  lemma,  there  would  be  no  question.  crimdCet,,  fr.  5,  3  and  7, 

and  KvcoSaKvial,  fr.  5,  10,  or  /fuco«rijc[ia,  fr.  5,  13,  arc  clearly  lemmata  and  much  more 

likely  to  come  from  the  vocabulary  of  verse  than  of  prose,  kvcoc  and  its  derivatives  seem 

to  be  characteristic  of  the  Ionic,  or  at  least  not  of  tlie  Attic,  vocabulary.'  On  the  other 

'  But  SiaKucocnAdlwi'  at  2743  fr.  fi  11  3,  Stratlis,  Ar/nro/nlSa. 
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hand,  it  would  be  expected  that  the  crasis  of  rmi  adrwi,  fr.  5,  10,  would  be  represented 

in  an  Ionic  text  by  twvtwi,  but  a  lemma  might  not  be  accurate  on  such  a  point.  But  if 

these  con,sideralioiis  sugge.st  the  possibility  that  these  fragments  represent  another 

commentary  on  liipponax,  I  can  do  nothing  to  confirm  the  hypothesis,  and  on  the 

wliolc  I  suppose  Ir.  5,  7 -c)  must  be  taken  to  be  adverse  to  it.  Whatever  it  is,  it  is  written 

in  a  iiand  which  is  a  fair  example  of  the  common  angular  type  believed  to  be  used  from 

llic  middle  ol'  the  second  till  the  fourth  century.  I  should  not  suppose  this  specimen  to 
fall  late  in  the  third  and  might  even  suggest  the  end  of  the  second,  if  that  did  not  imply 

a  rather  short  life  for  the  original  contents  of  the  roll. 

Col.  i 
Col. 

] 

:[ 

]. 

[ 

]. 

[ 

4 

].^ 

]0a 

5  [ 

y/ia 

r[ 

}0e 

<?.[ 

]r“ 

A.[ 

]pov 

«.[ 

If 

10  /x[ 

]/pet 

Jppf/a 

Pi 

] . 

T.[ 

l.emv 

«.[ 

>9[ 

Fr.  1  tlol.  i  I  An  upright  descending  into  1.  2  and  turning  out  
to  right!  perhaps  a  headless  p 

2  Ferhnps  u  but  anomalously  looped  3  ].)  d'®  of  a  stroke  from  left  touching  e  at  mid  letter; 

a?  IQ  I  ,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touchi
ng  the  top  of  t  not  much  suggested 

Ool  ii  7  I  nn  upright  8  [,  pcrhnp,s  a  9  .[,  a  trace  compatible  with  a,  or  possibly 

with  A  '  u  .[,nn  upright  with  the  foot  hooked  to  right!  possibly  the  le
ft-hand  stroke  of  w 

14  ,[,  n  speck  level  with  tlic  top  of  the  le
tters 
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Fr.  2  Fr.  3 

.  . 
 '  l.t  ' 

]gL^TOvcvn[ 

].t[.Wom«k[ 
]_aAouc  evo[J.  .pp[  5 

5  ]^aDT0uc7rap[J.aAeu<:[ 

],€/3yactav  airoK_[ 

] ̂KMXeyewrjoTe  [ 

]deoic^T  evxecOac  [ 

]  _  nravroc7]Xoyov[ 

10  ]votTO0eocTf,c, . .[ 

],criv  CT/p[ 

jrpjovoxl 
]€0(.8eAoj/i[ 

]^oi,npo6v[i,[ 

1 5  ]l'SfCOtO/A[ 

],  ,ocoe^r;cA[ 

]c0aoT€a[ 

>.[ 

Fjrr,  2  and  3  look  as  if  they  cannot  have  been  far  apart,  but  I  cannot  place  them  in  any  particular 
relation  to  one  another 

Fr.  2  1  The  foot  of  a  stroke  descending  well  below  the  line,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 

3  ],,  the  turn  up  of  t,  c  suggested  4.  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  stroke,  touching  a  at  mid  letter, 
and  a  dot  below  it  below  the  line  ], .,  perhaps  the  overhang  of  c  touched  by  the  tail  of  in  1.  3 :  if 

so,  followed  by  w  ?[  remade  by  i  ra.  5  ].,  one  or  two  faint  dots ;  no  letter  verifiable  6  ]., 

the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left,  above  which  the  right-hand  end  of  a  slightly  domed 
stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters ;  «,  x,  or  c  not  suggested  For  mto  f  am  not  sure  that  awo  is  not 

to  be  read  ,[,  a  dot  about  mid  letter  7  ].,  an  upright  with  a  median  trace  to  left  9]., 

the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  i,  which  is  unusually  tall,  below  its  top  to  . . .[,  tlic 

top  of  0  or  9,  the  top  of  t,  the  left-hand  branch  of  u  or  x  suggested  <  >  ] .  1  tl'C  top  and  bottom  of  an 
upright  Of  p[  only  the  lower  end  of  the  stalk  la  Between  p  and  t  presumably  a  intended,  but 

not  now  to  be  made  of  the  ink  14  ],,  the  right-hand  end  ofa  cross-stroke;  e  suggested  13  ? 
apparently  made  out  of  0  by  1  m.  16  ]. .,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  riglit,  followed 

by  the  right-hand  aide  of  a  small  loop  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 
Fr.  34  ,[,  an  upright  5  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  curving  down  from  left 

Fr.  2  3  cT[/)]e^ofi€r[  suggested. 

5  irapaKaXei.  likely. 
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]€CTt[  ]vTCOClTp .  .  [ 

]rjTeTOVKap7rov  fi[ 

]rireafi(t)VTeco[ 

5  ]  _  w  crpeiaKovTql 

>.f[ 

Fr.  4  2  Of  Tf[  only  the  lower  parts  . .  [,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  to  right  of  which  on 

the  line  the  foot  of  a  stroke  hooked  to  right,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  3  vk  re¬ 

touched  by  I  m.  4  on  «?,  I  m.  6  Tops  of  letters.  Between  1/.  and  y  only  one  or  two  specks 

Fr.  4  2  o'jirtacl, 
Tpu,  seems  unavoidable,  but  u  would  be  anomalously  written.  If  v,  Tpvy[  is  a  natural  guess. 

4  1  should  have  thought  that  w  was  written  on  pt  (not  /x  on  tt),  but  /i  produces  a  series  of  letters  of 

which  it  is  easier  to  make  something  and  apparently  with  some  relevance  to  the  preceding.  ?  toC 

HapnoO.  /i[ifT6 . ^^]’^'re  d/t^vrec. 

rr.5 

(«)  W 

].[ 
].[ 

],CTt;ff[ 

](f.cvn,  .eta/i/x[ 

].f'rv.[ 

0  cfVTrd^ei  Ap.p[d!)vios 

]7Tafel]fuAo/f07r>jca)[ 

]tOV€..[ 

wateQ  ̂ uAo/f07r>7ca)[ 

]{caiT[ .  I'uapapxi'Xox^^i 
],'napOe[ 

Kat  t[o]  Trap’ 

],  Ttapde-
 

]  _  oiOvpeu>va7recr[>[ 
]..x®w[ 

vot  dvpeu)v  a.Trec'vi'iTToX, 

]pv  Xa'£pi[ 

/jTwa^et  CTW7r.o/<[ 

] ,  ^  tAeutca[ 

c]TU77dfet  CTU7rio/<[ 

]  _  ,  tA€UKa[ 

]o2j,7T7‘tAA.UTl017,[ 

]yTOTai7r[ 

](Ut7r7tAA,VTt0’»j.[ 

]yTaTai7r[ |,av/co/2af«'?rAi[ 

]  _  av  Kopai'  e7rAi[ 

].»'«.[ 

]7]VKtJcoSaKVf,[ 
]_€VTau  [ ]rjv  /<:ucoSaOTt?i[ 

]  _  ev  ra
d- 

]ipiKararovav ^ 

]vT0lC7rp[ 

T]<3t  Kara  tov  aihrov  .  [ 

]vTOtc7rp[o- 

]pr)p€vot.cK ^ ]y8t8a)[ fi]prip.€Vois 

]y  StStu
- 

'jvavriotKVcoK}n]c[ 
]7r/)W/c.[ 

a]v  aireXt  KVcoian)c[iav 

’jirpaiurl 

]ou  Kat[ 

]ptaviy!}(t> , . .  Jov[ 

>!<.[] . Dv 

]ou  Kat[ 
]6ava.rg[ 

ifjcp^pLav  tv’ 

15 
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jFr,  5  The  relative  levels  of  {a)  and  {b)  are  fixed  by  the  cross-fibres.  Their  dist
ance  apart  is  not 

determinable  by  external  evidence.  The  internal  evidence  of  the  text  on  the  back  (above)  su
ggests  an 

approximate  but  not  a  precise  estimation  of  the  interval.  The  text  on  the  front  pr
ovides  no  evidence 

since  the  gap  falls  in  the  blank  space  between  columns 

I  ],,  prima  facie  the  right-hand  part  of  T  .[,  on  the  line  a  loop  open  to  right  the  feet  of 

two  uprights,  perhaps  separate  letters  2  ],[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  ].,  y,  t,  or  even  w, 

apparently  possible  .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  3  Above  the  first  letters  a  
dot  on  a  single 

fibre  in  the  interlinear  space  ] . ,  n  dot  on  the  line  Of  f  only  the  turn-up  and  the  tip  of  the  overhang 

4  . the  lower  part  of  an  upright  with  a  dot  on  the  line  immediately  to  right,  perhaps  the  base  of  c, 

followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright  5  ].,  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  left-hand  angle  of  ir ;  perhaps 

e,  but  a  not  ruled  out  6  Of  ]p  only  the  base ;  ]a  equally  possible  7  Between  tt  and  i  a  trace  not 

accounted  for,  just  above  mid  letter  ], .,  perhaps  the  right-hand  ends  of  the  overhang  and  of  the 

cross-stroke  of  e,  followed  by  a  small  crescent,  facing  left,  at  mid  letter,  resembling  the  upper  part  off, 

but  much  lower  than  f  in  1.  4  Siam  not  sure  whether  or  not  a  letter  is  lost  between  A  and  u  ,  ( , 

a  trace  not  quite  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  toi,  there  is  a  curved  stroke  over  the  tip  of  t  not 

accounted  for  9  ].,  an  upright;  I  am  not  sure  whether  or  not  there  is  the  right-hand  end  of  an 

accompanying  cross-stroke  against  the  top  of  a  Ai[,  not  prima  facie  at[  or  i'[  perhaps  1),  but 

anomalous.  If  ].u,  not  jov  10  Of  only  a  trace  of  the  apex  a  trace  about  mid  letter 
12  The  count  of  letters  is  uncertain.  After  k  elements  of  an  upright  followed  by  a  dot  level  with  its  top, 

then  strokes  resembling  the  lower  part  of  the  left-hand  upright  and  the  cross-stroke  of  ij,  then  a  triangular 
letter,  S  or  A,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  well  below  the  line  14  Midway 

between  ̂   and  t  a  crescent,  open  to  right,  on  the  line,  followed  by  an  upright ;  on  cither  side  of  thc.se 

scattered  dots  Of  7-  only  the  cross-stroke  15  In  the  middle  of  the  line  the  papyrus  is  broken  off 

just  below  the  tops  of  the  letters,  which  are  also  otherwise  damaged.  The  count  is  more  or  less  a  guess. 

Ofp[  only  the  top  left-hand  arc;  n  might  be  an  alternative  to  Tp[ 

Ft.  5  The  closest  estimate  of  the  interval  between  (a)  and  (i)  looks  likely  to  be  arrived  at  by  postulat¬ 

ing  tfard  tAv  ailTov  t[6ito]v  or  r[fi6wo]v  (Hdt.  i  5  with  Stein’s  note)  in  1.  1 1.  In  that  case  -cTu[7rof|oi/,  1,  (i, 
and -c[tar]trp£a-,  1. 13,  maybe  taken  as  aboutoccupyingtheavailablespacc.  As  the  facing  edges  of  the  two 
fragments  are  irregular,  the  establishment  of  these  facta  is  most  of  the  time  of  no  practical  importance. 

3  a  must  be  the  first  letter  of  the  line.  Unless  it  is  a  complete  word,  that  is,  d  or  d,  which  I  should 

say  was  unlikely,  it  must  have  been  preceded  by  a  vowel. 

Hesyeh.  CTundStf  fipavrdi,  tjioifyet,  ildet, 

}ififx[wnoc  ].  CTtl^r[e^  \  7Toi<[iJ?  Ammonius  interprets  bludgeons  as  hits  with  a  stump. 

Ann[(linoc  and  Xatpi[e,  1.  6,  may  be  considered  to  lend  one  another  support.  These  two  followers 

of  Aristarchus  are  quoted  in  the  scholia  on  Aristophanes.  The  piece  on  which  the  present  commentary 

is  written  appears  to  be  literature  of  a  comparable  kind. 

The  Xalpic  of  Aristophanes  and  other  comic  poets  can  hardly  be  considered  here. 

4  fuAoKOTTijcw !  one  of  the  senses  of  ̂uXoKOiretv  is  ‘beat  with  a  club’,  though  the  lexicon  gives  no 
earlier  sources  for  this  meaning  than  Polybius  and  Arrian.  I  must  suppose  that  fuAoxoTTTjcoj  is  acUluced, 

presumably  in  a  quotation,  for  the  parallel  in  meaning.  But  I  do  not  understand  the  abruptness  of  its 

appearance. 
5  Supioiv  OTrccTtiTra^oii  is  Archil,  fr.  127,  irapOivai  and  what  preceded  is  new. 

6  seqq.  I  should  guess,  an  interpretation  of  cTV7rd(ei  offered  by  Ghairis,  followed  by  a  quotation  that 

goes  as  far  as  Kdpat  in  1.  g.  As  the  quotation,  though  I  cannot  in  the  least  follow  a  thread  of  sense,  in  it, 

seems  at  any  rate  irrelevant  to  words  signifying  ‘beating’,  perhaps  it  is  a  lemma.  If  so,  an  Ionic  author 
is  ruled  out  by  xdpai  for  KoOpai. 

10  Hesychius  has  KvcoSaKida'  ilitopla,  emended,  since  the  noun  is  <liu)pa,  to  -liii  .  .  ,  -ifii.  I'liis  may 
be  right,  but  other  possibilities  are  easily  thought  of,  so  that  I  am  uncertain  whether  I  am  right  in 

accenting  kucokvt}uS.v  .  .  .  ̂mpidv  in  11,  13  seq.  or  whether  the  truth  may  not  be  KvcoKyrjdav  Tr/mnero- 
i/itopiav. 

I I  seq.  ‘in  the  same  ...  as  the  aforesaid  . 

14  Iv'  ijt?  ‘so  that  the  sense  is’. 

2812.  COMMENTARY  ON  A  TRAGEDY? 
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2812.  Commentary  on  a  Tragedy? 

Commentaries  on  poetical  texts  resemble  each  other  very  much  in  method  and 

layout.  Some  are  more  liberal  than  others  in  their  provision  of  means  for  distinguishing 

the  lemmata  {pamgraphi,  projecting  lines,  blank  spaces,  colons,  or  other  signs)  and  the 
present  specimen  i.s  in  this  respect  extremely  simple,  using  only  the  paragraphus  and 

projecting  line  (n.  on  fr.  i  [a)  ii  is).  So  far  as  I  can  judge  it  was  neither  diffuse  nor 
ramlrling  and  some  learning  is  evinced  in  the  quotation  of  Dionysius,  Nicander  (?),  and 

perhaps  Aleman.  Apollodorus  was  evidently  not  directly  used. 
What  has  been  preserved  of  the  text  to  which  the  commentary  applies  is  in  iambic 

trimeters  of  a  sort  which  prima  facie  come  from  a  tragedy.  I  can  make  no  guess  what 

tragedy.  From  what  we  are  told  in  the  upper  part  of  fr.  1  {a)  ii  one  may  infer  that  there 
was  a  reference  either  to  concerted  action  by  Poseidon  and  Apollo,  such  as  they  took 

against  Laomedon,  or  similar  action,  such  as  the  one  took  against  Laomedon,  the  other 

against  Laocoon.  But  the  reference  may  have  been  incidental.  Certainly  Laomedon  and 
Laocoon  cannot  have  occurred  as  principals  in  the  same  play. 

One  must  take  legends  as  one  finds  them  but  I  cannot  refrain  from  pointing  out 

that  great  difficulties  would  be  removed  and  the  view  I  have  propounded  about  the 

argument  contained  in  11.  16-36  much  altered,  if  it  were  allowable  to  suppose  that 

Laocoon  (whose  name  is  both  times  supplied)  did  not  come  into  the  question  at  all, 

but  that  what  the  commentator  says  is  simply,  that  in  the  play  (as  in  Nicander’s  version 

of  the  story)  Laomedon  was  punished  by  Poseidon  through  the  dispatch  of  a  sea 

monster  and  by  Apollo  through  the  dispatch  of  sea-serpents,  or  rather,  to  speak  more 

accurately,  that  there  was  something  in  the  play  which  could  be  interpreted  to  mean 

tliat.  But  to  suppose  this  requires  the  transference  of  an  elaborately  detailed  and 

nuiltifariou.sly  attested  feature  of  the  Laocoon  story  to  Laomedon  and  I  know  of  no 
evidence  that  would  justify  it. 

The  hand  is  a  legible  cursive  without  abbreviations  which  I  should  assign  to  the 

first  century.  The  writer  has  corrected  himself  in  two  or  three  places ;  in  1.  28  c  of 

KoAwvac  seems  to  have  been  inserted  by  another  pen.  There  arc  no  lection  signs.  '/ 

against  fr.  i  {a)  ii  5  may  call  attention  to  the  proper  name.  The  purpose  of  the  heavy 
dot  against  1.  37  does  not  appear. 
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Col.  i 

Fr.  I  (a) 

Col.  ii 

] ,  TjTOC 

Kai<j)oi^ocaTTo?Awp[ 

],T7jP 

aBXrjcaPTCo  [...J.[ 

Jpdet 

_ev7ro. .  _8wpa<l>7jctp X 

]  capep 

p,e8oj'TiTOT€i;)(;ocTovS ,  [ 

]tov 

5  X  cai8iopvciocyovpapaX[ 

]..P'OC 

Twt(jyr]CLP0VTWcpeTa8f[ 

]  _  aiaXKp 
pipprjicKeiavToPTrjcaTr ,  [ 

]piTovya 
jpwciiPOTiTTOceSwPOC ,  [ 

]vK'r]p8ev _  OTei;^oc7r£piTpoiavaTroAA[ 
]pa^ip[ 10  ]  oic[. .  JcTaTijca[  jTOcAaop,[ 
J.fW 

]  .  .  .  ] .  K£>'“t'To[ .  ]cTOI>p,l[ 

]  ̂[,]ace^ej9aAevKaiAoyo.[ ]  piacovTwceiTaXrjOei.aca  ^  [ 
]cei8ti}VocXey€raLKaiBeix[ 

15  ],Tecetc/xoiTOi;T6ot7rp[ 
JoAAoji'P'o/xtoco^iotSeA: .  [ 

JlJWTlKOJCr)  k[ _ ] .  OJcrf .  [ 

]ocKaie7rtT[ .  JoAA(ovicwt«t[ 

]  _  avSpoce^eipyac0ai,av8o^ei€V .  [ 

20  ]cTopiavTOvp,evyaprroceL8tova  [ 

]a)iAoo/x«8ov[ .  ]tTO/c7)TOC€m7re ,  [ 

JoAAtovaTouc .  _€pyacapfvovcT[ 

]ocviov8pai<ovracyp<),^o)V€VTrit. .  [ 

]  rovTpoTrovTowoviXocSailipaSi,r)[ 

25  ]  irepiSwp.eevaTrjCocS'qXaopi.eSo ,  [ 

]  peKrr]t,XtTreTi.ix7]V0CTrpo)T0C>jw6i,[ 

]  XrjiccaropvdovcevTfiToceiSaco  _  [ 

]p,aSacapi,<l)t.KoXwvacXaiveovn ,  [ 

]apTVYaT0  pgy(j)OLPoc8i,[ 

30  ]...[  ■'■].[].[  ].o.[ 
]  cx£8e[J'»jAaceK'>jTOCTrai'Ta8eA7j[ 
]  KaTaxvvecKeSeXaovcdrjpfiovSop ,  [ 

]  _  V  Xoc7rpoKpLvaTOTracacavTapodvp,^pa[ 

■’7  . OpetjieSpaKO i/tocttoikiji/ ,  . [ 

]toi).[J.  35  avoTf7r/)oAi.7TovT.KaAu8i'acu(f[ 

] .  07T0ii[ ,  ] .  I  vnep ,  wpLcoveiracavTOOMcOeacel 

]<f>apow  ,p<m_  ,,^,a^£'tTe/iiceiT0U^0T')7/jap;)([ 

] .  aijTjv  . .  VKaTaxp'riceie<l>'qaYfiTOVTr[ 

].ij,.ou‘[  ]To8ea0eiT«amTOt;7rpoif[ 

J.acTrp  [  40  ],v8€_p)/fwi7AtaiiTWiw.[ 

]fa.pg]>  [ .  ]t[  . .  Jv/tu/cAocrjpaca^ai^ 
l.tejSrj  8o.[J.i/x7)TopytacTacTo[ 

].iK.[  ],vvv  TOv[,  JptSo46aiopom0c/x[ 

] .  ]ojcav£ieAeyev0vcta[ 

]}'ico/i^[  45  JpxupitoceAeyoi^TO .  [ 

]unjK7[  ]faTO«VTatcapyaif[ 

].Toic7T6.[  ].,^€ic,auca)c8«Ka[ 
]7-fcevTaT,[ 

]/?^‘[ 
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Kal  I>ol^oc  AttoXXwv  [fjpciti  AaopLeSovri  TToXlccafiev 

aOXIjcavTe.  o .  [ , , , .  ]  [  toi' 

fxh)  IloceiBwva  (j)riCLV  _  [  rwt  Aao- 

pLeSovrt,  TO  Tcfj^oc  rov  8k  [ATroXXojva 

5  cai.  Awvucioc  yovu  dva^[ 

rwt  ̂jTjctv  ovTWS'  pLerci  8e[ 

fiLfivt^tCKei  airov  rijc  d’77.[  roic 

TpwcLV,  ore  Docei8wvoc 
TO  reixoc  Trepl  TpoLav  AIitoAA[covoc  8e  rote  TTOip,vl- 

10  oic  [iTri]cTaT'^ca[v]Toc  Aaop,[48a>v 

a'iJTo[r]c  TOP  fxi[c&6v  OTrei- 
A7}[c]ac  i^k^aXev.  Kat  A8yov[ 

Jpiac  ovTWc  krt’  dXriBelac  a_[  IIo- c€t8wvoc  Xeyerat  Kal  0ep[ 

15  ,  , ,  _  o]t  re  ceicnol  Totirwi  iTp[oc-  6  8e  A- 
TrJdAAcov  vofxioc,  evioi  Sk  «a[ 
X\riTTTLKWC  17V[oUCa]v  tUCTe  _[ 

Joe  Kal  eirl  T[d7r]dAAtovt  coi^TeT[ 

^avSpoc  k^ftpyacOai  ap  S6^eiep^[ 
20  i]cTopiav.  t6p  p.h>  yap  i7oc6t8a>va  .  [ 

t]wI  AaolJ,£8op[T]l  TO  KTjTOC  «7rt7Tdp[0Ot  TOV  8^  A- 

77-]dAAa)va  rove  8Lepyacap4povc  t[o»'  to€  AaoKowp- 
tJoc  vi6v  SpaKOPTac,  ypd(j>wv  eV  ttji  .  [ 

t8i^  Tpdtrov  ToCrop-  ̂ JXoc  8’  d^paSlylcci  Xo^ov 

2f)  TrepiSdipLeev  'ArrjC,  8c  8'fj  AaofikSoplrt  KaKop- 

pd/CTTji  Xlne  Tip.I)P,  oc  -rrpwToc  i/;i>0i'[otct  deo8c 
XTjtccaTo  iLddotc,  eSre  UoceiSdwpl 
/MttSac  dpitjil  KoXwvdc  AaiVeov  7rv[ 

KjaprdpaTO  x4‘P°''^  <Pof|9oc  8’  i[ 30  .].o.[ 

cxeS£[  J  rjXace  /trjroc  ndpra  8e^i;[ KaraxpdecKe  8i  Xaodc  Brjpelov  8op  _  [ 

Aoe  rapoKpLvaro  rrdcac,  adrdp  d  0vp./3pa[foc  toi)c 

dAc  cBpfijje  SpdKovrac,  UdpKrjp  /ca[t  Xapl^oi- 

35  ap,  ore  TrpoXtrrdvre  KaXv8pac  v£e[a  AaoKdwPTOc 

inkp  /Sco/xwv  indcaVTo,  oCac  0eace[ 

pwi^^X,  drfieirc  fxlcei  Tov  ̂ orrjpapxl  •  - 

peu , ,  V  Karaxpljcei  dvrl  rov  n[ 
TO  8^  caftetTe  dprl  toO  TrpoU[T€. 

40  ]_v8ec:pv  iJA/wt  Toil.  vOp[ 

[,M,  .]*'  /fd/fAcc  7]pacadav[ 
SoJJfi  ptljr  dpyiacrdc  to[ 

Tou[.  6]pl^opLai  opop  TlBefi[ai  opyia- 

C7[dc  Jcocavei  eAeyev  Bvci,a[cTdc 

45  ]v  Kvplwc  iXiyoPTO  d[pyiacTcn' 

S
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TO  ip  rate  dpyaCc.[ 
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i'cwc  Se  Ka[ 

]t6C  tPTaT,[ 

]p<?[ 
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NEW  CLASSICAL  FRAGMENTS 

Fr  1  (a)  Col.  i  is  written  slightly  smaller  than  col.  ii  so
  that  the  end  of  i  1 1  stands  level  with  n  lo 

I  1  tL  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  o  probable,  but
  p  not  excluded  4  ]..  ̂ e  lower  part  of 

a  strokedescending  from  left  ligatured  with  c,  e.g.  a,  A  6  ] . . ,  below  the  line  the  foot  of  an  upright 

and  of  a  stroke  slanting  up  to  right  7  ]..  ‘he  end  of  a  stroke  ascending  from  the  line  to  run  into
  a, 

probably  k  lo  Perhaps  ],pv  should  be  written,  the  remains  of  the  
first  letter  being  a  stroke 

descending  from  left  to  right  into  the  top  of  p  p
[  rather  small  and  high,  f[  not  ruled  out  ii 

perhaps  the  upper  right-hand  side  of  o  35  .[.  a  loop  on  the  line  a  one  possibility.  Another 

perhaps  r  with  no  whole  letter  lost  after  it  ] , ,  the  upper  right-hand 
 arc  of  a  circle  off  the  line,  perhaps 

o  or  s  36  ]<ii  possible,  but  the  first  letter  is  smudged  38  ].,  a  hor
izontal  stroke  from  left 

touching  the  top  of  the  loop  of  a  40  ] . ,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left  to  touch  the  top 

of  the  loop  of  a  41  For  pp  perhaps  ?i  4=  ] . .  a  stroke  descending  from  left  through  the  lower 

part  of  1  44]..,  perhaps  a  ligature  followed  by  p  .  ,,u  1  j 

Fr.  1  (i)  The  level  is  fixed  by  cross-fibres.  It  seems  to  me  probable  that  the  s
crap  should  be  placed 

to  left  of  fr.  I  (a)  col.  i  under  the  projecting  lines,  34-8,  so  that  no  whole  le
tter  is  lost  between  «.[  and 

^  ̂3  Ih  perhaps  a  ligature  44  ].  traces  of  a  stroke  descending  below  t
he  line  47  .[, 

a  trace  well  below  the  line 

Fr.  1  (a)  Col.  ii  a  ,  [,  a  stroke  rising  from  the  line  with  a  curve  to  right,  p  or  r  probable 
 ] .  [,  tire 

foot  of  a  stroke  sloping  slightly  to  right  3  •  [>  ̂  loop  below  the  line  open  to  right  7  . 
 [,  the  ex¬ 

treme  left-hand  lower  arc  of  a  circular  letter  1 1  ] . ,  a  small  circle  off  the  line  which  suggests  p  more 

than  any  other  letter  13  .[,  the  start  of  a  curved  stroke  rising  to  right  from  the  tail  of  a  
19  ]., 

the  tail  of  a  stroke  curving  up  into  the  back  of  a,  e.g.  k.  A,  p  .[,  the  lower  left-hand  quarter  of  a 

circle  20  .  [,  a  small  loop  on  the  line,  possible  a  i  Aao  made  out  of  pe  by  the  original  writer 

23  [,  a  short  curved  stroke,  open  to  right,  on  the  line  3t*  Before  o  either  a  single  letter,  e.g.  ■tt, 

or  a  letter  ligatured  with  t,  e.g.  ct,  rt,  among  the  possibilities.  After  o  perhaps  the  start  of  p.  or  v.  7rop
[T 

might  be  chosen  for  the  sense  34  Between  c  and  fl  a  stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters. 

Perhaps  the  copyist  started  to  write  erpei/rr,  but  there  is  no  visible  sign  of  correction  35  Between  t 

and  K  «  written  on  o  by  the  original  writer  37  After  wi  the  left-hand  side  and  top  of  what  I  should 

have  taken  for  0,  if  what  seems  to  be  an  0  did  not  follow.  Perhaps  therefore  yo  At  an  interval  after  A 

the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  below  the  line;  if  t,  there  is  room  for  a  letter  ligatured  with  it  after  e.g. 

A[6]r  38  Between  u>  and  m  the  lower  tip  of  a  stroke  descending  below  the  line  and  the  top  of  an 

upright  40  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  42  .[,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright 

slightly  hooked  to  left  at  the  top  and  curving  to  right  at  the  lower  end;  u  would  suit  [.],  some  two- 
letter  combinations  would  stand  48  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  I  (a)  Col.  i  7  Aleman  mentioned.  ^vSev,  1.  g,  may  denote  a  direct  quotation  from  him.  But 
there  are  other  articulations. 

8  In  the  context  Ta|[TOp^Souc  is  worth  bearing  in  mind. 

Col.  ii  The  supplements  of  11.  i,  2i-2,  24-6,  33-5  show  a  variation  in  the  number  of  letters  to  the 
line  between  33  and  40. 

I  seq.  II.  vii  45a  seq.  In  this  place  Apollo  takes  part  in  the  building  of  the  walls  of  Troy. 

3  E.g.  y[-jTCpydcac0at. 
4  E.g.  j3ouKoAy|cai. 
5  seqq.  The  quotation  from  Dionysius  appears  to  be  not  a  comment  on  a  text  but  a  passage  from 

a  historical  work  in  which  legend  is  adduced  to  point  a  warning:  ‘thereupon  he  reminded  him  of  the 

consequence  to  Troy  of  Laomedon’s  cheating  Poseidon  and  Apollo  of  their  wages.’  Its  interest  for 
the  writer  of  this  commentary  is  no  doubt  that  it  contains  a  version  of  the  story  which  confirms  {yovv)  the 

version  referred  to  in  2  seqq.,  namely,  that  only  Poseidon  built  the  walls  of  Troy  while  Apollo  tended 

Laomedon’s  herd.  That  is  the  version  found  in  11.  xxi  446  seqq.,  but  if  I-Ioraer  is  the  subject  of 
1.  3,  it  is  odd  that  confirmation  of  his  account  by  Dionysius  should  be  oflered. 

10  seq.  ovK  aviSuiKfv  would  be  expected  and  cannot  be  quite  ruled  out  but  ]co  is  not  a  satisfactory 
interpretation  of  the  ink. 

12  seq.  At  36  seq.  a  fresh  lemma  starting  in  mid-line  is  marked  by  a paragraphus  under  the  beginning 

of  the  line  in  which  it  starts  and  the  projection  of  the  following  line  into  the  left-hand  margin.  There  is 
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therefore  a  presumption  that  a  lemma  starts  in  1 .  12  (of  which  ]piac  in  1.  1 3  formed  part  if,  which  I  think 

improbable,  a  letter  projecting  into  the  left-hand  margin  is  lost  before  it),  but  this  seems  not  to  be  so. 
I  strongly  suspect  that  UoceiSwvoc  is  a  mistake,  and  that  it  should  be  emended  and  13  seqq. 

supplemented  in  the  light  of  Schol.  B  on  II.  xxi  447  ic^ahoc  yap  Kal  BepeXiOvxoc  6  HoceiSav  .  .  .  6  he 

AnoXXaiv  vopioc  .  .  .  (cf.  Schol.  Gen.  ibid.,  a  verbal  quotation  of  Apollodorus,  v.  Beuiv).  In  that  case 

there  should  perhaps  be  recognized  in  xat  Xoyov  ktX.  the  ‘explanation’  of  their  roles  in  the  ‘story’ 
(£cTo|piac?)  by  reference  to  their  theological  functions. 

15  E.g.  Trplocvepovrai. 
16  seqq.  I  should  guess  this  to  be  the  comment  on  the  lost  text :  ‘some  take’  such  and  such  a  word  or 

phrase  (t[o  “.  .  .  |  .]oc”)  ‘inclusively  (cuAlAjijTTTotwc),  construing  it  as  applying  to  Apollo  as  well  (as 
Poseidon)’.  To  judge  from  the  quotation,  24  seqq.  (resumed  by  the  commentator,  20  seqq.),  adduced 

in  support  of  this  interpretation  {yap,  1.  20),  the  reference  is  to  the  fact  that  both  gods  punished  offenders 

by  means  of  creatures  sent  against  them  out  of  the  sea.  But  ivi  with  the  genitive,  not  dative,  would  be 

commoner  grammatical  usage  and  the  crasis  T[a7r]oAA<uw  is  unexpected. 

19  Ni\KavSpoc  is  perhaps  the  likeliest  of  the  possible  names  but  there  is  nothing  to  guide  us  in 

assigning  the  verses  to  any  of  his  known  works  possessing  a  suitable  feminine  title.  Elipam-,  C[iKcAiai  are 
equally  consistent  with  the  trace  at  the  end  of  1.  23.  nei\cavSpoc  might  seem  to  be  suggested  by  Macrob. 

V  ii  4,  0ec|cavSpoc  by  Serv.  in  Aen.  ii  21 1,  but  cav  is  not  a  possible  reading  here. 

i(eipydcBaL  of  the  activity  of  an  author,  LSJ.  in  v.  I  5,  to  which  might  be  added ;  Porph.  ap.  Schol. 
B  on  II.  X  252  Siopflouv  Kal  i, 

20  E.g.  p’qviovra. 

24  di^paSiTjici :  .  .  .  'EXXdvLKOc  er  d  TpeoiKtiv  on  pavrevopevuii  ev  IfpiyTrun  rrjc  0pvylac  run 

“IXioi  Ixpycf'  0  IIpi-qTrqvaioc  AmXXoiv  prj  KnUui  top  Ao^ov  toStov.  UTijc  yap  airbv  elvoi,  Schol. 

Lycoph.  Alex.  29. 

25  irepiSdipeev :  the  compound  hitherto  unattested,  the  form  wrongly  evolved  from  Sdipeov,  etc., 

where  c  regularly  develops  out  of  a  before  0,  a>.  For  parallels  see  Pfeiffer,  Callimachus  vol.  I  Addend,  fr. 

83,  3  (p.  501),  Bilhler,  Hermes  Einzelschr.  13  p.  161. 
Xo^ov  .  .  .  Arrjc-.  Ilium;  cf.  besides  the  passage  quoted  above  the  references  in  Roscher  

Ate  (2)  or 
Leutsch,  Paroem.  gr.  ii  14  (n.  ad  Diog.  i  85). 

26  ijjvQloea  not  attested  in  the  sense  of  ‘false’  and  abnormally  formed  if  from  ipdBoc  =  tjieBSoc. 
See  Pf.  ad  Call.  fr.  93,  i . 

28  Nothing  better  than  [pAr  Ayap\ptiSac  occurs  to  me.  This  adjective  is  not  attested  an
d  Hyap- 

pevc  (Steph.  Byz.  in  Aydppeia)  would  lead  one  to  postulate  Ayappk. 

29  I  should  have  expected  something  like  Xatveov  7rdpyoic(i)  .  .  .  Kapnlvaro  rcfyoc.  ympou  pre¬ 
sumably  depends  on  a  word  meaning  something  like  cTe^dvrj  or  elXap. 

The  remainder  of  this  line  and  the  next  should  contain  (i)  the  reason  for  Apollo’s  anger  with 

Laocoon,  (2)  the  statement  that  ‘therefore  Poseidon  (peV)’  etc.,  parallel  to  am-dp  d  0.  Bu
t  the  space is  short.  , 

30  seq.  Presumably  dm  preceded  ̂ Xace.  ‘Neptunus  iratus  Troiae  inmisit  cetos  quod  earn  uastaret , Serv.  in  Aeneid.  i  550.  ^  ,  , 

dc;^a8ec  is  quoted  from  Aeschylus  (fr.  418)  as  meaning  d/xerdepfeToy  or  aKardc
TOToy.  If  aKara.cx^rov 

is  meant,  dc^eS^c  might  be  the  true  form  both  there  and  here. 

32  dx^veiv  unattested;  dp^yde  Anon.  ap.  Et.  A'lag.  182,  3)  ap^ywoctc prob. Hdt,  v 77  (A. Pal.  
VI  343)' 

The  general  tenor  of  this  line  and  those  which  precede  and  follow  it  must  be  gathered  from
  Diod.  iv  42, 

Schol.  11.  XX  146,  Schol.  Lycophr.  Alex.  472,  952.  etc.  I  can  make  no  satisfact
ory  guess  how  it  was 

expressed  in  detail.  If -Aoc  is  7rd|Aoc,  I  should  have  expected  ttoceW  not  mcac  (cf  Diod. 
 iv  42,  3  arrav- 

raiv  [sc.  t4kvu}v']  etc  top  kAtJpop  e/i^aivovrtop  eTrapeXOetv  etc  ttjv  tov  ̂ aciAecoc  Buyarepajj  ^ 

case  there  would  scarcely  be  room  for  the  object  of  the  verb.  If  Bijpeiov  Bopirov  (-o
io),  corresponding  to 

Bopiv  rwi  Kijrei  in  Diodorus  and  the  Iliad  scholion,  is  the  b
eginning  of  this  verse,  there  is  again  no  room 

for  anything  which  would  make  the  genitive  comprehensible.  I  cannot  
avoid  concluding  that  something 

is  missing  between  Aaou'c  and  B-qpelov. 

33  6  0vpppaioc  sc.  ETTijAacc.  Laocoon  was  the  priest  of  Thymbraea
n  Apollo  (Serv.  in  Aen.  «  201), 

his  sin  was  committed  in  the  temple  of  Thymbraean  Apollo  {ibid.),  his 
 son  was  eaten  there  (Schol. 

Lycoph.  Alexandr.  347).  Euphorion  also  told  or  referred  to  the  st
ory,  according  to  Servius  l.c. 
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34  The  names  of  the  snakes  appear  in  Schol.  Lycoph.  l.c.  as  IJopmc  and  XapC^oia.  IlipKic  is 

confirmed  against  UopKtfc  by  the  genitive  IlopKetoc  (like  in  Lycophron  s  text.  I  may, 

therefore,  very  well  be  wrong  in  correcting  voiKtiv  to  nopiaiv  instead  of  mpKiv,  rtoiHrqv  may  have  arisen 

from  mpiAjv  mistaken  as  irojiiajv.  In  Serv.  in  Aen.  ii  an  the  names  are  given  as  ‘curifin  et  periboeam’. 
Sophocles  is  said  {ibid.  304)  to  have  mentioned  them  in  his  AaoKdmv  but  we  are  not  told  what  form 

they  had  there. 

35  ut'ca  cf.  Tov  . . .  vlov  aa  seq.  In  the  'IMov  iripac  of  Arctinus  one  son  and  the  father  are  killed,  in 
Schol.  Lycoph.  l.c.  one  son,  the  father  not  being  mentioned;  in  other  versions  both  sons,  with  and 
without  the  father. 

36  seq.,  39  seqq.  contain  lemmata  of  the  text  on  which  the  commentary  is  written.  These  lemmata 
are  in  iambic  trimeters  and  prima  facie  come  from  a  tragedy.  There  is  something  for  and  nothing 

against  the  possibility  that  the  play  may  have  had  ‘matter  of  Troy’  for  its  subject,  but  I  do  not  recog¬ 
nize  anything  to  support  an  attempt  to  fix  it  more  exactly  or  identify  the  author. 

36  0eoce[:  various  articulations  open,  flcac6[  from  Be&pai,  8eac  «[  from  6ia  or  Oed,  8ea  c«[. 

37  I  should  suppose  that  the  word  containing  the  syllable  pmi  is  the  same  word  as  that  at  the 

beginning  of  the  next  line,  pa)..v,  since  besides  having  the  common  syllable  they  both  times  stand  in 

about  the  same  position  relatively  to  desire.  In  that  case  in  1.  37  read  -pm  ,  (possibly  7r<iA[«]i)  and  in 

1.  38  -pm  fv,  though  f  is  not  strongly  suggested  by  the  traces  and  I  find  no  example  of  ip  xaraxpijcet  for 

KaraxpricTiKm,  although  {k  k.  is  not  uncommon. 

ToC  porqpapxl :  it  is  easy  to  devise  a  sentence  in  which  roO  would  be  the  relative  and  dpifC  thus 
articulated.  But  it  seems  to  me  not  improbable  that  an  unattested  Portjpdpxtic  should  be  recognized. 

41  ijpacaflar[ :  various  articulations  open,  some  of  no  great  probability.  I  will  only  call  attention  to 

the  possibility  of  ■^pdeaB’  (when  kukAoc  might  be  ‘people  standing  round’),  and  the  impossibility  of 
dBavar-,  which  has  a  long  first  a. 

4a  So.[.]ti:  prima  facie  8oy[.]Ti,  but  I  do  not  see  how  this  is  to  be  accommodated  to  the  required 
trimeter  ending.  Some  ligatured  combinations  of  two  letters  take  no  more  room  than  one  but  1  find 

nothing  very  plausible. 

44  seqq.  Again  I  suspect  error  in  the  text,  ipyate,  I  believe,  should  be  emended  and  the  lines  filled 

up  in  the  light  of  Et.  Mag,  opyta-  rd  p,vcrjpia'  Kvpim  Si  tA  diovuciaxA  Sia  tA  «V  rafe  dpydav  airoO  (tag. 
aAra)  imTeXetcBai, 

Fr.  S2  Fr.  3 

]w[ 

5  ].[.M 

Fr.  2  I  ].,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 

curving  slightly  to  left  at  the  top  .  [,  a  horizon¬ 
tal  stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  4  ] , , 

a  short  arc  of  the  upper  right-hand  side  of  a  circle 

5  ].[,  a  stroke  off  the  line  curving  down  from  left 

to  right,  perhaps  8 

.l.w[ ]cv/xo .  [ 

Fr.  3  I  ].,  the  first  letter  perhaps  intended  for 
A,  but  anomalous  a  Or  possibly  ]?  3  , 

the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 
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2813.  Commentary  on  Eupolis,  LIpocttoAtioi 

Very  little  is  known  about  this  play  of  Eupolis  (even  if  PSI  1 2 13  is  rightly  included 

in  the  remains)  and  the  present  commentary  adds  nothing  but  a  few  short  lemmata. 

If  the  upper  part  of  fr.  i  contains  a  summary  account  of  the  contents,  I  cannot  tell  from 

it  what  they  were,  except  that  the  repetition  of  ijpmec  (fr.  5)  at  some  distance  from  the 

previous  mention  (fr.  i)  might  indicate  a  subject  taking  up  a  certain  amount  of  room. 

The  writing,  which  becomes  thicker  as  it  proceeds,  is  in  a  professional  hand, 

I  suppose  of  the  late  second  or  third  century,  employing  a  small  number  of  cursive 

forms,  ligatures,  and  contractions.  These  increase  the  ambiguities  normally  associated 

with  the  interpretation  of  incompletely  preserved  letters.  Some  of  the  fragments 

recovered  are  so  worm-eaten  that  it  is  useless  to  attempt  to  transcribe  what  is  now  left 
of  the  text. 
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Fr.  1  Col.  i  The  levels  of  (a),  (A),  (c)  relatively  to  (rf)  are  fixed  by  cross-fibres.  There  is  no  external 
evidence  about  the  distance  of  (a)  from  (d)  or  the  distance  of  (A)  from  (c)  and  (c)  from  (d) ;  there  appears 

to  be  some  internal  evidence  to  fix  the  distance  of  (a)  from  {d)  within  a  fairly  close  approximation 

I  cannot  follow  the  vertical  fibres  of  (a)  down  into  (A)  with  any  confidence,  but  the  position  of  (A) 

shown  is  not  apparently  incompatible  with  them,  I  believe  it  probable  that  (c)  lies  between  (a)  and  (rf), 

but  have  no  positive  evidence  to  offer 

I  . perhaps  simply  v,  the  left-hand  upright  retouched  2  ].,  the  lower  part  and  the  upper 

tip  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right ;  ?/  i.e.  (ecrr)  Above  rj  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  possibly  belong¬ 

ing  to  the  previous  line  ,[,  a  speck  on  the  line  Above  ]a  a  cross-stroke  rising  towards  its  right- 

hand  end  3  ].)  u  speck  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  .tj,  I  should  have  read  ei;  before  r;  is 

a  sign  like  a  reversed  comma  ] , ,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  4  Between  v  and  t  a  cusp  on  the 

line ;  if,  as  I  suppose,  k,  the  upper  part  completely  erased  ravra  converted  from  totu,  below  the  o  of 

which  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  5  ].,  not  prima  facie  e;  if  the  right-hand  part  of  p,  a  dot 

above  it  unaccounted  for  6  the  top  of  a  circle  . .[,  touching  the  turn-up  of  w  a  small  loop 

open  to  right,  followed  by  a  dot  well  below  the  line  on  a  single  fibre  ] . ,  prima  facie  ei,  but  perhaps 

,1).  See  comm.  7  ],,  the  extreme  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  well  below  the  line  .[,  two 
dots  close  together  followed  by  confused  traces;  perhaps  ai  8  Between  t  and  c  only  traces; 

1  should  guess  ou  not  01  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  Of  p  only  the  top,  ofT[only  the 

left-hand  end  of  the  cross-bar  Of  Jy  only  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-bar  g  ] , ,  level  with  the 

top  of  the  letters  what  looks  like  the  turn-up  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  with  a  dot  close  below  it. 

The  sign  like  an  exaggerated  apostrophe  appears  to  mean  nothing  different  from  the  simple  sloping 

stroke,  see  1.  37  10  ], ,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  having 

a  speck  close  to  right ;  perhaps  two  letters  represented  Ink  descending  below  the  line  from  the  right- 
hand  base  angle  of  5 ;  between  §  and  o  a  heavy  dot  at  mid  letter  J2  ],[].[].,  converging  strokes, 

c.g.  the  lower  parts  of  x,  followed  by  traces  on  the  line  Then  the  lower  parts  of  seem  com¬ 
patible  with  the  remains  ].[,  ?  the  top  of  the  loop  ofp  13  ].,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  ,[, 

at  mid  letter  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  4i,[,  a  dot  under  the  right-hand  part  of  p) 

14  .[,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  the  top  of  a  stroke  hooked  to  left  15  ].,  if  e,  anomalous 

Before  e  the  top  of  an  upright  16  ].,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  p  small  and  perhaps  0 

intended  Of  f  only  the  cross-stroke,  but  y  less  likely  .[,  a  dot  well  below  the  line  under  the  tail 
of  It  17  The  sign  between  S  and  e  presumably  (t),  not  an  apostrophe  18  Of  ]t  only  the 

extension  of  the  cross-stroke  19  ].,  the  right-hand  side  of  a  small  circle  .[,  the  upper  left-hand 

arc  of  a  circle  ?  -u , ,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  ao  (a)  ] . .  [  above  the  line  the  right-hand 

end  of  a  stroke  from  left,  followed  by  a  cross-stroke,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  having  a  stroke 

returning  to  left  from  the  right-hand  end;  perhaps  w,  f,  or  (  (i)  ].  .[>  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke 

rising  to  right,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  curving  down  to  left  (c)  ].[,  the  base  of  a  circle 

21].,  the  middle  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left,  followed  by  the  top  of  a  stroke  ascending  from  left  to 

touch  the  tip  of  the  upper  part  of  an  upright;  not  /i,  perhaps  two  letters  represented  the  end  of 
a  cross-stroke  touching  c  near  the  top  22  (A)  ],,  a  speck  on  the  line  (c)  ].,  traces  compatible 

with  the  loop  of  p  ] ,  [,  below  the  line  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  ?  (d)  Of  ]p  only  the  upper 

part  of  the  right-hand  arm  23  ].,  an  upright  *5  ,[.  a  dot  below  the  level  of  the  cross- 
stroke  of  T  26  ],,  a  cross-stroke  with  a  nick  towards  its  right-hand  end  touching  o  near  the  top; 
perhaps  two  letters  represented  27  perhaps  p  28  ]..,  I  think  ,i,  say  et,  likelier  than 

a  single  v  29  Of  py  only  the  lower  parts  .  [] . ,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  into  1.  30 

c.g.  p,  followed  after  a  break  by  a  speck  on  the  line  3°  ].j  ̂  short  forward-sloping  stroke 
3r  ].,  on  the  line  the  base  of  a  small  circle,  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright;  perhaps  two  letters,  ,t 

34  Of  only  the  right-hand  apex  Of];  only  the  tip  35  ]!,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

Before  f,  of  which  only  the  extended  cross-stroke,  two  specks  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  at  an 

interval  after  (  a  short  cross-stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  and  a  slightly  arched  shorter  cross¬ 

stroke  below  it  on  the  line  36  Of  ]t  only  the  extended  cross-stroke  37  ] . . .  >  ̂  slightly  arched 

cross-stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  having  a  speck  on  the  line  below  its  right-hand  end,  fol¬ 

lowed  by  the  middle  of  an  upright,  and  this  by  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters;  perhaps  only  two 

letters  represented  Before  k  prima  facie  a  short-tailed  p  having  lost  the  top  curve  of  its  loop  After 

V  the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line  with  a  dot  vertically  above  and  the  
lower 
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part  of  an  upright  38  ]  ,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  curving  do
wn  from  left  Between  k  and  0  too 

much  ink  for  a  single  letter ;  8,  A,  and  v  all  fail  to  account  completely  for  it
  39  ] . .  a  cross-stroke 

level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  Between  8  and  p  a  dot  level  with  the
  top  of  the  letters  the  ex¬ 

treme  right-hand  tips  of  two  strokes  close  together  level  with  the 
 top  ol  the  letters 

Fr.  1  Col.  ii  2  Of  Si[  only  the  left-hand  base  angle  of  8  and  the  lower  end  of  i  
9  seq.  There  is 

an  interlinear  dot  in  the  right-hand  edge  which  I  suppose  represents  a  letter  of  1
.  9  ta  the 

left-hand  end  and  the  right-hand  end  of  cross-strokes  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  ,  [,  the  loop
  of  a 

likely,  but  o  not  ruled  out  13  .  [,  a  slightly  convex  upright  14  .  [,  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of 

acircle  17  Of  ]k  only  the  right-hand  ends  of  the  branches  .[,  a  dot  on  the  line  igBetween 

y  and  S  presumably  r,  but  anomalous  ,  [,  a  stroke  rising  to  right  from  below  the  li
ne  23  .  [, 

I  think  c  or  4  likelier  than  o  or  oj  25  .  [j  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  ?  29  .  [,  perhaps 

the  start  of  the  left-hand  stroke  of  ft  32  .  [,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right ;  A  or  suggested 

34  [,  two  dots,  one  median,  the  other  vertically  under  it  below  the  line  35  {  retouched  .[.an 

upright  37  scattered  dots;  possibly  o.[  38  Of  only  the  end  of  the  tail  39  .[, 

a  forward-sloping  stroke;  not  (ecrt)  43  After  8  perhaps  «  or  .ij 

Fr.  1  Col.  i  What  with  the  disjointed  state  of  preservation  and  the  many  uncertainties  of  decipher¬ 

ment,  I  do  not  find  anything  to  contribute  to  the  understanding  of  this  column  but  the  following 

desultory  observations. 

The  upper  lines  do  not  appear  to  contain  lemmata,  but  to  be  by  way  of  introduction  or  hypothesis 

to  the  comedy  to  which  they  are  prefixed.  How  far  this  preliminary  matter  extends  1  cannot  tell,  but 

by  1.  24 1  believe  that  the  occurrence  of  yeAiur’ . . .  ycAwr.  may  be  taken  to  imply  that  the  commentary 
has  begun. 

a  8'  is  the  usual  representation  of  St  in  this  manuscript.  Perhaps,  therefore,  Seij  is  to  be  taken  as 
part  of  a  word  beginning  like  8o)co/i«voi. 

3

 

 
-i7yopt[  Of  the  available  compounds  87)]/«)yo/)e[  looks  to  me  the  only  one  at  all  reconcilable  with 

the  ink.  Compare  the  /r  in  (a)  6. 

I  think  ].  irpoc  o8tou.  ‘Him’  sc.  Eupolis,  whose  name  is  recognizable  at  11.  15,  17. 
3  seq.  It  is  uncertain  how  much  of  the  column  is  lost  on  the  left.  If  i/^ou  dp]x[o]fiGi/)ov  ypd.^[eiv] 

KcaptoStav,  ‘at  the  very  beginning  of  his  career  as  a  writer  of  comedy’,  is  correct  and  entire,  it  establishes 
the  width  of  the  column  (at  about  30  letters)  and  at  the  same  time  the  interval  between  (a)  and  (d). 

4  Apparently  K{al)  to  to  ,  . .  corrected  to  K(al)  raura,  of  which  both  analysis  and  translation  arc 

ambiguous,  rovra  or  ratlrd,  ‘these  things’  or  ‘at  that’. 

5  ot>r(av). 
I  suppose  jstv  is  likely,  as  an  infinitive  after  j3iacd/i(«i')oi,  though  anomalous  as  a  decipherment. 

6  }op(<v).  The  first  person  plural  looks  out  of  place.  ]o,  the  end  of  a  neuter,  per  . . .,  perhaps  more 

acceptable. 

I  am  unable  to  decide  between  ttoi-^toc,  which  I  think  the  likelier  for  sense,  and  voXelrac,  which 
I  should  prefer  as  an  interpretation  of  the  remains  and  spacing. 

7  ]pu>oc  suitable  as  a  decipherment,  and  ijpoiac  consonant  with  ]touc  rjpaiac,  1.  8.  Another  reference 

to  ijpmse  (how  they  are  depicted)  at  fr.  5,  22. 

9  I  suspect,  simply  S(e'),  what  I  have  described  being  the  right-hand  base  angle  of  a  loosely  made 

8,  and  the  apostrophe-like  sign  (which  sometimes  is  used  for  r}c)  meaning  no  more  than  the  ‘acute’-like 
stroke  used  in  most  other  instances. 

T{tS>')  TroA{e}iT{t3v). 

Probably  €Kaf[r-  and  no  doubt  Trpoc^vwc,  but  neither  verifiable. 

13 

13  seq.  Though  I  should  not  have  supposed  that  what  I  have  described  represented  a)v[,  I  do  not 

doubt  that  yopde  Si  np[ocv]aXrt<ov  is  to  be  recognized. 

The  specification  of  the  chorus  in  the  hypotheses  of  both  tragedy  and  comedy  commonly  belongs  to 

one  of  two  types :  o  cwtcrriKey  rj  ,  .  .  or  -vree  -vrai  ev  xopoO  cx'^pan.  Both  admit  of  a  certain 
amount  of  variation  and  in  addition  there  are  a  few  examples  of  forms  belonging  to  neither.  Two  of 

these,  ■rrapaylvertu  8i  x°P^<^  CaXapmoiv  vavTwv,  Soph.  Aj,,  and  0  8i  icrl  TrapBivtoy 

Aesch.  Sept.,  suggest  the  possibility  of  something  like  xopoc  Si  ilpociroAnW  |  irapaylytrai  dv8]p((3i'). 
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The  /TpocffdAnoi  of  Eupolis  is  quoted  about  half  a  dozen  times.  Et.  Mag.  in  Apyaxapyev  {Et.  Gen.) 
records  that  Prospaltians  were  made  game  of  cue  SixacriKoi'. 

14  There  is  no  doubt  about  the  reading  ain  8(6)  I  can  suggest  neither  translation  nor 
correction. 

18  -]i^a[>'o]  uc  to  be  remembered. 

19  S(ta). 
-\vij>avov, .  The  last  letter  can  hardly  have  been  c,  but  even  if  it  were,  only  two  adjectives  ending  in 

-Xvijiavi^c  would  be  added  to  the  three  nouns  in  -Av'i^aro-  as  possibilities  for  this  place.  None  of  these 

words  seems  to  me  worth  considering.  Nor  does  the  theoretically  available  articulation  -Av  favour  -rtu 
or  ijiavovii,  I  have  nothing  to  suggest. 

22  seq.  c]uy-y  or  x? 

24  seq.  yeXior'  .  .  .  yeAcur,  may  well  represent  lemma  and  comment. 
32  seqq.  elnetv  in]]Sevi  . .  .  fiyjSevi  [ejiTrefr. 

32  yeXoLtuc.  ‘The  poet  is  making  a  joke’  cf.  schol.  Aristoph.  Av.  1297;  1614. 
37  It  is  difficult  to  believe  that  some  form  of  (yxoijiavj-eiv,  -rjc,  -la,  is  not  to  be  recognized,  but  v  is 

hardly  admissible  as  a  decipherment  of  the  ink  before  k  and  I  can  recognize  no  letter  after  x- 
(ten)  S(e). 

38  I  see  nothing  else  as  likely  as  kXoiov  (for  which  the  Attic  form  is  said  to  be  nXipoy,  schol.  Aristoph. 

Vesp.  897),  a  sort  of  collar  or  cangue,  referred  to  by  Eupolis  in  the  jfoAaxec  (fr.  159,  t6).  The  sign,  which 

I  then  suppose  to  be  a  ‘hyphen’,  is  unusually  deeply  curved. 

39  9w[].? Col.  ii  I  The  spacing  throughout  does  not  seem  to  have  any  significance.  But  the  blank  after  yojci 

is  much  greater  than  any  other  and  presumably  has  a  purpose,  I  cannot  suggest  what. 

2  seq.  Aap.|;Sdv6i,v. 
3  seqq.  -p,(^y)ovc  .  .  .  So/j.(ev)oy. ig  ̂i;Juy6  S(ia).[. 

22  seqq.  fieroix-  suggests  npoerdrate  at  23  seq.  and  npocrarov  at  25  seq. ;  v.  e.g.  Bekkcr  Aneed.  i  aoi 
fipelro  .  .  .  tKacToc  airwy  (sc.  ruiy  ptroUav)  ov  rjBfXe  rmy  iroAiraSr  nya  rrpocTdnjy,  Harpocr.  in  airpocradov. 

(tyoy  x(al)  7r/)o[  might  represent  npo^tvoy  xai  trpoeTarqv ',  cf.  Aristoph.  Thesm.  602  <!  wpo'frvc,  schol. 
tl  rrpdcraTa  (ibid.  576  nrpo^eyui  schol.  •npotcrafiax) . 

-CTwraicexlp-  may  be  illustrated  by  Eccles.  176  TTpocrdraui,  xpmpAyriv,  Demosth.  iii  27  xpaiptyoic  oU 

elirov  TTpoerdnue,  though  these  phrases  do  not  relate  to  piroiKou 

28  seqq.  t^c  yijc  p.{y)  axflo[c  .  .  .  a]x6oc  p.{iy)  inti .  .  .  K0v<l>6rqc  8(^)  tnel .  .  . 
The  commentary  appears  to  relate  to  a  lemma  containing  the  words  y^c  axSoc,  applied,  I  suppose, 

as  elsewhere,  to  persons  who  are  not  pulling  their  weight  (Plat.  Theaet.  176  d,  cf.  11.  xviii  104,  Od.  xx 

379),  and  the  word  Kov^drpe'  applied  to  the  same  persons  on  account  of  a  contrasting  fault,  say,  as 
being  lightweights  (xoOi^oi  K(al)  i^[). 

32  CvpaKoaoy  here  I  suppose  likely  to  be,  not  Syracusan,  but  Syracosius,  an  orator  attacked  with 

more  or  less  violence  by  Aristophanes  (Av.  1297),  Eupolis  (IloXeic,  fr.  207),  and  Phrynichus  (Movo- 

rpoTTOC,  fr.  26).  SoKtl  Sk  nai  ili-qijti.cfia  TtBtLKdyai  /n)  KcaixoitSttcdai  dyopaerC  nva  schol.  Av.  l.c. 

34  ’JSfijxscTOc.  A  Syracusan  of  this  name  is  mentioned  by  Thucydides  (vi  73).  There  is  no  likeli¬ 
hood  that  he  would  be  mentioned  by  an  Attic  comedian. 

’E^ljnecroc  is  explained  in  Hesychius  as  ̂ raipjjxaic.  oBty  roi)c  wpaixToic  6p(ayvpaic  ’E^rjKicrouc  tXeyoy. 

’E^KtcriSi^e  is  a  quite  distinct  name,  but  since  an  ’Efi)x6CTi87)c  KoipwiSetrai  die  (schol. 

Aristoph.  Av.  1 1)  and  the  same  or  another  is  recorded  as  a  KiBaptmSde  (ibid.),  see  21-6  above. 

36  Tr(apa)yey6p(ey)oy. 

38  pijS'  vBXu  pli  <j>[Xvdpei,,  cf.  schol.  Aristoph.  Nub.  783. 

39  KXuiypdc  Eustath.  1504,  29  uXoiypSe  Kara,  robe  rraXaeobe  tv  Btdrpaii  8ta  eroparoe  npoe  ro
y  ovpavtr 

euoy  dirortXodptyde  (fiaeu  ijiatjioe ;  Harpocr.  in  tKXdi(trf  KXuiepoy  eXtyoy  rov  ytyyoptvoy  ey  rote  eropaei  ij
io^oy, 

tbi  npoe  rac  lu^oXac  riby  dupoapdroiy  eSr  ovx  rjSlaie  Tjuavov.  The  word  occurs  in  a  mysterious 

passage  of  Cratlnus  IIXoOroL  (PSI  1 2 1 2  fr.  a  15),  where  prima  facie  it  has  another  meaning. 

39  seq.  dy]8pdmoiv. 
'  Accented  Kov^drrjc,  in  our  notation  kou^otijc,  said  to  be  Attic  in  Arcad.  tt.  rov.  28,  Choerob

. 
Kay.  326,  12. 

0.  flZSO  E 
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Fr.  2 

]  _  evTOLcel 
]T0t€/D«0v[]T

_[ 

]ai/na)8 . . . .  [ 

5  ]w<wpvTey.[ 

]ep/xafpi.[ 

]v  oeS  aS[ 

]..[ 

Fr-  2  Perhaps  from  the  neighbourhood  of  fr.  i  col,  i  ,  . ,  ^  ■ 

I  1  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  c,  t  
a  .  [,  the  lower  left-hand  side  of  a  circle 

o  1  if  one  letter  cu,  but  two,  e.g.  ]  o,  may  be  repr
esented  To  left  of  A  ink  not  accounted  for  C)i 

V  only  the  upper  end  of  the  right-hand  branch ;  I  am  not  sure  that  the  ̂   is  not  simply  an  extension  of  it 

■  [,  a  slightly  backward-sloping  upright,  ?  u  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a
  cross-stroke  touching  the  top 

of  p  4  Attached  to  8  perhaps  a  short  arc  of  the  top  left-hand  side  of  a  circle  . .  [,  the  lower  part 

of  a  stroke  descending  from  left,  followed  by  the  left-hand  side  of  a  circle  5
  0(v  the  right-hand 

end  of  the  cross-stroke  and  the  foot  of  the  right-hand  stroke  .[,  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  cu
rving 

down  to  right  8  .[,  the  apex  of  a  triangular  letter 

Fr,  2  4  /t](u/x<o8-. 

5  T(a.v}. 
Fr.3 

][
' 

].4 

]fk[ 
]atS_[ 

].8of[ 
5 

Fr.  3  1  ].,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising 
from  left  to  touch  the  upright  of  k  below  the  top 

2  Of  ]p  only  the  top  right-hand  angle  3  .[, 
the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  below  the 

line  4  ].,  on  the  line  the  end  of  a  stroke 
rising  from  left  5  jp  anomalous,  perhaps 

through  damage 

Fr.4 

]epwvp[ 
].7T0peu.[ 

Fr.  4  I  Now  resemble  a  followed  by  a  comma 

3  ].,  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  left-hand  angle 
of  ir  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  4  J., 

the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  .[,  the  start  of 
a  stroke  rising  to  right  5  ] ,  >  the  upper  part 
of  an  upright  ligatured  to  w ;  not  n  .[,  perhaps 

the  left-hand  base  angle  of  8  6  The  upper 

part  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left  with  a  dot  above 
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Fr.  5 

]....[ ]yaccx[ 

]«SCTO ,  [ 

]pvKpeip[ 

5  ]8’oTm,[ 

]_OI.8’oTl7r[ ]tt)/3oc/ceic  [ 

]cu/xa>8ei0.[ 

1 0  ]^e8'ivaKaKwci<p[ 

]yajc(l>pvya  /na8t_[ 

] .  fvavSpov  TOwa[ 
Jf  piareppeyaXa  [ 

]ecaiiArj7-atevTatc[ 

'  5  ]xo/lotam/<pouec[ 

"jOei^ypipaiv 

],v.[  yi>XavppyKaKov[ 

].[  ]em7rovov  6vy*f[ 
20  ]_/fpaT7JC  TOtXW/’t'X°[ 

]vClV€v8oVp.eTOfj>€w[ 

]'(lpio€c^(Dypa<f>ovt>Tai , .[ 

]ec  KamK'qKacTOV  e[ 
]^oi.aTrpoLrovrovKopi[ 

25  ]  _  auT'AeyetoiiTocc[ 

]_[  ]vo)^a  ap.[ 

]...[ 

Fr.  5  3  ,  [,  a  small  loop  open  to  right  5  .  [,  the  foot  of  a  forward-sloping  stroke  with  a  trace 

to  right  6  ].,  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left  10  Between  (tp  a  dot  not  accounted 

for  la  ].>  perhaps  c,  represented  by  the  right-hand  ends  of  its  upper  and  lower  parts  14  Of 

7  only  the  extreme  bottom  of  the  stalk  rote  ex  toic  16  ,  [,  a  tall  upright  with  top  hooked  over  to 

left  1 7  Rubbed  ,  [,  the  foot  of  an  upright  close  to  p  .  [,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  J . 

the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line,  followed  by  the  start  of  a  strok
e  rising  to  riglu 

,  [,  a  dot  on  the  line,  followed  by  a  loop  open  to  right ;  perhaps  two  letters  18],,  
the  upper  right-hand 

arc  of  a  small  circle  .[,  perhaps /3  likeliest,  but  anomalous  xa,  the  loop  of  a  remade 

the  tail  ofa  stroke  descending  into  1.20  20].,  a  dot  on  the  line  22  ..[,  primafacie,  theloopofa 
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having  be  ow  it  the  left-hand  end  of  the  tail  of  a  longtailed  lett
er  25  ] .  >  an  upright ;  v  acceptable 

a6  f  a  concave  upright  27]  .  what  remains  suggests  
ap.  but  I  believe  this  illusory,  particularly 

as  p  has  no  tail  Between  k  and  f  what  now  looks  like
  a  small  diple  sprouting  from  the  arms  of  k, 

followed  by  a  thick  dot  on  the  line 

4^«'u]pLpip[l  presumably  in  a  quotation  or  parody.  xpAtav  
Cratinus  in  EiuetSat  (fr.  68). 

5  seq.  Perhaps  eiJ  of]8’  on  .  .  .  eJJ  olS’  on  .  .  . 

Pwhaps  an  indication  that  MfyciAi,  is  here  thought  of  as  the  Phrygian  goddess 

Cybele. 

If  EidvBpov  (with  or  without  too  .^fpirdSoc),  possibly  a  reference  to  the  fi
gure  in  the  provc^ 

EdavSpoc  cSpe  (sc.  KnjfiiSa  «al  dcrrlSa,  Apostol.  viii  14a
).  but  eSav&pov  yav  KiKpoTtoc,  Attica,  Aristoph. 

13  Ma-rep  peydXa,  a  quotation,  or  parody,  or  a  non-Att
ic  character  speaking. 

14  seq.  avX-rjral  .  .  .  [ap]x<i,i(ev)oi  dvoKpou'ec[flai i  'striking  up, 
 beginning  a  tune’. 

17  seqq.  The  presence  in  the  same  neighbourhood  of  <j>a.0Xov,  ipXaBpov,  k
o-kov,  on  the  one  hand,  and 

Mnomv,  on  the  other,  suggests  the  possibility  of  a  play  o
n  Trovrjpoc,  like  that  in  Epicharm.  08.  aurop..  at ft*  I  ii  ̂ 3* 

20  It  may  be  worth  mentioning  that  the  father  of  Orestes  the  foot
pad  was  called  Timocratcs, 

schol.  Aristoph.  Av.  1487.  (Lysicrates  Av.  513,  though  KXiirrrjC  t«  Kal  
wavoupyoc,  seems  to  have  been  of 

a  higher  social  class  than  a  roiytopvxoc.) 

TOLxdipvx°[p  d  -Kpa/rpc  (cf.  schol.  Aristoph.  Av,  9^9) 
 or  something  of  the  sort. 

2 1  -o]uav  (vSov  per'  6^io)[v. 

2a  01']  ijpuifc  ̂ laypaiPoOvrai:  ‘are  depicted’— with  serpents?  as  serpents?  The  two  doubtfu
l  letters 

seem  to  be  at[  or  ap[  or  possibly  cuj>[,  but  not  o^[. 

23  imicnKacrov  to  errovetStcTov  Kal  KarayeXacrov  Eustath.  1402,  53. 

24  C0er<l/5oia  Upolrov  roB  — .  Stheneboia  was  the  wife  of  Proetus,  but  Proetu
s  was  not  a  Corinthian. 

The  mistake’  (if  there  was  a  mistake)  of  Kapi.[v8tov  for  TipuvBlov  may  be  explicable  by 
 the  fact  that 

a  Corinthian  plays  a  part  in  the  story,  Bellerophontcs  alluded  to  in  Euripides  COevd^oia  (fr.
  664)  and  by 

way  of  parody  in  Aristophanes  Gecpo^opAtaucai  404  in  the  words  rfli  KopivO
luii  ̂ ivun  (cf.  Cratin. 

fr.  273).  But  it  should  be  said  that  it  is  possible— I  do  not  think  it  is  likely— that  w
hat  stood  here  was 

something  of  the  form  of ‘S.,  of  P.,  who  did  something  in  regard  to  the  Corinthian,
  wife’. 

25  air  {-fiv). 

Fr.  6  Fr.  7 

]«/>[ 

destroyed 

]  'tta_[ 

]  7rpop[ 
5  ]  [ 

]  '4 

Fr.  6  3  ,[,  on  the  line  a  loop  open  to  right 

4  I  cannot  rule  out  {:[ 

Fr.  7  I  ],,  the  bottom  right-hand  arc  of  a 
circle  ?  . ,  [,  two  converging  strokes  (not  X  or 

x),  followed  by  a  short  flat  stroke  on  the  line 

2  ].,,  perhaps  a,  «,  or  c,  followed  by  t 
a  short  upright  off  the  line,  followed  by  a  short 

flat  stroke  on  the  line  3  ].,  the  top  of  an  up¬ 

right?  Over  T  a  sloping  stroke;  if  (wi'),  anoma¬ 

lously  far  to  left 

’  In  schol.  Ven.  Aristoph.  Pax  140  the  same  mistake,  ifiipii'S-  for  TlpvvB-,  appears  to  have  been  made 
in  connexion  with  the  same  story. 
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Fr.  8  Fr.  9 
JetAero  ovxo  [ 

]a^i7/ttoce[.]Taj_[  ]. 

]j8acTace[  JyrowjSaSijv  [ 

]i,Va7ravT[  ]a’'oi;K:€7retcev[ .  .  >[ 

Fr.  8  2  .[,  the  top  of  an  upright 
Fr.  9  I  the  foot  of  an  upright,  followed 

by  the  feet  of  two  strokes  suggesting  Xj  though  not 

as  wide  apart  as  in  the  following  x  ebewherc 

Fr.  9  2  TOP  'yjSdSTyv:  Steph.  Byz,  'VjSa*  outoic 
o  Bfjfiac  TTjc  AeovriBoc  <j>vXrjCa  rivkc  Se  tov  B'^fiov 

Aeyouftv  *Ypd8(u..  rd  tottikto,  'y]8a8wv,  etc 

‘YpaSdiVf  ev  *y/5aSaiv.  AvcavBpoc  'Y^dBrje  (witness 
to  will  of  Theophrastus)  Diog.  Laert.  v.  57. 

3  dv{Tl  tov). 
Fr.  10  Fr.  n 

] _  cavapS[ 

Fr.  10  I  ]. . .,  the  lower  part  of  a,  the  loop 
made  angular  by  retouching  or  conversion;  the 
lower  parts  of  two  converging  strokes,  perhaps  A; 
the  tail  of  a  long-tailed  letter  .[,  an  upright 

2  ].»  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left; 

V  possible 

Fr.  12 

]  _  avTaiK:[ 

]avdyupov[ 

]6j^ovfTou[ 

ama_[ 

Fr.  12  I  ].,  the  tall  of  a  long-tailed  l
etter 

4  What  I  have  taken  for  (]  might  be  the  upper 
end  of  the  right-hand  arm  of  u  ].,  an  upright 

with,  slight  projections  to  left  at  top  and  bot
tom 

,  [,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  
right 

Pj.,  12  2  OLvdyvpov dvdyvpoc  was  the  name 

of  a  stinking  plant  and  of  a  destructive  
‘hero’.  One 

or  other  is  adduced  to  explain  the  proverbia
l 

dvAyvpov  KLveiv  (v.  Aristoph.  Lysist
r,  68  c.  schol.). 

Aristophanes  wrote  a  play  entitled  rirayupoc. 

3  t((w). 

]_aA6t[ 

]pos  [ JaAttmo  [ 

‘  :.]po  [ 

Fr.  11  I  ].,  the  end  of  a  stroke  from  left 
touching  the  loop  of  a  near  the  bottom  3 
retouched  or  corrected 

Fr.  13 

][ 

].  [ 

].«[ 

]t7nT.[ 

_]_lTOu[ 

5  ]^v[ 

Fr.  13  I  The  upper  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

3  ,[,  o  Of  “  4  .].i  tit®  upper  right-hand  are 

of  a  circle,  perhaps  having  the  upper  end  of  '
 above 
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Fr.  14 

jwAei.  .[ 

]oAwte[ 

]jpd'Trw[ 

Fr.  14  I  .  [,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descend¬ 
ing  to  right 

Fr.  15 

]'.[ 

1.4 

]t/[ 

Fr.  15  I  The  foot  of  an  upright  9 

perhaps  the  upper  end  of  the  right-hand  branch 

of  “  3  ]■>  perhaps  the  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of 

c  ].  ,1  an  upright,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of 
an  upright  descending  below  the  line  4  ]•>  *^^0 

upper  right-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle  above 
the  line  Before  \  what  now  looks  like  <j)p,  but 

the  tail  of  p  is  anomalous  and  should  perhaps  be 

assigned  to  1.  5  5  For  7)  perhaps  i<  There 

may  be  an  upright  (see  1.  4)  above  the  left-hand side 
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The  hand  is  a  tolerably  well-formed  example  of  a  common  type  assigned  to  the 

second  century,  but  there  is  from  place  to  place  a  noticeable  irregularity  in  the  size  and 

thickness  of  the  letters  (e.g.  11.  29  seqq.).  The  text  contains  a  good  number  of  mistakes, 

some  corrected,  some  (11.  21,  30,  33)  not.  There  are  a  few  elisions  marked  and  stops  in 

the  high  and  median  position,  but  no  accents. 

The  material  condition  of  the  piece  is  extremely  poor.  Apart  from  the  fact  that  the 

ink  is  in  many  places  rubbed  or  faded,  the  surface  is  loose  and  liable  to  flake  off,  wliich 

it  has  done  in  some  places  where  I  may  not  have  relocated  it  exactly  and  in  others 

where  it  is  lost. 

2814,  Hexameter  Poem  about  a  War  between  Greeks  and  PitustANS 

There  is  too  little  about  which  there  is  certainty  in  the  following  remnant  of 

a  composition  in  hexameters  to  make  it  profitable  to  spend  time  on  its  identification. 

On  the  assumption  that  11.  27  seq.  imply  war  between  Greeks  and  Persians  one’s  first 
guess  would  be  that  it  represents  the  work  of  Chocrilus  of  Samos,  active  towards  the  end 

of  the  fifth  century  B.c.,  who  is  credited  with  IJepaKa  (in  more  than  one  book)  by  Ftcro- 

dian  (w./a.A.  ii  919  L, ;  Uepcrjlc  Stobaeus,  Flor.  iii  27,  i)  and  with  noL'/jfiara  specified  as 
BapfiapiKa,  JWijSixd,  IlepcLKa.  in  a  scrap  of  papyrus,  possibly  a  colophon,  published  as 

1399.  From  the  entry  in  Suidas  (eypaijie  8^  raOra'  ti)v  AOrjvalcov  vlKrjv  ward  SIp^ov  .  , .) 
it  would  be  inferred,  on  a  strict  interpretation,  that  the  Marathon  campaign  was  not 

included.  But  hardly  anything  is  known  of  its  contents  except  the  list  of  the  con¬ 

tingents  of  the  Persian  army  (frr.  3,  4  K) . 

In  2814  the  name  of  Miltiades  is  recognizable  with  fair  certainty  in  1.  16.  If  1.  29 

implies,  as  I  think  it  does,  that  the  speaker  of  the  foregoing  lines  was  cut  off  prematurely, 

it  would  suit  the  circumstances  of  Miltiades’  death  aflcr  his  failure  against  Paros.  Then 
1.  31  might  refer  to  his  son  Kimon,  who  appears  to  have  been  a  well-to-do  person,  such 

as  the  promises  set  out  in  11.  33  seqq.  may  be  taken  to  imply.  But  who  the  speaker  of  the 

whole  is  supposed  to  be  I  cannot  guess. 

The  hypothesis  is  obviously  very  precarious.  There  were  other  struggles  between 

Greeks  and  Persians,  and  the  signs  of  lateness  in  the  language  (11.  27,  34),  if  not  fatal  to 
the  attribution  to  Ghoerilus,  are  not  favourable  to  it. 
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]_S67roaC|U,e0e[ 

']j  mxBovi<Jiv[ 

(X> ]€7ref»;[]oi;Ttc6[ 

,]vepvKe[jLev-[ 
5  ]  _  vcLvept.lefJi.ei'ovl 

]ovTecevac7r[.  .].!'•»?[ 

Jvreco ,  7jcy€yaac[ 

]  _  ipievo .  ovcvmprj^l 

]  _  cc6ve7re<./3/3tcijCT/Da[ 

10  ] . . . .  CO vA5i[  .  ]c/xoA[] .  [ 

]e/ievat[ 
]  VOICLV  [  ]  L7r[ 

].Xw[.]..»'D . [],c[.>.a‘^[ 

1 5  ]wA6oc€c[  ]evLC7roipJ[ 

]  a8ou[]  o  [  ]apx}V€PpL  [ 
’  c.‘.77A[ 

]wa[.].«^.[.].[  ].«Ai]oca. .[ 

]€yepoviu.g[ .  ] .  ya/i .  [  ] .  [ ,  jpuAouS .  'p-[ 
ao  ]  KCDvrprjx^av X  ].  .mvaeTaouay 

]  _  ecomovTomapel .  ];^^inatctv[ .  j/xovrat  • 

]8ecayxi^e^[  jeep . . .  [  jvTjTope^ovTec. 

] . SavTWv8txa[  ]Ai9c..j/.[  ].o[J.  .tvo, .[ 

]. .  .[.].^coec,[  ]^.8fW.Qnt.f/i.[]. .[ 

as  .  .]u/xeaJvcT/3a[_  ,]7]vcwa[  Jefpe/xeveuTe[ 

]  S€UJjC€tv8ovKa[ ,  ]7roT’[ ,  ]Trepxofj.evu)ve'7T[ ,  ]ko  ,  [ 
,]aovSeppa>7r[  Jc77we7ra/). ,  pvejajU€i'[  _  ]  _  _[ 

.]e/}catc_ .  ̂   _  _€pToc[,]o_  cyp, , 

]  KaLKevSrj ecToraSrj^ayopeu ,  [ ,] . [ 

3°  ]  et/j,i]jLitv/ca7.7re0ve67rep[,]o/xeVTj8tocat[' 
] .  i;v867ratc[ vev^pevacaXKLpLocoyK ,  [ 

T 

]  a>86T.pijAu0')j\[.  ,]!^t8oiiS’6O7TjTtveec0a»[ 

]  vfieuovSovSe ^ervocxectrivSereXeccei  [ 

]  /xourove^ecTT ,  [ ,  jevotc ;  aB'ewapKiaSwTivr][ 
KfL€  V  T* 

35  ]  ^I’^3woj[[7T]]o7rac,[].7roU/<]]*_  _  _'}jTp7]ctveKacT<o[ 
]otvou8oi;/c6V6[ .  ]etTaTOcoccTpaTOcoii8eTi[ 
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]^8e  TToctc  /xe0e[ jar’  lTnxdovia>v\_ 
']eTTei.rj[]coTicX_ 

j*^  epVKep,ev  [ 

5  j.ociv  ipi^epLev  ou[ jovrec  eV  ac7r[Lc]iv, 

jvrec  o/xtJc  yeyaac[ 

]  i.p,evo_  ov  cwaprj^l 

jecctv  eTrel  ̂ ptc'pL  crpa[ 

10  ],...coj;Aa[.]cp,oAQ.[ 

]e/^e»'ot[ 

].^votav[ 
]pT?MP[  ]ym[.]Tep[ 

.  ] .  ?>^[] .  f f . .  [ .  ]tce[ .  ]e .  atA[ 

15  ]v  /cAeoc  ec[  ]eV(.C77'otjtx[ MtAjrtctSoii  , o _ [  ] _ ap.ov  ev  pi _[ 

]pAapt[  ],.,[].  .c.t  7rA[ 

]pyO'[.].ctA.[.]_[  ^jaciATjoc  a_  _[ 

jerepou  /xo[ , vap , [  ]ct[ . jpuAouS , 7r[ 

ao  '\_K0)v  rprjxeiav  X  ]_gva  vaerdovav, 

]_ec  0?  n6vroi(p')  Trap'  e[c];!^aTwtct  v[€]jaovToi, 
Alp«a]Sec  ay^t  Pe^[wT]ec  0|p,p}[_  .o]v  Ijrop  exovrec. 

I  8’  airwv  Stvar  lupc  v  [  luof  1  civov  [ 

■]ftcp[.j.?a;ec^f  ’ ']i.8e.,x.D^.vf  D.i 

a  5  ,  Jvpilcov  CTpa[n]'pjJ  cvva[y]eipdpiev  ei)Te[ 

Sevycetp  8’  ovK  a[v]  ttot’  [eJvrepp^o/xeVwv  €7r[t]/cot;[pwv, 

Ajaov  S’  Eijpci)TT[rj]c  TraveTTCtp/ciov  ep.pev[,], ,[ 

JZjepcaic  . .  y .  [ .  ] . . .  ey  Toc[c]oy  erpy-ygv  alxlptirdcDV. 
Kai  Kev  S'))  Te[T^]AecTo  rdS’  Iji  dyopevc[X,  .V, .[  > 

30  el  pHj  puv  icardneclivelvy  enepl^y^piivr]  Aioc  af[ca. 

vCv  Be  7)-dtc[.  .].[.].V€)J  (jipivac  dMipoc  o)3/c_[ 

SSd  r  epr]rv9r\- X^  .jwSow  8’  lorrjri  veec9o)[. 

vpieiiov  8’  ov  SedeO*  vnocxecLtjv  8e  reMccei 

pLoCvov  e^6C77'o[/x]eVotc,  yd  8’  eirapKia  8a)Tiwj[ 

35  6/f  pieydpwv  67Tdcg[i]  ttot  . ,  prjrppjciv  6'/<:dcTw[i, 
otvov  S’  ov  Kev  ̂ [77]etTa  rococ  erparde  odSe  Tt[ 
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There  is  a  ‘joint’  down  the  middle  of  the  column 

3  Rubbed;  the  dotted  letters  might  be  others  of  similar  outline  There  is  room
  for  a  letter  after 

7)  in  a  worm-run  but  no  certainty  that  one  was  written  4  ]. . .  •  [•  third  letter  might  be  circular. 

It  is  preceded  by  the  foot  of  an  upright  serifed  to  left.  The  first  is  represented  by  a  flat
  trace  tin  the 

line,  the  fourth  by  a  clot  below  the  line  5  ] . ,  on  the  underlayer ;  perhaps  an  arc  of  the  lower  left- 

hand  side  of  o  8  ] . ,  prima  facie  the  right-hand  part  of  the  loop  of  p  Between  0  and  0  po.ssihly 

p,,  but  the  surface  is  too  much  damaged  for  any  letter  to  be  verifiable  9  OI  ]f  only  two  specks 

presumably  representing  the  overhang  and  the  turn-up  to  on  a  single  fibre  two  dots  and 

a  horizontal  stroke  just  off  the  base-line  Before  co  what  now  looks  like  a  eresetau  lacing  to  lelt,  fol¬ 

lowed  by  a  stumpy  upright  ],  [,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  1 1  J, . , a  dot  level  with 

the  top  of  the  letters,  followed  at  an  interval  by  the  top  of  an  upright,  then  the  top  of  a  circle  and  per¬ 
haps  the  upper  parts  of  the  diagonal  and  the  right-hand  upright  of  r  la  |.  .f,  the  base  ol  a  circle, 

followed  by  what  might  be  the  underside  of  the  loop  of  o  13  Of  ]r  no  truce  of  the  left-hand  part 

of  the  cross-stroke  14  ].?,  a  dot  on  the  line,  followed  by  the  base  and  right-hand  angle  of  S? 
].f,  on  the  line  the  right-hand  end  of  a  stroke  slightly  tilted  from  left,  followed  by  a  flattened  c?  ,  .|, 

apparently  pp  possible  Of  ](:  only  the  right-hand  ends  of  the  branches  Between  Jp  (for  which  <?  not 
ruled  out)  and  a  a  speck  on  the  line,  nearer  a  1 6  ]ri  see  comm.  Before  0  a  heavy  dot  below  the 

line,  after  o  three  dots  one  above  another  presumably  representing  an  upright  the  lower  part  of 

an  upright  with  ink  on  both  sides ;  perhaps  more  than  one  letter  ,  [,  perhaps  the  ti|)  of  the  loop  of  n 

17  Of  only  the  base-cusps,  except  for  the  tip  of  the  right-hand  stroke  of  Of  ;[  only  the  foot 
]. .  .[1  on  the  line  two  converging  strokes,  like  the  lower  part  of followed  by  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke 

rising  to  right,  and  this  by  the  foot  of  an  upright  and  a  dot  to  its  right  on  the  line  ]. .,  the  foot  of  an 

upright,  followed  by  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  e  or  c  Between  c  and  i  very  faint  the  top  of  a  circle 
18  Of  jpi  the  juncture  of  the  loop  and  the  tail  ].,  on  the  line  a  stroke  slightly  tilted  from  left  After 

uA  dispersed  traces  which  I  may  well  have  wrongly  distributed  ..[,  an  upright,  pcrliaps  w,  or  pos¬ 

sibly  V,  followed  by  faint  traces  near  the  line  19  The  cross-stroke  of  y  does  not  come  up  to  the 

upright,  still  less  cross  it  to  form  t  The  loop  of/?  has  nearly  vanished  ],,  the  right-hand  art:  of 

a  circle,  thickened  at  the  top;  0  not  suggested  ,[,  the  foot  of  an  upright  Of  ]p  only  the  left-lumcl 
part  Between  S  and  w  a  speck  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  followed  by  the  top  of  an  upright  at 

a  slightly  lower  level  ao  ].,  a  thick  upright,  perhaps  not  a  letter  [Now  detaclicd  and  lost]  .1,  if 

ink,  a  trace  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  ],p,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  hooked  to  riglit  at  top, 

followed  by  a  dot  from  the  middle  of  the  left-hand  side  and  an  arc  from  the  lower  part  of  tltc  right- 
hand  side  of  a  circle  ai  ],,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending  with  a  curve  from  left  aa  p 

represented  only  by  the  upper  parts  of  the  central  strokes  and  doubtfully  the  tail  of  the  right-lmnd 

stroke  23  a  trace  on  a  single  fibre  ]/?pc  the  p  anomalous;  ],pvc  might  be  a  better  interpreta¬ 

tion  Between  c  and  v  apparently  the  left-hand  half  of  a  small  «  or  0,  followed  by  a  short  horizontal 

stroke  on  the  line;  there  is  not  room  for  two  full-sized  letters  After  v  perhaps  elements  of  an  upright, 

but  the  fibres  are  in  disorder  Of]/?  only  the  right-hand  stroke  ].,  the  top  of  a  small  loop,  to  right 

of  which  a  trace  against  the  back  of  c  Of  p  only  the  fork;  perhaps  x  possible  .[,  most  resembles 

the  loop  of  p,  but  angular;  perhaps  touches  a  letter  following  to  right  24  Of  ftep  only  the  lower 

parts  ].,  perhaps  the  top  and  base  and  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  «  ̂ |  ,  anomalous, 
the  upper  loop  inordinately  small.  The  straight  interpretation  of  the  ink  is !  a  small  0  perclied  cm  the 

left-hand  element  of  w  Over  ]/?  a  slightly  convex  upright  Before  8  the  fibres  disordered  ;  perhaps 
a  single  v,  perhaps  two  letters  represented  by  an  upright  with  a  projection  to  left  of  its  top  and  specks  to 

right,  anci  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  .[,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

Of  p  between  ]/?  and  I/S  only  the  stalk  After  ̂   an  upright  witli  ink  to  right  of  its  top  ], ,[,  an  upriglit, 

followed  by  a  short  flat  stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  and  a  dot  diagonally  opposite  to  right  on 
the  line  25  The  appearance  at  the  end  of  the  line  of  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  t  is 

illusory  27  ]. .[,  specks,  followed  by  the  top  and  bottom  of  an  upright  descending  liclow  the  line ; 

above,  a  dot  and  the  tip  of  an  upright,  apparently  interlinear  all  Between  c  and  p  (of  which  only 

the  fork)  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right,  followed  by  the  top  of  a  circle  .  [,  a  dot  level 

with  the  top  of  the  letters  ], , , ,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  as  of  y,  followed  by  the  upper  end 
of  a  stroke  descending  to  right,  between  them  on  the  line  the  base  of  a  circle;  before  «  what  could  be 

taken  for  a  damaged  p,  but  the  surface  is  much  disturbed  and  not  all  the  ink  is  accounted  for  '49  [, 
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the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  ], .,  the  base  of  «  or  c,  followed  by  two  dots  on  the  line  which  may  repre¬ 

sent  one  letter  Of  p  the  right-hand  arm  is  lost.  There  is  a  dot,  which  does  not  seem  to  be  part  of 

a  trma,  above  the  left-hand  arm  . .[,  traces  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  31  The  first  v  of 
rOr  is  unsatisfactory,  as  a  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line  is  not  accounted  for  ] ,  [,  a  dot  level  with  the 

top  of  the  letters  a  short  thick  upright;  0  not  suggested,  but  perhaps  possible  .[,  the  base  of 

a  circle?  32  rtp,  unless  it  was  to/j,  seems  to  have  been  written  originally.  A  large  «  in  a  different 

style  is  written  on  the  original  vowel  A,  t  appears  to  be  in  the  same  hand  as  the  rest ;  A  is  not  cancelled 

.[,  a  dot  about  mid  letter  Of  ]pf  only  the  upper  part  of  the  diagonal  of  v  and  the  extreme  lower  end 
oil  33  Of  p  nothing  but  the  extreme  tips  of  the  arms  v  looks  inserted  current  ca/amo  34  ya 
I  am  not  sure  that  t  is  not  illusory  and  that  <!  should  not  be  written  35  c,[,  a  dot  on  the  line  ]., 

a  trace  like  the  back  of  the  loop  of  p  Above  the  cancelled  y  a  small  t,  having  lost  the  left-hand  part 

of  il.s  bar,  and  a  dot  about  mid  letter  , , . ,  in  a  thinner  pen  the  top  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  and  the 

upper  part  of  an  upright ;  close  to  the  second  an  upright  of  the  usual  thickness ;  two  dots  apparently 

representing  the  top  and  bottom  of  an  upright  with  blanks  on  either  side  36  ra  a  rewritten 

1  cannot  contribute  much  to  the  understanding  of  these  verses  cither  in  the  very  defective  upper 

part  of  the  column  or  the  almost  continuous  lower  part.  The  following  disjointed  observations  may  be 

worth  making. 

8  cvvapijytti'  not  recorded. 

9  or  in{i]iPpkriC 
16  The  stalk  of  t  projects  through  the  cross-stroke,  of  wdiich  the  left-hand  part  is  lost,  so  that  the 

ink  now  looks  more  like  t/  than  anything  else.  If  AfiAridSov  i.s  right,  iv  Ma[pa6o)t’t  may  be  considered  for 
the  end  of  the  verse  (though  MapaOwn  appears  to  be  far  more  usual  than  h  MapaOStvi  in  references  to 

this  action). 

17  The  ietters,  if  correctly  read,  suggest  CaXaplc  in  some  form. 

*£ilAA){i'«ca  7rA[  appears  compatible  with  the  remains,  though  I  should  have  expected  to  see  the 

lower  end  of  the  diagonal  of  v. 
18  scq.  The  presence  of  <t«/)ou,  if  it  is  rightly  recognized,  and  if  it  reprc.scnts  Mpou  or  a  compound 

(not  i)/i-,  ip-,  wiiich  I  tliink  are  too  short),  suggests  the  view  that  ̂ aciAfloe  refers  to  a  Spartan,  not  to  the Persian,  king. 

20  The  object  of  rasTaoweii'  I  suppose  to  be  the  preceding  word.  If  ]/io)'a  could  be  read — I  can 

neither  verify  it  nor  rule  it  owl— AaKtSalpova.  would  seem  to  me  a  reasonable  guess.  I  can  make  no 

suggestion  for  the  residual  | ,  kwi', 
21  scq.  The  absence  of  conjunctions  seems  to  indicate  that  these  arc  successive  entries  in  a  list. 

21  In  isolation  I  should  have  taken  this  verse  to  be  ©/iijl’licec,  of  lUvroio  irap'  kyarltua  vipovrm. 
(The  ?'  iiluXKvmniv  at  the  end  of  1.  20  is  not  in  favour  of  epri-  but  not  fatal  to  it.)  But  how  can  Arcadians 

be  described  ns  ily?(i  to  Thracians?  As  far  as  I  sec,  some  difficulties  would  disappear  if  11.  21-2 

were  transposed.  Arcadians  would  then  be  next  perhaps  to  Laconians.  But  too  much  is  uncertain  to 

make  guessing  attractive. 

trap'  icxarlaia  is  a  form  of  locution  I  have  not  found  elsewhere,  fw’  icx-  is  regular  and  seems  more 

logical;  ‘on  the  fringe  of’ or  ‘beside’. 
-ftua,  but  -rp/cir  I.  35. 

22  Though  >lp«cl8«c  is  not  the  only  ethnic  of  dactylic  scansion  ending  in  -Sec,  I  do  not  suppose  that 
the  likelihood  of  its  occurrence  in  this  place  will  be  disputed. 

The  correspondence  of  participles  in  this  verse  to  a  relative  clause  in  the  preceding  supports  the interpretation  of  tlic  names  ns  items  of  a  list.  ^ 

From  iiruTfloDcii'  and  iV/iovtoi  I  infer  that  dy^i  jJe^ulTsc  means  ‘occupying  a  neighbouring  country 

not  'next  in  the  line'.  Parallel  to  this  ‘like  in  spirit’  would  not  be  amiss,  but  opokov  is  not  prima  facie long  enough.  _ 

25  seqq.  A  speech,  and,  to  judge  by  the  fact  that  the  speaker  is  said  to 
 be  dead  in  1.  30  but  U.  33 

aeqq.  arc  obviously  still  port  of  a  speech,  a  reported  speech.  I  cannot 
 tell  how  far  above  1.  25  it 

begins.  The  speakers  of  both  appear  to  be  on  the  Greek  side,  but  they  refer  to  Gr
eeks  with  vp-,  11,  25, 33,  not  ip-.  ...  I  .  I-  » 

2G  1  take  the  statement  to  be  ‘will  never  lack  acceding  allies’.  This  involves  t
he  postulation  ol  or 
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with  the  future,  but  though  it  might  be  preferable  to  construe  ‘will  miss  allies  who  are  never  going  to  turn 
up’,  the  context,  so  far  as  I  understand  it,  rules  this  out.  The  suspect  construction,  to  be  sure,  is  intro¬ 
duced  by  the  supplement,  but  can  any  of  the  theoretical  alternatives  to  a[v]  be  entertained  ? 

27  Aaov  Hvpti-mjc :  cf.  '^AAaSoc  crpar^v  2625  fr.  1,  1  c.  not.  But  it  is  not  certain  that  the  two  words 
are  to  be  taken  together  here. 

navemipKioc  recorded  only  in  a  defective  quotation  in  Suidas  naXapu^&ijc.  inapKioc,  1.  34,  also  rare, 
and  late. 

28  S’  ou  y[e]ydpfi'?  ‘that  the  Persians  have  not  acquired’.  This  infinitive  at  Find.  01.  ix  no  and 
in  composition  at  Jl.  v  248,  xx  1 06. 

Gf.  II.  viii  472  ApyelaO  irouAiJr  erparov  alxprjriliov. 

30  inepxopFrj :  cf.  fTrmxSpei'oc,  -p-ivT],  KaTirte^ve  regularly  in  Homer  [11.  xxiv  755,  OJ, 
V  124,  et  al.). 

dtoc  afeo  Homeric,  but  not  frequent,  e.g.  II.  xvii  321,  Od,  ix  5a. 

3 !  TToic  *his  son’  ? 
^peVac  aXuifioc,  if  that  is  to  be  recognized,  strikes  me  as  a  peculiar  locution  and  I  can  find  no  support 

nearer  than  tov  S’  iv  (jypedv  aXuipov  ifrop  II.  xvii  1 1 1 . 

32  tSS^  t’  ipriTvdi]  ‘so  he  was  checked’.  1  do  not  see  to  what  this  can  refer  where  it  stands.  Next  to 
1.  30  it  would  present  no  difficulty. 

I  do  not  see  any  case  to  be  made  for  €t(i)  . 

KpovtSov  S’  I6n)n?  I  cannot  verify  it  and  cannot  clearly  see  the  bearing.  Although  he  was  stopped 
for  the  time  being,  may  he  come,  God  willing,  later  on  ? 

33  Prima  facie  ‘he  has  no  need  of  you’,  but  this  seems  ratlier  inconsequent  and  I  suspect  that 

SeuccS’  was  intended  with  the  sense  ‘he  will  not  fall  behind  you’,  do  less  than  you ;  cf.  II.  xxiii  483  oAAa 
.  .  .  Ttavra  Seveai  ApYeCoiv,  sim.  V  636. 

33  seq.  irrocxtcirjv  .  .  .  reXIecet .  .  .  (^ecrropLivoic  cf.  Od.  x  483  WAtedr  isoi.  iirdexeav. 

fioOvov.  presumably  ‘if  you  do  but .  ,  .’  not  ‘only  if’. 
;  this  false  form  appears  in  late  hexameters.  If  the  present  text  is  rightly  attributed  to 

Choerilus  it  is  by  a  good  deal  the  earliest  example. 

I  suppose  e-ndpKta  Soirlvrilav:  cf.  oiclau  rate  Sarrdvaic  IrrapKij  Pint.  Cic,  7. 

35  I  can  give  no  satisfactory  account  of  nor’  in  the  context  nor  guess  the  two  letters  before  ̂ ijTprjct.v. 
There  is  no  room  for  errl,  as  at  Callim.  fr.  85,  6. 

2815.  Dionysius,  Piyavridc  Book  I  (and  others?) 

Nothing  is  known  about  the  FiyavTidc  except  what  can  be  elicited  from  the  five 

places  where  it  is  referred  to  in  Stephanus  Byzantinus.  From  these  it  appears  that  it 

was  a  composition  in  hexameters'  consisting  of  not  less  than  three  books,  in  each  of 
which  there  was  some  mention  of  Thessaly  (Steph.  Byz.  in  Adtriov  and  Nicemv).  In 
Book  I  there  was  also  a  mention  of  a  Locrian  town  not  otherwise  recorded,  iFcAaScuvij. 
The  recurrence  of  this  name  in  Fr.  9  of  the  following  collection  of  pieces  of  hexameter 
verse  is  the  chief  reason,  the  Thessalian  location  of  the  matter  in  Fr.  a  a  secondary 
argument,  for  identifying  the  Ttyamdc  in  their  source.  But  if  this  is  so,  they  do  not 
afford  much  positive  information  about  its  subject.  Nothing  that  I  see  has  any  par¬ 
ticular  relevance  to  the  story  of  the  Giants,  and  indeed  ‘Story  of  the  Giants’  should  by 

analogy  be  Ptyavri'c,^  not  Tiyavnac,  of  which  the  natural  interpretation  would  be 
‘Story  oinyavria,  though  perhaps  this  argument  should  not  be  pressed. 
.u ' .  quotes  fr(M  it  two  unconnected  hexameters.  This  leaves  open  the  theoretical  possibility elegiacs,  which  cannot  be  disproved  but  I  suppose  is  not  at  all  likely, 

the  lorms  fAioc,  Mivuac  are  exceptional  and  are  to  be  accounted  for  by  the  nature  of  the  pen- 
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The  name  of  the  author  of  the  TtyavTidc  is  given  by  Stephanus  as  Dionysius.  If  this 

is  the  ireptTjyijrqc,  to  whom  a  piece  defined  as  yiyavrcmv  is,  along  with  others,  ascribed  in 

the  uita  Chis.  (Accad.  Naz.  Line.  Bollettino  n.s.  v  p.  lo),'  if  the  date  of  the  jreptTjyryrqc  is 

rightly  inferred  from  liis  acrostich  (Trepojy.  1 1 2  seqq.,  522  seqq.)  to  fall  in  the  first  half  of 

the  second  century,  and  if  the  fragments  here  presented  are  rightly  referred  to  the 

Tiyavridc,  this  manuscript  has  the  interest  of  being  an  approximately  contemporary  copy 

of  the  work  that  it  contains. 

The  author,  whoever  he  was,  had  not,  so  far  as  I  can  judge  from  the  incomplete 

verses  that  survive,  a  strongly  marked  style,  and  leans  more  on  the  old  than  the  Hel¬ lenistic  epic. 

The  text  is  written  in  a  bold  upright  round  hand  of  a  type  ascribed  to  the  second 

century.  The  want  of  standardization  in  the  form  of  many  letters  and  their  reduction  
in 

size  towards  the  bottom  of  the  column  dispose  me  to  think  that  the  writer  may  not  have 

been  a  professional  copyist. 

'  yiypairra.L  Be  ual  airw  xal  XlStaKa  ;8ijSAi'a  Stocijpei'iDV  re  ual  yiyavrloiv  erepa  .  .  . 
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Fr.  I 

{a)  ] .  a .  []aiouci7roA')jac[ 

] ,  cl)poctnn]T€Si,icrjr€[ 
]i.’^fVc^€KpaTocai.ep ,  [ 

]evoc€TTXeTOK7]pacaX[ 

5  ]ffaAoc'evSe06/xicTa[ 

]  _  iccoomvBpu)noi-ci,\ 
]8toc€7nTe^[  ]fv.[ 

] ,  oA€/x[ 10  ]vKpar[ 

]rjV7rfpv^pio[_]e^€i  [ 

]rjdapa6cDprjc ,  .vt[ 

]{iwA«ei7ji/TeA€Aoy[ 

]fX^(l>pocvi)r)Lcivo  _  [ 

1 5  ]tp<f)iaXocpLaXeovc[ 

J.aStoioavacctop  [ 

],tC€WV»7.[  ],T0,[ 
]c  [ 

h.[ 

(i) 

]€0l€)/7rup[ 

]c/XOVO^lV£Tat.7^€'7nA[ 

5

 

 

]tcrjacxeTOvowoP[ 

]fipac€vav^paci.vo ,[,].[ 

]Ta/<.ev[ .  ]pjixove7r/>7j[ 

].aicxoce^[..].«7?T«<ii[.]Aoif[ 

Fr.  1  (a),  (A)  These  two  fragments  have  no  horizontal  fibres  in  common.  It  is  not  possible  to  de¬ 
termine  how  many  lines  arc  lost  between  (a)  19  and  (A)  1 

(a)  i].,  ink  resembling  the  bottom  angle  ofM  but  having  a  diagonal  stroke  across  the  opening  .[, 
the  lower  part  of  an  upright ;  a  normally  broad  letter,  c.g.  v,  would  be  expected  to  be  partly  visible 
between  this  and  a  a  ].,  a  flat  trace  on  the  line  3  .[,  perhaps  the  upper  left-hand  curve  of 
c  or  o  6  ].,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  7  ,[,  the  top  left-hand  arc 
of  a  circle  0  ,[,  a  seems  likeliest  g  ],,  a  dot  on  the  line  10  ],,  the  right-hand  arc  of 
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a  circle  ]...[,  a  loop,  open  to  left,  on  the  line,  suggesting  /5,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright, 

and  this  at  an  interval  by  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  ]. .[,  the  bases  of  two  circles  on  the  line; 

possibly  a  single  to  la  After  c  no  doubt  eo  but  scarcely  represented  14  .[,  the  left-hand 

arc  of  a  circle  >6  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  stroke  touching  the  top  of  the  loop  of  a;  t  not  sug¬ 

gested  17  ].,  the  top  of  a  circle  .[,  an  upright  with  the  start  of  a  stroke  to  right  at  its  centre; 

7)  not  K  suggested  ],,  on  the  line  the  foot  of  a  stroke  curling  to  right  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of 
a  circle  <9  .[,  the  top  of  an  upright 

(b)  I  ] ...  [1  a  dot  on  and  a  dot  just  below  the  line,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  ] ,  [ 
traces  on  the  line,  perhaps  two  letters  3  .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  followed  by  a  dot  on  the 

line ;  IT  or  i .  [  suitable  6  .  [,  the  foot  of  a  stroke  descending  just  below  the  line  with  a  slight  slope  to 

left  ].[,  the  foot  of  an  upright  8  ].,  the  end  of  a  stroke  touching  the  bottom  of  the  loop  of  a 

].,  a  dot  on  the  line 
Fr.  1  (a)  a  The  first  letter  can  hardly  be  other  than  0  or  to,  so  that  cajo^pociJi'7)  {Od.  xxiii  13,  30)  or 

c]<uittpocdvi)  (Thcogn.  379,  al.)  looks  likely. 

3  6[<l>cXX-?  civ  SA  Kpdroc  ativ  ad^eiv  II.  xii  214.  Or  in  some  form? 

4  Klipac  followed  by  some  form  of  dMcictiv  frequent  in  Odyssey  and  a  few  examples  in  Iliad. 

5  Presumably  i(  dAdc,  But  at  Od.  xi  1 34,  xxiii  aO  (  there  was  an  ancient  view  that  c^aAoc  should  be 

read,  toe  IkPioc,  otov  ■/iircipwnKic  Kal  od  OaXdccioc. 

6  TTojAtcciiov  only  hy.  Horn.  viii.  a,  of  Arcs.  But  OIiMCTa[c,  1.  5,  suggests  that  the  qualification  per¬ 
haps  applies  to  some  abstract,  such  as  c.g.  justice,  clpi^vrjv . . .  codTTToAn'Nonn.  Dion,  xli  395. 

7  iliAc  i7riTeA[Aop,]^vo[to  acceptable. 

1 1  On  the  basis  of  Hcs.  Op.  217  SixJ)  8’  Mp  ippioc  tcxei  a  reasonable  guess  is  8Ik]t)  tnrip  u^pto[c] 

I  a  0a)p^ccovr[-. 

13  AvaKKclt^v  re  AeAoy[x-:  the  locution  is  parallel  to  those  found  with  parts  of  Krdopai  (the  com¬ 

monest:  Soph.  Antig.  984  tt)o  bvcclpeiav  .  .  .  iKrricdpifV,  Eur.  I.T.  SeMav  .  .  .  Kal  xdiaiv  KeKrrjcofiai,  Med. 

aiO  iKT^cavTO  .  .  .  p<f6vixlav),  <l>Ipa>  (Soph,  Electr.  968 scq.  eicl^etav  .  .  .  o'cei),  Xappdvu)  (Eur.  Ion 
 600 

/laiplav  .  .  .  Aiji/ioftoi),  but  I  can  adduce  no  similar  example  of  the  employment  of  Aoyxdrto. 

nvoAxsi^ei  three  times  in  the  Iliad,  but  the  singular  recorded  only  once,  Thcogn,  891, 14  ixe<l>pocdvrnci.  sec  on  fr.  4,  a.  ... 

J5  A7r]</>i^(aAoc  pdX'  io0c[a,  but  this  strikes  me  as  odd  enough  to  justify  the  search  for  a  genitive 
 in 

jmAiroucf,  parallel  to  ],  aSloio  in  1,  16  and  like  it  governed  by  dvdccwv.  But  I  can  find  n
othing. 

17  ]oic  >T)ij[co]MTOc  acceptable. 

(A)  3  c]<^sW/n)i  in  ,[  one  possibility. 
4  oA  Kard  Kd]cp,ov  dplvtrat  to  some  extent  suggested  by  the  next  line. 4.  scq.  ij  /7riA[  ]ic  i)  degerov  otvop[ap(lu>v.  ,  „  ,  , 

dextrov  adverbial  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  iv  1738.  olvo^aptloiv  only  Od.  (3  times),  but  oevo^apim  a
lso Thcogn.  503.  r.  u 

8  aUxoc  ?A[ey];(eii}  re  <^[OAoic[i :  cf.  Od.  xviii  225  col  k'  cilcxoc  Xdi^T]  re  ..  .  viXono.  But  perhaps 

1  should  remark  that  it  is  possible  that  ofcjfoc  attaches  to  a  different  person  from  eAeyyefi). 

iXeyxAri II.  xxiii  408  /ri)  c^Oiv  iXeyx*^  KaraxciSrji,  Od.  xiv  38,  al. 
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Fr.  2 

5 

].‘0.[ 

]j'TOCllv[ ]  wSlJ  ,  .  [ 

]p/xa;;(;otAct.[,  ,]at/ie7r[ 

]accovrai€7jcvTT£[ 

]a  _  (/)aXerj  _  rjcfj^tvrrl 
]rroXepLoio8opvc[ 

] .  -rraSev  _  _  _  _  LKeKXy]  _  [  ]p[ 

]wve7Ti[ . ]o ,  [ ,  ]jf)jpc/j,a/cucce[ .  ]e/i .  _  p[ 

]ahaiyi,p,LOVT€KameacacyipLCoil]  [ 

W  . ]repovcovop/qveSvp,avaTe'n[  _  ]/x^tiAon[ 

].H ]  _avTecc[.]Stic»jie7reotK[_  ,  .]4tv[.]pt'[ 
]i.Kr]cevepy£c[  ]  [ 

]sjCTOt{ 

]etvTaS6p6^€Ta[  (f )  ] , .  [  ] .  [ 

]oTaCT_[ ]eto8ta7rpa.0€eiv_[  ]toT.  [ 

15  ].'feT.[ ]a)WTapcu[_  ]  [  ]a>vov  [ 

].«[  ]0a.[ 

]<f) .  [  ]7rarpa)  lbv[  ] . .  [ 

]...[].  oXw9aix[ .  ] .  aovoTraccat  [ 

]/cat)jV7r[ _  _]adec:(l>aT\wav[ 

20  ]TeKate.[,  _]ayytai/i.'6lw/x[ 
]cMeX€v6oLC‘  [ 

]  _/xevatTe/<;eecc[ 

] ,  Oip7]CO)VTa[ 

Fr.  2  The  level  of  (i)  relatively  to  (a)  is  fixed  by  cross-fibres.  I  cannot  follow  fibres  of  the  back  of 

(a)  into  (i)  and  so  cannot  fix  the  interval  between  them,  The  level  of  (c)  relatively  to  (a)  is  likewise 
fixed  by  cross-fibres  and  again  I  cannot  certainly  follow  fibres  of  the  back  from  (a)  into  (c),  but  the 
interval  between  them  may  be  fairly  closely  determinable  by  internal  evidence;  see  note  on  1.  14 

I

 

 

].,  traces  suggesting  the  upper  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  .  [,  a  dot  on  the  line  2  on 

the  line  the  base  of  a  small  circle,  
followed  

by  a  dot  at  a  slightly  
lower  level  

, ,  I  think  i  followed  
by 

the  lower  left-hand  
arc  of  a  circle,  

but  a  rather  
large  tt  may  be  possible  

3  ,  [,  apparently  
i  with  a  dot below  5  Between  a  and  <j>  what  now  resembles  y  slightly  tilted  backwards  f  damaged,  0  per¬ 

haps  not  ruled  out  Between  i;  and  7;  a  trace  on  the  line  7  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the 
letters,  some  way  from  ir  After  v  a  headless  upright,  before  t  a  sinuous  upright  suggesting  r; ;  between 
them  two  dots  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  .  [,  a  thick  dot  a  little  below  mid-letter  Of  >[  only 
the  feet  8  Of  ](7>  only  the  base  of  the  first  circle  and  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  the  second ;  ].» 
could  be  read  .[,  a  trace  on  the  line  After  /r  the  foot  of  an  upright,  prima  facie  t,  followed  at 
an  interval  by  the  lower  part  of  a  circle,  prima  facie  0  10  Of  only  the  top  left-hand  angle 

2816.  DIONYSIUS,  TcyavTids  BOOK  I  {AND  0 THERE ?)  65 

1 1  W)  ] . ,  a  dot  just  below  the  line  (0)  ] . ,  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  12  (i) 
the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright  and  the  bottom  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle, 

perhaps  a  single  tt  1 3  (‘^)  ] . .  [,  foot  of  an  upright  crossed  by  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending 
from  left,  followed  at  an  interval  by  the  foot  of  an  upright  ],  [,  the  foot  of  an  upright  14  (b)  ,  [, 

the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  a  little  higher  than  the  top  of  the  letters  (a)  .  [,  a  dot  level  with  the 

top  of  the  letters  (c)  After  t  a  dot  on  the  line  15  (4)  ].,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending 

from  left  and  curving  up  .  [,  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  continuing  that  of  t,  with  a  trace 
below  as  of  a  stroke  descending  from  it  (a)  ].[,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  steeply  to  right 

16  {a)  ].,  a  thin  trace  above  and  to  left  of  the  upper  part  of  e  Of  ]r[  the  upper  central  part;  the 

upper  right-hand  part  of  ir  perhaps  not  ruled  out  (c)  .[,  the  top  of  an  upright  17  (a)  .[,  the 

left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  (c)  ] . .  [,  ko  seems  likeliest,  but  I  should  have  expected,  in  spite  of  damage,  to 
see  some  of  the  upper  branch  of  x;  for  o  not,  I  think,  c  18  (a)  ]...[,  the  first  letter  perhaps  c, 

but  represented  only  by  the  right-hand  end  of  the  overhang,  the  third  e  or  6;  between  these  a  dot  level 
with  the  top  of  the  letters  (c)  ].,  a  trace  below  the  line,  not  particularly  suggesting  tr  the  lower 
end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  20  .[,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  22  ].,  the 

top  of  a  circle  23  ].,  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle  against  the  left-hand  side  of  o,  which  is 
abnormally  small 

Fr.  2  I  can  make  very  little  of  this  as  a  whole  or  in  detail.  I  oflTer  a  few  remarks  on  points  that  have 
occurred  to  me  as  representing  possible  lines  of  inquiry. 

2  p.a]vT0ct>’[7)]. .[,  or  -]vto  (e.g.  ye-.  Be-  vto)  cir  [.]..[.]>'-? 

-S4i.c[t  could  be  accepted. 

3  As  Aa ,  [ . .  ]ai  looks  as  if  it  might  be  the  plural  of  a  first  declension  name,  it  may  be  remarked  that 

/la7r[i'fl]at  is  not  a  possible  reading,  though  a  mention  of  them  would  be  congruous  with  the  mention  of 
Aegimius  below.  See  also  on  1.  15.  I  do  not  know  what  is  meant  by  the  dot  under  i[.  A  cancellation  is 

ordinarily  denoted  by  a  dot  over  the  cancelled  letter. 

No  Greek  word  is  known  to  begin  with  piew-.  /aer.  [  is  not  to  be  read.  It  seems  that  one  must  operate 

with  /xe,  in  which  case  this  will  be  part  of  a  speech. 

3  I  find  it  hard  to  believe  that  ']ap(j>-  was  written,  but  nothing  else  as  likely  as  xop^aAe'i?.  seems 
to  oiler.  At  II.  xxi  541  Si'i/nji  napyaMoe  with  variants  xap^aA^ot,  KapxaXet]  suggests  a  possible  supple¬ ment. 

6  If  woXifioLO  Sopvc[c6ov,  Theogn.  987  Sopvecoov  novov  dvSpav  is  to  be  compared.  But  a  context 

can  be  thought  of  in  which  e.g.  Sopvcc6oi  would  be  apposite,  and  then  the  parallel  would  be  with  [Hes.] 

Seul.  54  Sopuecdoa  AiJ,ifiiTpvaivi. 

8  The  likely,  though  not  the  only  theoretically  available,  articulation  is  ]y’  ki1<c€[,  the  last 
two  words  not  necessarily  construed  together.  What  follows  it  should  be  possible  to  make  out,  but  I 

can  neither  account  for  the  space  between  the  two  dotted  letters  nor  suggest  a  suitable  object  for 

xilcce. 
9  scq.  The  Thessalian  King  Aegimius  appears  in  Greek  legend  as  a  beneficiary  and  benefactor  o

f 

Herakles  and  father  of  Dyman  and  Pamphylus,  eponyms  of  two  of  the  three  Dorian  tribes.  aix^]repovc 

therefore  may  be  taken  as  likely  and  defines  the  left-hand  alignment  of  the  column. 

Alylpiov  Te  ,  .  ,  ovdpepve  AvpSivd  Te  i7[a]/x^?jAov  [tc.  Since  it  is  clear  that  ovoprive  cannot  he
re  mean 

‘gave  their  names  to’,  I  suppose  it  means  ‘nominated’  or  the  like.  I  see  no  clue  to  the  subject,  but  I  sup
¬ pose  he  might  be  Herakles.  r  j  u 

1 1  -avTccci  SiVtji  e7reoi.ft:[oTa]  iiij[0'\ov  ‘an  utterance  such,  as  justice  required  .  I  have  found 
 no  other 

instance  of  e’lreotxwc,  eireLKtlc  in  any  form  but  the  neuter  plural.  ̂   ^  . 

14  S^a■^TpaOh^v  pi[e/a.a](STa  indicated  by  comparison  with  II.  xi  733  aerv  hiartpaBeeiv 
 peixatbrec,  II.  ix 

532,  lies.  Scut.  240,  Catal.  fr.  35,  3.  The  interval  assumed  suits  the  assumpt
ion  of  w]T[o]Afe0/)a  in  1.  16 and  requires  a  supplement  of  5  or  6  letters  before  ](otou  in  1.  15.  ,  v  ,  r 

Since  dcru  might  be  looked  for  hereabouts,  it  must  be  said  that  it  cannot  be  read  in  (i).  
acreL  may 

be  possible,  though  I  do  not  think  it  would  be  the  first  choice.  ^  ^ 

15  TCrapu[v{-) :  Steph.  Byz.  TiTapdiv  irdAic  Beccablac  rjv  Tirapov  AvKo^peuv  ̂ rja,  {Alex.  904).  to 

iOviKov  Tirapthnoc.  A  third  form  of  the  name  is  recognized  in  Strabo’s  to  T
ndptov  opoc,  which  he  sa^ 

is  a  continuation  of  Mount  Olympus  (vii  329  frr.  14, 15 ;  ix  441).  In  vie
w  of  the  infortnation  supplied  by 

Diodorus  (iv  37) :  noXepov  curecTiuTOC  Aiapievci  role  rrjv  'KcTia
iioTU'  xaAoufienjv  oiKOvav,  aiv  e^aciAevev 

C  0288  F 
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Atyltuoc.  Kal  TOU  Aa7rl9ai.c  Tofc  rrepl  T<iv  ‘OXviiitov  ISpvp^voic,  (Sv  iSvvdcreve  K
dpoivoc  ktX.,  it  is  reasonably 

likely  that  Kop}i!>vov  should  be  recognized  here.* 

In  view  of  the  dialectal  ZTerfl-  for  ©tcc- 1  may  as  well  remark  that  it  is  not  recognizable  here. 

16  irMojAi'tflpa  sec  on  1.  1 4. 

17  ■narpiilov  [of]Ko[v  will  be  thought  of,  but  ci  looks  hardly  broad^  enough  for  the  space.
 

18  iroXdv  6’  Spa  Aodv  ovdccai  after  11.  xviii  453  iroXSv  S'  Spa  Xaov  Snacce,  cf.  xvi  38. 

19  Kol  r)V  7r[ap]d  .  .  .  ?  ‘If  they  transgress  .  .  .’. 

20  €u|>u]dywav  ’I0d)pi}v  Steph.  Byz.  'lOdiptp  irdXtc  0(cca\lac  rijc  J7eAaeyiuiTc8oc.  At  II.  ii  729  sc
q. 

mentioned  along  with  TpiKKijv  and  OtyaXliiv,  one  or  both  of  which  may  have  preceded  here. 

22  «-  or  o-  pcvai  rfKhcc[t,  probably  an  infinitive  as  e.g.  II.  xii  222  80/idrai.  reKdecav  doia
v. 

23  (8ia)>oi/)i5c<ui'Ta[i  hardly  avoidable  but  p  by  no  means  what  would  have  b
een  chosen.  The 

compound  at  Od.  xiv  434)  Rbod.  Argon,  i  395- 

>  It  should  perhaps  be  noticed  that  in  Steph.  Byz.  the  next  entry  after  Tirdpuv  is:  Tirwvedc,  opoc. 

Awvdciac  FtyavnaSac  rtpuiToii.  d  oiK-^TUip  Tnuiveiic.  The  same  mountain  is  thought  to  be  referred  to  by 

Lycophron  in  the  words  ̂   t’  djrdKnoc  crdpSvyl  Tirojvoc  {Alex.  1404  seq.).  If  Tiriurtiie  as  the  name  of  the mountain  had  intruded  instead  of  TLruivoc  into  Stephanus  as  a  result  of  confusion  with  the  etimicon,  the 

supplement  Tn](ivou  might  be  considered  here.  But  to  go  by  Lycophron  it  was  not  in  Thessaly. 

ig)  .  .  . 
]aopa[ 

]veep/ie}'[ ]oiicaAoc[ 

]Ki>A[.]vSeTa[ 

5  ]axp'r]covc[ 
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Fr.  3  {a)-{d)  The  relative  levels  of  these  four  scraps  arc  established  by  cross-fibres,  (a)  and  (rf) 
appear  to  stand  on  the  left  of  (4)  and  (e),  but  I  cannot  establish  any  relation  between  them  or  between 

cither  and  (4),  (c).  The  interval  between  (4),  (c)  is  not  determinable  by  external  evidence,  but  1  believe 

may  be  fixed  within  close  limits  by  internal  evidence ;  see  on  11.  a  scq. 

But  a  further  problem,  which  I  cannot  solve,  is  presented  by  («).  The  cross-fibres  about  11.  1-4  of 

this  fragment  are  certainly  recognizable  about  (d)  a-5  and  (c)  5-8.  The  fibres  of  the  back  of  the  com¬ 

posite  (4)-|'(c),  though  I  cannot  follow  any  particularly  into  (e),  have  a  strong  general  resemblance  to 

those  of  (<),  left  to  left  and  right  to  right.  But  if  (4)  -|-  (c)  is  placed  so  as  to  give  cllcct  to  this  correspon¬ 
dence,  there  is  too  little  room  for  [d)  between  (e)  and  (c).  If  there  is  no  error  in  these  observations, 

I  can  only  suppose  that  (d)  belongs  to  a  dlfiercnt  (presumably  the  preceding)  column 
{a)  I  Two  traces  on  the  line  suggesting  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  and  the  tmtl  of  a  stroke 

descending  from  left,  but  possibly  separate  letters  2  ],,  the  upper  part  of  the  central  stroke  and 

a  trace  of  the  right-hand  side  of  i/j  or  i/i  .[,  two  apices ;  t  think  /i,  but  am  not  sure  that  Ap  could  be 
ruled  out 

(4)  I  ]. .,  the  bottom  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  followed  by  the  bases  of  two  circles ;  perhaps  three 

letters  represented  Of  only  the  upper  end  of  the  left-hand  arm  3  the  left-hand  arc  of 
a  circle 

(e)  I  .  [,  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  3  ].,  on  the  line  n  hook  to  right  4  |. ,  on  the 

line  a  turn-up,  as  off  7  ].,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright 
(d)  I  ].,  the  edge  of  an  upright  2  ].,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  clcscending  below  the  line 

3  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  4  ].,  the  top  of  an  upright  5  .[,  the  top  of  a  stroke  turning 
over  to  right  but  having  a  hook  to  left  at  the  turn;  not  the  normal  tt,  perliaps  v 

(f)  I  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line  2  J. , . the  fool,  of  a  stroke 

swinging  slightly  to  right  and  having  a  trace  to  left  of  its  upper  end,  followed  by  the  bottom  left-hand 

arc  of  a  circle,  a  dot  on  the  line,  the  upper  and  lower  ends  of  the  right-hand  side  of  k  or  c  J. . 

the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  lop  of  the  letters,  the  left-hand  arc  ofn  circle,  u  dot 
level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  7  ].■  a  dot  on  the  line  .[,  the  top  of  an  upright  8  Between 

eand  V  faint  traces,  of,  I  suppose,  the  top  and  bottom  oft  ].,  a  trace  above  the  generni  level  to  J. ., 

two  traces  elose  together  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  n  J,,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rifling 

with  a  curve  from  left  After  p  a  similar  but  heavier  stroke  with  a  knobbed  upper  end  14.  .|, 

the  foot  of  a  stroke  swinging  slightly  to  right  16  After  a  apparently  thtf  uppiu'  ti|)  of  a  stroke  rising 
from  left,  followed  by  what  seems  to  be  the  top  of  a  circle,  though  it  is  rather  angultir  on  the  left-hand 

side  After  tt  a  thick  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters.  Between  this  and  r  there  is  a  smudge,  tis  of 

washed-out  ink,  above  the  line  17  ],,  the  upper  tip  of  a  stroke  curling  up  from  left  18  J  , 
the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

(/)  Apparently  from  below  (c),  but  I  can  recognize  none  ofthc  cross-fibres  in  (e)  between  11.  fi  and  1 3 

I

 

 

.[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle;  <l>  suggested  2  .[,  the  apex  of  S  or  A,  or  perhaps  the  left- 

hand  apex  of  /z 

(g)  The  fibres  of  the  back  seem  consistent  with  a  position  below  the  right-hand  side  of  the  projetd- 
ing  piece  of  (5) 

1  ].,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  a  Of  h[  only  the  first  upright  5  |., 

the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

[Addendum.  The  relation  of  the  following  couple  of  scraps  to  one  another  anti  to  frr.  (c),  {«), 

discovered  rather  late,  is,  I  think,  as  follows :  (4)  stands  directly  above  (./)  and  represents  the  ends  of 

(«)  I  scq.,  (c)  5  scq.  (J)  follows  at  an  interval  ofone  line  and  represents  the  ends  of  («)4,  (c)  8  and  of  («)  7 

(A)  I  ].,  a  dot  on  the  line 

U)  '  ].•  the  et’d  of  a  thin  horizontal  stroke  at  mid  letter,  touching  the  to])  of  the  loop  of 

a  4  marg,  f[  perhaps  a  badly  made  0  ] 

Fr.  3  (4)-|-(i!)  2  scq.  IfTgra/^epjtjr  Si,£/)T)[rTe  is  rightly  guessed  in  1.  3,  cf8a/,i(fM[H]i)c  satisfies  the  condi¬ 
tions  in  1.  2. 

2  ‘Like  .  .  .  or  .  .  .’  No  doubt  ‘stars’,  icrlpaa,  the  accentuation  prescribed  by  ‘the  majority  and 

Plnlo.xemis’  against  dcrpaci  prescribed  by  Aristarchus;  v,  IL  xxii  28  c.  schol,,  tuul  317  endd. 

3  'rgai/)[e/>]^r  Siep'^iv  re:  I  have  found  no  other  example  of  this  pair,  the  usual  pair  being  rpat/iefir} 
and  uypTf  (or  in  the  reverse  order),  IL  xxiv  308,  Od.  xx  98,  li.  Horn,  ii  (Dem.)  43,  Oppian.  C^iieg.  i  1 1 
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Ap.  Rhod,  Argon,  ii  545,  iv  281.  But  Hes.  Op,  460  exhibits  the  variant  av-pv  Kal  (in  a  different 

application). («)  2  The  remains  appear  consistent  with  avBic,  but  I  do  not  think  that  this  would  be  aligned  with 

in  1.  5. 

3  d/ia-  is  difficult.  I-Iexametcr  writers  lengthen  the  first  syllable  of  dfidv  (dpaetv  Hes.  Op.  392) 
and  lengthen  a  final  short  before  initial  p.  (though  not,  I  think,  very  often  before  pdAa).  ap6c  (or  aix6c) 

is  found  in  Horner  (and  elsewhere)  for  ep6c.  I  see  no  other  plausible  way  of  trying  to  account  for  the  text. 

6  djfdTc  acceptable. 
12  scq.  TU)V  84  Tavu<(  ^  .  .  .  ixBvec  apylra  [Srjfidi';  cf.  II.  xxi  127  txBBc,  oc  xe  ̂ dypia  AvKaovoc 

dpyira  &pp6v.  Supply  tjniyov  {Od.  xiv  135),  ?8ovTai  {II.  iv  237),  or  something  of  the  sort. 

The  manuscript’s  accentuation  dpyira,  I  suppose  meaning  what  we  write  dpyerd,  seems  to  be 

idiosyncratic. 
15  Npcalpic  timoia  a  famous  breed  of  horses  to  which  there  are  references  throughout  Greek 

literature.  I’hcy  appear  to  be  spelt  Nic-  as  often  as  Npe-,  and  to  be  stallions  at  least  as  often  as  mares. 
On  their  provenience  sec  Stein’s  note  on  Hdt.  vii  40. 

17  {AidO^Kovppi  yA[awi:8m8t  ?  cf.  Od,  ii  433. 

Fr.  4 

]r)T€aiMvdov[  ]  [ 

yi)pocvvr)yo[  ] ,  a .  [ 
]pOLei€ye(j>er[  ] 

].a/)yi?CTO.[  ] 

]p7raAaju,'))tct[  ]c 

]/<ei^a[ .  JrjeSf  Acafor/ttup 

](tAofOT6VOVTO 

]pTOc[.]8r)pci)i 

].tovT[.]«VTrf[.]Aop 

]xevadv7rep9e[ 

Fr.  4  2  an  upright  with  foot  hooked  up  to  right  and  having  on  left  a  dot,  the  end  of  a
  stroke, 

about  opposite  its  centre;  perhaps  two  letters  .[,  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a
  circle  4  ].i 

lop  of  a  circle  ,  [,  the  top  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  7  Of  a  only  th
e  lower  side  of  the  loop  and  the 

lower  part  of  the  right-hand  stroke  to  ].>  tit®  lower  part  of  a  str
oke  curving  down  from  left, 

e  or  c  likely  Of  rr  only  the  feet,  of  f  only  the  lower  central  part  o
f  the  left-hand  side 

Fr.  4  I  dTr’Iijr/a  pOCov  seems  a  reasonable  guess,  iirrjnjc,  oxytonc  o
f  the  first  declension,  is  found 

twice  in  the  Odj>ssty  {irn/rijc  ica  nai  dygioaoc  nal  xiii  33a,  iTnyrvi.  doSpl^ac  xviii  ia8),  oxytone 

of  the  third,'  once  in  Apollonius  Rhodius  (Argon,  ii  987  Altza£oW8cc  paA  ̂ Tr^rdec).  These  are  all 

the  literary  instances,  unless  one  adds  imfrloc  from  Od.  xxi  306,
  where  it  appears  from  Apoll.  lex.  am. 

in  dirtjTip  (sic)  to  have  been  Aristarchus’  reading  in  preference
  to  dw^Ttloc.^  In  all  these  places,  however, 

'  According  to  Eustathius  (Od.  xiii  33a)  older  accentua
tion  was  oxytone,  the  later  paroxytone. 

From  schol.  Od.  it  appears  that  Aristarchus,  and  similarly
  I-Ierodian,  prescribed  the  oxytone. 

’  Hcsych.  inririoc-  eilAoricToO,  eiyodipovoc,  cvveroB,  np<i.ov  m
ay  be  based  on  tins. 
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it  is  applied  to  a  person.  A  large  assortment  of  interpretations  (partly  based  on  etymol
ogical  absurdi¬ 

ties)  is  to  be  found  in  the  scholia  and  lexica,  roughly  divisible  into  those  meaning  ‘with
  a  good  head’ 

and  those  meaning  ‘with  a  good  heart’.  •  .  ■  l  t,  r 
9  :  since  Od,  xiii  332  (above)  joins  imffqc  and  ought  be  thought  ot. 

It  was  first  attested  in  Agathias  (A.P.  ix  767)  but  is  now  found  in  fr.  i,  14:  since  Hcsych.  in  has 

cdxjipmv,  Adyioc,  ktX,,  perhaps  cao-  or  cajJ^pocurr)  is  equally  likely.  B
ut  there  arc  various  other  pos¬ 

sibilities. 

3  (?)  «?£>'  i<l)eT[n-,  e.g.  .  .  .  ijitTiiTjc,  cf.  Hcs.  Op.  998. 
4  Presumably  a.pYqcrS.o. 

6  Ke<fiaX^c  8i  Kal  diptov  on  the  model  of  Od.  KCijiaXrji,  re  xal  (Z/ioic  (vi  935,  and  three  times  in  all), 

KC<j>aX^jv  T«  xal  Afiovc  (xvii  35,  and  three  times  in  all) ;  not  in  II.,  though  this  has  similar  phrases  (tufiiov 

Kal  KCipaXijcxi  819,  re  Kal  tipiac  <Spovc  iii  927,  dvi  KparAc  rt  Kal  lifiatu  v  7,  xvii  905.  Presumably 

‘<between>  head  and  shoulders’. 
7  dcTpayjciAoio  rlvovra.  rivovre  or  rhovrac  would  have  been  usual.  What  I  take  to  be  being 

described  is  to  be  gathered  from  such  passages  as  11.  xiv  465  seq.  Kti/iaXilc  rt  Kal  adxivoc  E  cvpeoxiidu 

velaTov  dcTpdyaXot>,  diri  S*  dptjtio  Klpc^  rIpoPTt,  x  455  Hcs,  SetU.  4t7®cqq.,  Ap,  Rhod.  Atgo/i. 

499  seq. 

8  ir]poaAi)c  irrl  oHSep:  I  suppose  ‘<fell>  headlong  on  the  ground',  equivalent  to  iTwl  yaltjt  IL 
xvi  310,  413,  xxi  u8.  Butat//.  xxi  969  rrpoaAifc  is  usedof  sloping  ground  and  at  Ap.  Rhod.  Ar^aii.  iii  73 
of  the  water  coming  down  a  mountain  stream. 

9  ]vTO  c[i]8)Jp(ai. 
10  kuw«[A]Aov. 

Fr.  5  Fr.  6 

]jLt’»)8etca[ 

]  aAAr)[ 
] 

5  ]  ̂f]va[ 
J^iAAa ,  [ 

]  €vra^{ 

]Or]Xv[ 

M 

Fr.  5  6  .[,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  Fr.  6  1  ,f,  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  u  circle 

Ichcrs  below  the  general  level,  with  two  traces  to  riglil  of 
iUs  upper  end  3  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of 
a  circle,  followed  by  n  dot  on  the  line.;  perhaps 

more  probably  two  letters  7  ,[,  the  upper 

left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  0  »  stroke  de¬ 

scending  from  the  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  t 

9  After  t;  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  descending  to 

right 

.v.[ 

] 1  avepl 

] 

1  PcM! 

I  avSpl ] 

]  wp«T,[ 
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Fr.  7 

Fr.  8 

].f![ 
H 

]  4[ 

]cM 

] 

]avr[ 
] 

].-.[ 

71 

Fr.  7  I  a  trace  on  the  line  <[r  headless 

.[,  a  dot  on  the  line  5  ].i  «  trace  at  mid 

letter  .[,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

C  ],,  a  trace  below  the  level  of  the  tops  of  the 

letters  ,[,  an  upright  with  scrifed  foot 

]o>pacre 

]tc«Aa8a»o)v  [ 

]  _  ovmOov  [ 5  [ 

Fr.  9  9  mnrg.  i  .  [,  prlma  facie  a  suspended  1} 

3  Of  1((,  only  the  extreme  right-hand  
ends  of  the 

iirms  4  ].,  the  upper  right-hand 
 arc  of  a 

circle  at  mid  letter;  i/>  possible  but  not  particu¬ 

larly  suggested 

Fr.  9  9  The  two  t«  appear  to  correspond,  but 

the  word  beginning,  if  rightly  read,  with  ̂ otj- 

cannot  linve  corresponded  with  the  word  end
ing 

with  ~6ppac.  , 

3  Steph.  Byai.  /CrAaStAnj,  TriSAte  AoKplSoc
,  aic 

diorilcioc  AyarrulSoc  srptiroa. 

4  Words  ending  In  -aifloc  may  be  prope
r 

names  of  persons  or  rivers.  I  have  fou
nd  none  in 

-{ilt)6pai0oc. 

Fr.  10 

‘  ].D*.ca[  ' 

]eprjt«v[ 

ymx^i'pacl 

Fr.  10  I  ].[,  the  foot  of  a  stroke  curling  to 

right  thc’foot  of  an  upright,  followed  by  the 
lower  part  of  a  stroke  swinging  slightly  to  right 

4  ]  ,  the  top  of  an  upright  After 
 v  either  the 

upper  part  oft,  or  0 ;  followed  by  the  upper 
 end  of 

a  stroke  descending  to  right  the  upper  part 

of  an  upright  close  to  p,  followed  by  a  dot 
 level 

with  the  top  of  the  letters;  i)[  rather  than  (..[ 



'].[  ].[ 

].S^o/xeo.[ ]S/)cyvouS[ ]vTepacBr][ 

5  ]ueT€K/Duo ,  I 

].««.[ 

Fr.  11  a  ].,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 

hooked  to  right  .  [,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 

hooked  to  left  5  .  [,  the  top  left-hand  arc  of 

a  circle  6  ,[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  e,  or  pos¬ 
sibly  0 

]AAa[ 

]..[  J«H 

|jtiotSaAti7t.[ 

]Ka8[ 

Fr.  12  I  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross- 
stroke  and  a  trace  of  the  stalk  of  y  or  t  ,[,  the 

foot  of  an  upright  and  a  trace  to  its  right  on  the 

line)  perhaps  two  letters  3  the  lower 

part  of  an  upright  descending  below  die  line, 

witli  a  trace  to  right  of  its  top,  followed  by  a  trace 

on  tlie  line  4  ].|,  the  lower  part  of  an  up¬ 

right,  perhaps  part  of  a  letter  to  right  or  left 

5  .[,  the  upper  left-hand  half  of  a  circle  C  ]., 

the  right-hand  stroke  of  A  or /i  After  k  a  triangu¬ 
lar  letter  hut  anoinnlous  for  a,  8,  A  .  [,  the  top 

left-hand  curve  of  <  or  0 

Fr,  13 

].pi 

]oyap[ 

5  I A 

Fr.  13  I  ],,  a  trace  compatible  witli  the  foot 

of  the  second  upright  of  a  For  ()[  possibly  0 

3  ],,  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  3  |, ,,  the 
top  of  a  circle  with  a  trace  close  to  its  right-ltand 
end 

Fr.  14 

'  ].  H 

JaToict|'[ 

i.M 

,3  JSeTirfrl 

Fr.  H  i  ],,  a  dot  on  the  line  Offi[  only  the 

lower  part  of  the  hack  4  J,,  what  looks  like 

a  small  c;  I  think  x  likelier 
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Fr.  15  Fr.  16 

.1 .  [ 

J.7Tat5[ 

.I.Aa/xv[ 

Fr.  15  1  ].,  faint  remains  of  the  feet  of  two 

uprights  j  IT  possible  .  |',  a  dot  on  the  line  a  ] . , 
the  right-hand  ends  of  the  overhang  and  turn-up 
of  c,  or  possibly  of  the  branches  of  «  3  .  [,  the 
lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  4  ],,  perhaps 

the  right-hand  edge  of  the  loop  of  p  Of  i4  only 

the  left-hand  arm 

Fr.  17 

].’.[ 
Fr.  17  I  the  foot  of  a  stroke  curving  up  to 

right  .1  the  turn-up  of «  or  c 

Fr.  19 

]ca/xe[ 
[ 

]  [ 

5  J«t[ 

Fr.  19  Blank  above  1.  i  6  .[,  a  loop, 

cn  to  right,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

Avi 

].Aof[ 

Fr.  16  a  ],,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descend¬ 
ing  from  left  Of  f  [  only  the  upper  left-hand  part, but  not,  I  think,  0 

Fr.  18 

>’[
 

Fr .  18  I  Of]?  only  the  base  ,  [,  two  dots  on 
the  line 

Fr.  20 ]7nix[ 

]«tva«[ ]p7ra^[ 

5  ]pf[ 

H 

Fr.  20  Blank  above  1.  i  a  ].,  damaged ; 

perhaps  «  likeliest  .  [,  a  short  arc  of  
the  lower left-hand  side  of  a  circle  3  Of  ]?  only  the 

tail ;  n  not  ruled  out 
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Fr.  21 

]osi 
]n4 

Fr.  21  a  ].,  the  top  and  bottom  of  a  stroke 
descending  from  left 

Fr.  23 

]_Al)tT[ 

]_ocay7rr[ 

]i^a8c8(^[ 

Fr.  23  Top  of  column 

1  ],,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending 
from  left  a  ]..>  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke 

curving  down  from  left,  followed  by  nn  upright 

with  traces  on  both  sides  of  its  top;  I  think  u,  but 

r  not  ruled  out  .[,  sorfl  3  ],,  an  upright 

with  foot  turning  to  right  g  The  lop  of  a 

circle,  followed  by  the  upper  ends  of  two  strokes 
descending  to  right 

Fr,  25 

]™At[ 

]Spco[ 
].[ 

Fr,  23  3  The  top  of  a  loop 

Fr.  22 

M
 
 ‘ 

]<fK£>^[ 

]ouya[ 

Fr.  22  a  For  A.!i[  I  am  not  sure  that  p  could 
be  ruled  out 

Fr.  24 

].o.[ 
yvprii 

Fr.  24  Blank  below  I.  a 

I  ].,  y  or  T  the  left-hand  arc  of  it  circle 

Fr.  26 

]/"!'[ i ,  i/ta[ \PTi 

Fr,  26  I  Of  p[  only  the  first  upright  with  the 

upper  end  of  the  diagonal  u  ].,  elenieiils 
near  the  line  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 
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Fr.  27  Fr.  28 

]x«p.[ 

Fr.  27  Blank  below  1.  a 

I  .  [,  a  or  c  a  ] , ,  perhaps  the  right-hand 
ends  of  the  overhang  and  turn-up  of  c 

Fr.  29 

'
]
•
 

]  .Ovu[ 

]oc  [ 

]l?ov[ 
5  ].‘«e[ 

].[][ 

]f..
[  ’ 

]orepw[ 

Fr .  28  I  Of  ]p  only  the  bottom  angle  . .  [, 

the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  followed  by  a  trace 
on  the  line ;  a  single  n  possible 

Fr.  30 

]«??«[.]<>»  [ ].ot  [ 

Fr.  30  a  ].,  perhaps  the  right-hand  edge  of 

the  loop  of  p 

Fr.  29  I  marg.  Two  traces,  perhaps  from  the 
bases  of  two  letters  a  miiTg.  .[,  perhaps  the 

loop  of  a  5  ].>  t8e  right-hand  stroke  of  a  or 
A;  not,  I  think,  to  be  combined  with  i  in  v  6  ],[, 
the  top  of  nn  upright 

Fr.  31 

]..9y9f.[ 

]i/ia/xci/,[ 

V.[ 

5  h.l' 

].^[ 

].[ 
Fr.  31  I  ],,,  just  olT  the  line  two  strokes 

rising  slightly  to  right,  the  foot  of  nn  upright  turn¬ 
ing  out  to  left  close  to  the  second,  followed  by  the 
lower  pnrt  of  an  upright  For  f  possibly  «  .[, 

the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  a  .[,  the 

top  of  an  upright  3  Of  (i[  only  the  lower  end 

of  the  loop  4  ,  [,  the  Icft-hnnd  arc  of  a  circle 
g  ,[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  6  ].  the 
lower  end  of  n  stroke  curving  down  from  left  .  [, 

y  or  w  7  The  top  of  an  upright 

Fr.  32 

]w[ 

]o^p[ 

]>'«[ 

].^.[ 

5  ]oc[ ]p4. 

IXPPi 

Fr.  32  4  ],,  the  upper  part  of  a  slightly  con¬ vex  upright  ,[>  it  headless  upright  7  ?[ 

damaged  |  possibly  u> 



Fr.  36  2  a  trace  off  the  line,  followed  by 

T  or  perhaps  y  .  [,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 
3  ] . ,  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  4  ] . ,  a  dot 
level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  .[,  an  upright 

5  .[,  a  dot  on  the  line  6  ].,  the  top  of  a  circle 

,  [,  the  top  of  a  stroke  hooked  to  left Fr.  37 Fr.  38 

]t7rav[ 

]a£av0et[ ]TO(.ce[ 

V.[ ]9,va^[ 

]_  .ev€p,[ Fr.  37  1  The  count  is  uncertain.  The  bases 

or  lower  parts  of ;  a  stroke  hooked  to  right ;  three 

uprights,  the  third  nearer  to  the  second  than  the 

first;  a  stroke  curving  to  right;  an  upright;  the 

extreme  end  of  a  stroke  apparently  descending 

from  left;  an  upright  turning  out  slightly  to  left 

3  .  [,  v  possible  though  slightly  anomalous ;  or  oer- 
haps  two  letters 

Fr.  38  4  a  dot,  level  with  the  top  of  the 

letters,  close  to  the  top  of  a  circle 
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Fr.  39 

77 

].
['
 

] . 

]vtSa_[ 

Fr.  39  I  A  dot  presumably  the  end  of  an  up¬ 
right  descending  below  the  line  2  ].,  a  dot 

level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  3  .[,  o  or  c 

4  ].[,  the  extreme  top  of  a  loop  or  circle 
the  upper  parts  of  two  uprights,  perhaps  separate 

letters,  followed  by  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross¬ 
stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

2816.  Hexameters  (Cosmogony) 

The  imitations  and  reminiscences  of  early  epic,  especially  Hesiod,  in  the  invocation 

of  the  Muses  which  occupies  11.  i-8  of  the  following  piece,  suggest  that  it  is  the  work  oi 

an  archaizer,  and  this  assumiption  is  confirmed  by  the  appearance  in  its  vocabulary  of 

words  not  recorded  until  they  occur  in  Hellenistic  verse.  How  much  later  than  this  it 

may  be  I  am  not  competent  to  guess.  Hexameters  about  the  creation  continued  to  be 
written  for  many  centuries. 

The  text  is  written  in  an  angular  hand,  a  poor  specimen  of  a  common  type,  without 

lection  signs.  I  should  have  supposed  it  might  be  elated  in  the  second  half  of  the  second 

century,  but  it  is  on  the  back  of  a  draft  (of  a  letter?)  in  a  bookhand  with  a  heading  in 

a  cursive,  both  of  which  look  to  me  certainly  later  than  a.d.  aoo. 
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Movcai  IhepiSec,  Kovpai  Ai6c  i5)/(tjLie8ovT[oc, 

aire  6e6)v  yivecLv  re  koX  ayXaa  8aj/)a[ 

narpoc  ipicOevdoc  xp^ceov  irpoc  '0X[vpL7T-  ] . 
JJiepiyjOev  attopvvp.evai.,  opeoc  ̂ ad\iQio, 

5  r]e  ravvrrp'qoiVQC  d77-ccc[u/A]e}’[a]i,  \^E]Xik[covoc, 

r]4pa  eccd/X€vai  Aiy[  d]oi8ij[ 

aiirai  ixoi  pieXrrov[ri.  Jare  [pi,]oXTrjv 

'^dpia.i,  7rpop,oXov[caL  ]e/)a  0[.]ov. 

eSre  nar^p  XeXirjl-  ]d7Te/[/}]ova  KocpLov 

10  revx^pi^evai,  vaiBecc _[  Jp-ctov  [Jo/aov  atei', 

rrjpioc  rexv^f-VTt,  vocot  _[  ]eTO  8[ai']/ia)v 

epLpbeX^ojc,  L'ya  rracLv  eoi[K6]ra  7r6t[/)aT]a  Be'vr}, 

Beibie  yap  p/f)  veiKoc  iv  d[AA]r)Aoict  .  .Ivrec 

atOepoc  d[,  _  ,].TOto  pey[oc  Jwat  anleipiyoc  ala 

1 5  •f]8k  leal  drrX'^roic  rreXaylpc  pi]eya  [/ctlj/xaci  9vi[ov 

ec  Xdoc  aWi  p[  ] /cat  ec.[  ]ova).[  7r]eojta. 

T0t/Ve/C6v.[  ]'7Tptora[  ]..P.[  ]F6to7[ Tov  piv  ap[ 

the  tip  of  the  upper  arm  I5  1)  is  anomalous  in  having  a  cross-stroke  carried  through  the 

left-hand  upright.  Perhaps  it  was  cancelled  (and  a  superscribed)  l6  j;“  a  written  on  another 

letter  (or  part  of  a  letter)  c.  [,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  e,  and  the  foot  of  a  stroke  below  and 
 to  right 

on  the  line  ci>  [,  an  upright  of  which  the  foot  seems  to  be  turning  to  right  ]..>  the  top  of 

a  tall  upright,  followed  by  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  and  on  the  line  below  it  a  nea
rly  flat 

stroke.  I  cannot  rule  out  a  single  rj  ,  [,  c  looks  likeliest,  but  anomalous  j  perhaps  an  angular  o  ]y 

docs  not  account  for  all  the  ink.  The  only  alternative  seems  to  be  ]AA,  but  I  doubt  whether 
 this  is 

acceptable  r[  below  the  general  level,  but  I  see  no  alternative  i8  I  am  not  s
ure  that  ]fy 

should  not  be  written,  the  cross-stroke  between  them  being  taken  as  the  right-hand 
 end  of  the  cross- 

stroke  of  €  Above  the  line  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  curving  down  from  left  and  touching  
the  foot  of 

a  slightly  convex  upright,  hooked  to  right  at  the  top  ]. .  [,  the  upper  part  of  an  uprig
ht  with  the  tip  of 

a  stroke  rising  from  left  against  its  top,  followed  by  the  apex  of  a  triang
ular  letter 

Fr.  2  1  am  confident  that  this  scrap  is  to  be  inserted  into  the  left-hand  part  of  fr.  i,  i
6  seqq.,  but 

1  am  not  sure  that  in  11.  iC  seq.  it  actually  touches  as  the  facsimile  ma
kes  it  appear  to  do 

1  A  dot  on  the  line  2  ].,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  3  The  same  size  as  the  other 

lines  but,  if  I  am  right  about  the  location  of  the  scrap,  interlinear  ].,  app
arently  the  extreme  lower 

end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left 

1  AfoOcai  fJiwfScc:  prima  facie  the  beginning  of  the  poem  and  to 
 be  compared  with  Hes.  Op.  i 

MoOcai,  IhMev.  •^“/>^8«  also  at  Scut.  206,  but  the  common  form  of  reference  is 

MoOcm  'OkvumdStc  (to  which  at  Theog.  52  is  added  tA
c  iv  Hiepl'ni  ...riKt...  Mvrifiocdvri). 
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common  form  is  ..  A.  .lyd^o^o.  Hesiod  ha
s  in  other  phrases, 

Theog.  sag,  fr.  i  sefbut  the  nearest  to  wha
t  is  found  here  is  A  loc  ui/api^Soi/Toe  napOh'o

i . . .  77tep»8«  Batchy  . 

^  a're  where  is  the  finite  verb?  Perhaps  not  till  1.  6.  ...  i,,  il.^ 

9^&v  yivecw.  yeVccv  .  .  .  O^mv  Aristoph.  Av.  
6g..  The  word  y^vsM  not  m  Hesiod ;  m  Homtr  m  I  e 

locution  .  .  .  fleiSr  yeVcav,  IL  xiv  aoi,  30a  (similarly  o
mep  y^i'«n:  Trm'Tecci  T.fTU«Tm.  1.  a.l<>). 

which  is  not  comparable. 

ffetur  ...  Swpa:  benefits  flowing  from  the  gods.  Cf,  43  seqq.  a 

aeo)  and  a^opai  are  not  found  in  early  epic,  on
ly  but  that  may  not  he  a  reason  lor  dtiiyi  g 

this  writer  the  possibility  of  /cAfoucai  or  K^^€
cOe  at  the  end  of  this  verse, 

q  warpic  ipicBfvioc’.  II.  xix  355,  0(i.  viii  289, 
 I  Hcs.  Op.  41b. 

Since  YpdceoP  cannot  qualify  ''OA[vp7ror  and  Trarp
*  requires  prima  lacie  a  noun  on  which  it  depuid

.H. 

I  suggest  fM  want  of  anything  better  TrpAc  'OAtlpTri
ov  oUov.  I  cannot  justify  oi«op  by  any  parallel  (l

om 

tiomer  or  Hesiod,  the  earliest  example  (if  it  is  an 
 example)  of  diAc  oJkoc  I  have  found  being  Simon

. 

519  fr.  41  (a)  4.  Cf.  Eur.  flipp.  69  mMxpucov  oIkov,  Gallim.  Aj.  111  141  *  /lidc  oIk
oi’. 

4  Cf.  evSev  (sc.  'E\ik&voc)  diropi<il;x«Mai,  Hcs.  Theog.
  9,  aTropriJ/iEi'or  AuKli\9ev  H.  v  105. 

Spot  iaBtov:  h.  Horn.  Apoll.  223,  S.  piya  re  CdOeov  r
t  Theog.  2. 

rapvrrpdmv  new;  -rrpt-  for  -npr,-  in  rrohvrrp^m-a,  Hermesian.  (ap.  Athe
n.  Ir.  0,  57  ‘  , 

irreccdiieJaL:  I  have  not  found  the  participle  before  Bacchy
licles,  h'Oev  (sc.  Apycoc.)  arreccv,vcvm 

xi  82.  arriccuTO  hattiaroc  II.  wi  .  i  ,  ,  r/i  ^  .ra. 

6  nlpn  iccdp-evai  cf.  Op.  255  (-roi),  223  (-rr;),  II.  xiv  282 
 (-I'tu).  I  he  equivalent  at  Ihcog.  9.  o( 

Heliconian  Muses,  is  xeifttAu/i/iA'ai  TToAAiJi.  n,  „  r  ^  ir  .i,«  ......K 

Prima  facie  probable  comparisons  are  hiyupljv,  -ije,  .  .  .  aoiSiJr,  -
ric.  W‘'s.  0/;-  .583,  G59.  11  th 

of  the  relative  clause  was  held  up  till  thi-s,  possibilities  suggested  b
y  ll.  xviii  805,  Otl.  xii  183,  Acid.  205  air 

cWmv,  efapyeti'.  A  comma  will  be  requisite  at  the  end  of  the  verse.  1  ■ 

7  E.g.  6>wveu'e]aT6  cf,  Theog.  31  ̂i'^iri'«ucav  (sc.  Afoflcai)  Sd  pioi  a
u8ijr  (ft  aotSiji'  ci.  Rzaeli,  propter 

Aristid,  cod.  U  fioi.  doiSijv  et  Lucian.  dnSrji').  ,  ,n  j 

8  Adpiai  I  suppose  ‘high  up’  as  at  II.  iii  7  of  the  cranes,  which  are  o
dpavdOi  rrpd. 

At  the  end  of  the  line  dvdpa  Ottov  seems  indicated.  In  case  1)-,  <i.lO-\Ipa
Oetov  is  thought  of,  it  slioula  be 

said  that  the  only  example  I  can  find  of  Oetoc  in  these  phrasc.s
  is  as  a  variant  in  the  tiuotatioii  Irom 

Empedocles  in  Aristot.  de  anim.  404'’8,  Melaph.  iooo'’5,  the  regular  us
age  in  all  kinds  (il  writing  bring 

8E  -a,  II.  xvi  365,  Od.^ xix  540,  h.  Horn.  Dem.  70,  lies.  Theog.  897,  Aesch.
  P.  V.  88,  Q..  Stiiyrn.  xiii  4<>4. 

Epig.  gr.  Kaibel  462,  1.3.  *  ,  ,  ,  ,  .  .  ,1 

Q  warifp  by  itself  for  Zeus  e.g.  at  II.  viii  69,  but  a  complement  may  have 
 been  lost  in  the  gii).). 

LAfij[To,  -t’,  -B’.  The  finite  verb  first  in  Apollonius  Rhodiua,  who  has  three  e
xamples  of  this  lorm, 

followed  as  here  by  an  infinitive.  Earlier  writers  use  only  the  participle
  as  'eagerly,  vehemetitly'  or tlic  likCi  » 

diTtlpova  Kocpiov  on  the  model  of  drrelpoi’a  yatav  II.  vii  446,  Od.  xvii  418,  Theog.  187,  Op.  iCio,  
487« 

From  what  follows  the  words  appear  to  mean  ‘the  world  with  unseparated  constituents’, 
 but  perhaps  the 

writer  thought  of  nothing  more  precise  than ‘vast’, 

10  rratSecci,  -c’ :  though  Zeus  is  rrariip  drSpoir  re  dediv  re,  I  have  no  passage  (unless  Aratiis  Plweii.
  5) 

to  adduce  where  these  arc  called  his  children.  t  1  i- 

I  suppose  dor]daov  is  likely,  dieripdciov  may  be  a  possible  alternative.  Apart  f
rom  these  I  believe 

there  is  effectively  no  choice.  (A  verbal  resemblance  to  the  first  in  Od.  v  394,  xi  431,  dcrrcfcioc  mdSec
ci.) 

[S]d/xov  suggests  itself,  but  [v]o/2(ir  may  not  be  ruled  out.  ^  ^ 

The  general  sense  of  11.  9  scq.  is  presumably  ‘when  the  Father  wished  to  make,  a  p
lace,  for  his 

children  in  the  universe , . .’.  This  implies  the  supplement  tear’  before  dnelpova.  Further,  the  presence  of 

alel  suggests,  if  it  does  not  demand,  the  supplement  Ipev  before  dc7r]daov ;  the  construction  as  at  IL  xviii 

373  seq.  rphoSac  .  ,  ,  sreux*''  dcrdpevai  irepl  roCxov. 

12  ‘Set  their  proper  bounds  to  all  things’,  divide  the  universe  into  well-marked  constituent  parts. 

doiiedra  ‘seemly,  suitable’,  e.g.  Od.  i  46  lonedru  KSfrat  dMBpm,  Ap.  Rliod.  Argon,  iii  594  dniKorn 
fielMa  relceiv,  Find,  Isth.  v  24  KOpenov  riv  doindra. 

■neipara  el  Silo  efij  .  .  .  rrelpara  rrpic  dAAi/Aa,  McUssus  ap.  Simplic.  de  caelo  557,  14. 

13  E.g.  Tifld]i'T6c  cf.  Od.  iii  136,  II.  iv  83. 

2816.  HEXAMETERS  (COSMOGONT)  8r 

-Tec  is  doubly  peculiar,  as  masculine  in  apposition  with  two  neuters  and  a  feminine,  as  a  hanging 
nominative  with  no  finite  verb.  A  simple  correction  of  the  second  anomaly  appears  to  be  rrecaia,  1.  16, 
but  in  view  of  the  uncertainty  about  the  middle  of  that  verse  it  may  be  illusory. 

14  alOdpoc  . . ,  fiivoc  for  this  periphrasis  cf.  Emped.  fr.  1 15,  9  alBdpwv  . . .  ftdvoc,  and  even,  it  seems, 

ai’gc  Adciov  pidvoc  (ydvoc  Plut.,  em.  Bergk)  id.  fr.  27,  2. 

“[. .  .l.Toio  the  exiguous  trace  before  r  does  not  appear  to  me  to  suggest  either  e  or  a,  I  think  it  is compatible  with  c. 

drrelperoc  ata:  cf.  Hes.  Theog.  878  yafov  drtetpirov, 

15  arrXriToc  not  Homeric,  in  Theog.  and  Scut,  and  later  writers,  often  with  variants  -w\a-  and 

-ttAoc-,  meaning  vaguely  ‘fearsome’. 
irAayoc  pedya  II.  xiv  1 6  (where  Kilptari  Kur^ioi  follows),  Od.  iii  179,  321. 

ndXayoc  .  .  .  oiS/uaTt  Bviov  Theog.  131,  olSpcan  Ovlotv  (sc.  Trrfi^oc)  II.  xxiii  230,  Theog.  109.  At  2322 

fr.  I,  17  seq.  (Anacreon?)  Bvlovra  .  .  .  ndptact  the  diphthong  is  written,  as  here,  with  a  trema,  but  is scannecl  as  short. 

>6  aide  for  aSBic  a  FIcllenistic  use. 

£5K[a  appears  to  be  possible. 

0  02SU 

O 
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2817.  Poem  in  Hexameters 

In  the  little  that  I  can  decipher  with  certainty 
 of  the  following  column  there  are 

recognizable  references  to  hunting  and  to  the  
south-eastern  end  of  the  Propontis.  The 

hunting  is  done,  at  any  rate  in  part,  by  a  wom
an,  and  there  is  a  reasonable  chance  that 

her  name  is  given  in  1.  20.  The  love-story  of  Ar
ganthone,  whose  home  was  Kms  or 

thereabouts,  and  Rhesus  is  recorded  by  Parthenius  (w. 
 ip<xiTLK&v  7ra0ijfAdTwr  xxxyi), 

whose  prose  version  is  presumed  to  be  an  abstract 
 of  an  Alexandrian  poem.  Whether 

these  rags  of  verse  might  represent  it  I  see  nothing  to
  show  and  I  have  found  no  clue  to 

the  identity  of  the  author.’ 

The  verses  are  written  on  the  back  of  a  late  ist/2nd  century  cursi
ve  document,  ol 

which  only  a  few  letters  remain,  in  a  commonplace  upright 
 bookhand  without  lection 

signs.  I  suppose  it  may  be  assigned  to  a  date  about  the  middl
e  of  the  second  century. 

Owing  to  fraying  and  warping  it  is  in  many  places  difficult
  to  be  certain  of  the  exact 

relation  to  one  another  of  the  surviving  traces. 

]/2accaye7~i3vaT/3a/CTOVo[ 

]Xfpc[ .  ]ve7retyop,e»ojtct^[ 

]  aufiaSeKVKXaid'i]Tavaov[ 
]BvcKeXaSov7ro)ya)yan[ 

5  yrrtj^eSvvoKpaSirjvoXooy^ 
]vviJ.<f>aLfiaKpovavcav[  ] .  [ 

]Kai.Tpix°-C€^ . .  ajj-ov .  Q/c .  [ 

.pew.  .ye.e. .[  ].9..[ 

at€t_'»jpacev,[,].ev9.[ 

10  €OTe[,>0ep^[  ].[].[  ].c..Q.[ 

a^aA€7jtco8ii[  ] . .  [  ] jUf  j.  _  [] ,  pa ,  [ 

KprjvijcAeu/c[.  .]e.[  ]..PVV..[ 

7Tap0evoca(^p[_  Jto[  ]potJK7j[]ii[ 

puSepevayp[_]T7j[  ]_ai7roAo[ 

15  ^TipcocKaiev  _{] 

y7jvpf_e7T6A[].ejS,  u.avoAov  /Spijva, .[ 

_ S[ _ ]a/<€catcT7TTo[ . ]o .  .  JvtowT[.]pt7njxf[ 

dr]XvKo[, .  _](8pe_[  ]ate.[.  /J.vSopoc,  ,povgi[ 

puySp}’[  ]  _  ipe . .  e ,  R .  [  ] ,  apyavdio . ,  [ 

ao  e^ayp')jcaytou[  .]pve86[  J/ceoTTii/rvaSe ,  [ 

paiRa8ocay/)to[ ,  ^yaociv£mv^u)VcKv[ 

'  If  in  1.  19  nothing  but  /xu[.,]ok[  —  ]a/jyav0tin'7)[  had  survived,  Simylus  (Bergk  PW  iii  p.  515) 
might  have  raised  hopes  with  a  false  trail. 
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5  Of  p[  only  a  speck  on  a  single  Hbre  6  ] .  [,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the 
line  7  After  ̂   traees  compatible  with  «  but  by  no  means  suggesting  it,  followed  by  the  right-hand 
end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y  v.  [,  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  »f .  [  the  lower  part 
of  an  upright  ?  8  After  i  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle,  before  /i  the  upper  part  of  an  upright 
branching  to  right;  eu?  Between  u  and  y  (of  which  the  right-hand  upright),  on  separate  fibres,  the 
upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  and  having  traces  on  its  left;  a  small  hook,  open  to  right,  on 
the  line ;  an  upright,  perhaps  the  left-hand  stroke  of  p  e. .  [,  the  tip  of  an  upright,  foUowed  at  an  interval 
by  the  upper  part  of  a  thin  upright  turning  over  to  right  at  the  top  ].,  a  dot  above  the  top  of  the 
letters  . .  [,  an  upright  descending  well  below  the  line,  followed  by  another  shorter  g  Between 
^  and  1/  a  trace  on  the  line  .  [,  indeterminate  traces  ] . ,  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle  at  mid 
letter  .[,  an  upright  trending  to  right  at  its  foot  to  . .[,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  thin  cross- 
stroke  about  mid  letter,  followed  by  an  upright ;  a  single  17  might  be  possible  1 1  After  t  a  dot  to 
right  of  its  top  la  .[,  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  and 
below  it  a  short  upright  on  the  line  ] , , ,  scattered  traces,  the  first  perhaps  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke 
descending  from  left,  the  last  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  at  mid  letter  . .  a  dot  on  the  line 
followed  by  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  14  ].,  a  slightly  convex  upright  15  Before 

opposite  ends  of  a  cross-stroke  off  the  line  ,[].,  an  upright  with  a  thickened  top,  followed  by  the 
right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  with  a  trace  below;  perhaps  no  whole  letter  missing  ]  [,  on 
a  narrow  strip  the  lower  ends  of  two  strokes  suggesting  A  or  the  like,  followed  by  the  left-hand  side  of 
a  small  circle,  and  this  by  a  dot  and  a  hook  to  right  on  the  line  ] . .  [,  perhaps  the  overhang  and  end  of 

the  turn-up  of  c,  followed  by  an  upright  with  traces  to  right  16  Off  only  the  left-hand  curve; 
followed  by  the  feet  of  two  uprights,  close  together,  nearer  c  After  j8  on  a  single  fibre  two  diverging 

strokes  suggesting  the  upper  part  of  the  loop  of  a;  before  v  the  foot  of  an  upright  having  to  its  right  the 
lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left.  Between  this  and  v  interlinear  ink  After  v  the  lower  part 

of  an  upright ;  the  spacing  suggests  r  . .  the  foot  of  an  upright  below  the  line,  followed  by  a  trace 

compatible  with  the  left-hand  side  of  a  small  circle  1 7  The  first  letter  unverifiable ;  c  not  suggested 

. .  [,  a  speck  off  the  line,  followed  by  the  right-hand  part  of  a  small  circle  off  the  line  Below  o[i]o 
a  small  hook  open  to  right,  followed  by  the  end  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left;  possibly  relate  to  the  letters 

below,  ai  1.  18  18  p6,[,  the  foot  of  an  upright  hooked  to  right  e.[,  the  middle  part  of  a  stroke 

rising  from  left,  followed  by  a  dot  about  level  with  its  upper  end  ].,  the  top  of  an  upright  Between 

c  and  p  faint  specks  19  ].>  the  right-hand  part  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y  Between  e  and  p  an 

upright  closely  followed  by  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  its  top,  and  this  by  a  speck 
about  mid  letter  Before  k  the  upper  right-hand  side  of  a  small  circle ;  0  or  p  suggested  .[,  oh  the 

line  a  hook  open  to  right  ?  ] , ,  the  foot  of  an  upright  and  the  lower  end  of  a  diverging  stroke  a  little 

higher  to  right  . .  [,  feet  of  three  strokes ;  no  doubt  v,  and  perhaps  t  or  i;  20  .[,  an  upright 

I  For  MaccayAai  as  archers  cf.  Callim.  fr.  i,  15  with  Pfeiffer’s  references  there.  Maccayirqc 
adjectival  in  Nonn.  Dionys.  xl.  2B7  M.  rrapa  Agathias  Anth.  Pal.  iv  s'”  32  seq.  M.  Si  |  afitjuBiaiv 

ayKiova, 

arpa/fToc  ‘spindle’,  for  ‘arrow’.  Aesch.  fr.  139  {Myrmid.)  arpaKriai  Tofi/ciSi,  Eur.  Rhes.  312  arpa- 
KTiov  Toforai. 

As  the  geographical  names  in  the  lower  part  of  the  column  refer  to  the  parts  of  Mysia  south  of  the 
eastern  end  of  the  Propontis,  it  looks  as  if  MaccayiTijV  was  ornamental. 

a  ycpclv  eweiyopceVrjici :  I  can  find  no  satisfactory  parallel  to  this  form  of  phrase  before  Nonn. 

Dionys,  xxix  103  (jietSopivMC  iraXdp.’qici,  ineiyoptivaiv  avipiuv  II,  V  501  and  iSpai  ETrciyopfvai  Pind.  Nem. 

iv  34  do  not  seem  to  me  comparable. 

j3[ :  in  the  context  some  case  of  jSio'c  may  be  thought  of.  Reasonable  guesses  at  the  contents  of  the 

lost  parts  of  vv.  i  seq.  might  be  based  on,  e.g.,  II.  iv  116  cuAa  irwpa  ̂ apirppe  in  S’  cAct’  lov,  viii  323 

<j>apirpric  i^el^ero  mKpov  oicrov  and  iv  1 18  ivt  veuprji  KartKicytt  rriKpSv  oictov,  viii  324.  SfjKe  S’  cm  ycup^t. Cf.  Ap,  Rhod.  Argon,  iii.  278  seqq. 

3  alipa  S'  iKVKXtiBt)  ravaov  [xipac?  Cf.  Eur.  Bacch.  1066  kvkXovto  S’  cScte  {ll.  iv  .124  KoxXorepke 

yiya  rSiov  eteive). 
xipao  for  ‘bow’,  not  Plomeriq  (except  that  some  saw  it  in  xipat  dyXai  II.  xi  385),  but  Callim.  Epig. 

37,  3  seq.  xipac  . .  .  xal  tjtapirpijV,  [Theoc.]  xxv  qo6  xipac  iypSv  .  .  .  xolXijv  re  ̂ap^rpTjv,  corresponding  to 
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Homeric  To'fov  .  .  .  (jxtpirpriv  {11.  i  45.  xv  443,  Od.  xxi  59),  .  .  .  <t>aplrpi)v  {11.  x  a6o,  Od.  xxi  933, 

^I’^TucKtXiSov  and  ndiyutv  imply  a  mention  of  ‘arrow’,  wiiycuvec— I  have  fo
und  the  singular 

nowhere  but  here— are  the  barbs,  Pollux  vii  158  ̂ eXovc  S*  of  oki'Sec  oyxo
t  (the  Homeric  word,  II.  iv  151) 

Kol  Ttdryiovec  xoAoOvroi;  cf.  Hesych.  in  Sym,  oyxovc,  Schol.  A  Jl.  l.c.  T
hey  may  have  been  mentioned 

here  in  a  description  of  drawing  the  arrow  to  the  head,  as  in  11.  iv  193  vcv
piiv  nkv  ftoSoit  vlAactf  T6San. 

Si  ciStipov.  ,  .  t.  /  >  '  A 

SucksAoSou:  I  have  not  found  elsewhere  of  arrows,  the  nearest  being  Svcrixeac  .  .  .  oi
erouc  Ap. 

Rhod,  dr^on.  iii  96  (also  unique?).  >  ,  ,  „  „  -  .  ̂   -.t. 

5  irijie  S'  M  «pa8f7)v  oAooi'  [j9eAoc :  cf.,  e.g,,  Od,  xxii  83  (V  Si  01  ijttoti  7rrj(i  doov  pAoc
.^  For  W7r<i  with 

accusative  in  place  of  eV  (usual  in  phrases  of  this  type)  cf.,  e.g..  Soph.  Antig.  1315  wofcoc
  vifi  ̂ trap  .  .  , 

oiJTTjv,  Track.  931  v<j>’  ̂ itap  xal  <fip4vac  neirXriypetiyiv. 
6  vipL^ai  or  iViJ/i^at?  ^ 

paKpov  oucov:  besides  Homer  cf.  Callira.  fr.  960,  4.  At  Theocr.  iv  35  seqq.  p.  ava,vcav  ot  women. 

If  the  interpretation  of  the  next  verse  is  correct,  a  cry  of  triumph.  ... 

7  xol  Tpixac  eicrapov  (or  -ovt[)  can  hardly  be  avoided.  I  suppose  the  reference  is  to
  a  ritualistic  act 

similar  to  those  described  at  II,  iii  973.  *i*  ®54.  i**  44®.  439  seq.,  Eur.  El,  8n  seq.,  though  I  can¬ 

not  recognize  any  other  implication  that  this  is  a  solemn  occasion. 

9  alfl  Bijpac  evaip-  not  verifiable  but  suggested  by  the  recurrence  of  Bijptu  iraip-  in  various  places, 

n.  xxi  485,  h.  Horn,  v  18,  xix  13,  Eur.  Hipp.  II99,  (Soph.  Phil.  956).  ivaipe  is  an  imperfect  at  F
ind. 

Mm.  iii  47,  Q,.Smyrn.  i  395,  Eur.  l.c.  (ex  corr.),  but  in  view  of  the  apparent  presence  of  cu  in  1
.  8  and 

the  occurrence  of  second  persons  in  11.  17  and  90,  it  is  necessary  to  consider  the  possibility  that  it  is  an 

imperative  here.  ^ 

1 1  dJoAAjic*  oSiirijci  ‘drouthy  pains’,  cf.  St^oAfijv  oSu'njv  epig.  ap.  Luc.  Dips.  6  and  perhaps  aii>;pi)pal 
rocai  Emped.  191,  3. 

14  More  than  one  articulation  possible.  If  oOSi  piv  cf,  II,  xii  89,  Hes.  Op.  7®5>  Xenophan.  fr. 

9,  t?. 

Apparently  not  enough  room  for  [oie],  too  much  for  [i].  In  the  neighbourhood  of  afrroAo-  some 

form  of  dypdrnic  or  dypwrijp  (cf.  Soph.  Ichn.  1174  ii  6  cits  rroi-^riv  eir'  dyp(OTij[p<oy  tic)  looks  acceptable. 
But  there  are  other  possibilities. 

15  It  does  not  look  as  if  the  first  letter  could  be  anything  but  ifi,  though  there  is  no  other  example 

for  comparison,  iptipdic,  equivalent  to  irjpait,  has  not  a  strong  backing,  but  I  can  think  of  no  substitute 
as  likely. 

16  j3pT(vai.[;  no  Greek  word,  whether  common  noun  or  proper  name,  begins,  so  far  as  I  can  discover, 
with  these  letters. 

17  iSpoKcc  Alc^voio  . . .  The  river  Aesepus,  the  Mygdonian  country,  the  Arganthonian  height  arc 

encountered  by  one  proceeding  from  west  to  east  on  the  south  coast  of  the  Propontis.  If  there  is  any¬ 

thing  in  the  hypothesis  set  out  below  (1.  ig,  note),  for  ‘Arganthonian  height’  may  be  substituted  Kius. 
irepi  -nTjxuy :  parts  of  the  body  are  freely  used  in  reference  to  topographical  features  (see  e.g.  ailx’f''. 

ayKuiv,  Xaytiv,  hopoc,  vwtov,  oppSc,  wove,  cpvpov,  tLcuv,  xc‘Aqc),  but  I  cannot  find  that  nijxuc  is  so  used 
and  it  is  hard  to  see  to  what  it  could  apply. 

19  MvySov-  Mygdonians  are  reported  in  widely  separated  areas  of  the  Greek  world.  Here  I  sup¬ 
pose  the  name  refers  to  the  countryside  or  people  described  by  Strabo  xii  575  as  north  of  the  Mysian 

Olympus  and  extending  as  far  as  the  territory  of  Myrlea. 

ApyavBoiv- :  both  -vi[  (as  e.g.  ApyavBuivtov  alvoc  Euphor.  75  P)  and  -vi)[  arc  compatible  with  a  re¬ 
ference  to  the  mountain  above  Kius,  but  in  view  of  i(  dypijc  dvioOeov  in  the  next  line  there  is  reasonable 

ground  for  conjecturing  that  in  Apyav6iuvTi[v]  is  to  be  recognized  the  heroine  of  the  story  related  by 

Parthenius  {Farr.  Armt.  xxxvi)  and  alluded  to  by  Stephanus  in  ApyavBdtv  and  Eustathius  (Arrian.)  on 

Dionys.  irep.  399  and  Bog. 

90  4$  aypijc  aviovcav  iSipKto  after  the  model  of  Ik  wopirijc  dvtoOcav  Od,  viii  568,  xiii  150,  176,  but 

I  have  found  elsewhere  only  oyptjc  (ex  corr,)  i^avidiv  h.  Hpm,  xix  15,  flijpTjc  i(avid)v  Ap.  Rhod,  Argon,  iii 

69  (e^  dvuiy  Frankel). 

90  seq.  iruxi'd  S£.[  |  pturdSoc  dypcicTaiav  imvCojv  cKuAdxeccr.  At  first  sight  Si  Kodprjc  would  be 

suitable.  It  would  apparently  necessitate  the  assumption  that  a  verb  parallel  to  iSipKto  occurred 
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subsequently.  But  patvaSoc  could  stand  by  itself  and  8*  €.[  is  consistent  with  the  required  tense  of 
a  verb.  Or  again  it  is  possible  that  Se.  [  does  not  contain  Si. 

dypSicrai-  ol  Kvvpyol  schol.  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  iv  175.  I  have  no  example  of  the  adjectival  use  in  this 
sense.  Gf.  kvvcc  dypcvral  Solon  93,  dypevTrjpci  KiSvecu  Oppian.  Cyn.  iii  456. 

cKtlhaKsc  of  the  hounds  of  Actaeon  Eur.  Bacch.  338,  of  Artemis  Callim.  hy.  iii  87. 

irrtv^wv :  this  compound  not  attested. 

2818,  Hexameters 

Of  the  composition  represented  by  the  following  remnants  of  hexameter  verses  not 

enough  is  left  for  me  to  make  a  guess  at  its  subject  or  the  identity  of  its  author.  To  judge 

by  appearances  the  scrap  comes  from  a  roll  of  quite  high  quality,  but  the  performance 

of  a  copyist  is  no  guide  to  the  literary  value  of  his  text. 

The  text  is  written  in  a  good-sized,  well-spaced  uncial,  comparable  with  1090, 1806 

and  others,  assigned  to  the  end  of  the  first  century.  The  only  addition  to  the  bare  letters 
is  a  high  stop,  1.  1 1 . 

]_77ce/c[.  .]«jaa/c[ 
]fievr]c^aaXrj[ 

]€V7]yap€7r[ 

]/\€KaLa8pr][ 
5  ]a>vc7rw7pav.[ 

>o[ 

]pv>7oSoi.'^o/xevcov . [ 

]ayovec«/<aiat.7T«voiixac[ 

]aac6xaTovTaSaceiA(.7To8[ 

I  o  ]^aicToiojaiipetvaM]7rapa^a[ 

]ijjacaKaXacij)Xoyac  •apeaAoi[ 

]pXi7Top9ovaS'ripeLT .  V7ra[ 

I  an  upright  4.  of  the  first  letter  the  right-hand  end  of  a  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line 

and  faint  specks  above  to  right;  the  second  letter  presumably  i  (u  ruled  out)  but  not  recognizable;  the 

third  represented  by  the  upper  ends  of  two  converging  strokes,  the  right-hand  the  longer,  and  below 
them  on  the  line  the  left-hand  end  of  a  horizontal  stroke  7  Of  ]p  only  the  lower  part,  e  perhaps 

possible  . [,  the  base  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the  lower  parts  of  three  uprights,  then  the  lower  part 

of  an  upright  with  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  to  right,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  then  the 
top  and  base  of  a  circle ;  em  followed  by  y  or  t  and  €  or  o  suggested  10  Of  ]p  only  part  of  the 

right-hand  loop  1 1  Of  ]iji  only  the  upper  part  of  the  upright  1 9  Of  ]p  only  the  upper  right- 
hand  curve  Between  j  and  v  presumably  the  bottom  left-hand  curve  of  o,  but  below  this  letter  is  the 
left-hand  end  of  a  stroke  rising  slightly  to  right 

4  As  I  does  not  appear  to  be  preceded  by  a  vowel,  ICe  or  is  the  only  choice. 

As  a  curiosity  I  mention  Antim.  fr.  53,  4  ren/j-T/Tat  re  xai  ASpricTcia  KoXetrai.  I  should  guess  that 

some  form  of  AlSpijcreta  was  not  improbable  in  1.  4,  whether  as  a  geographical  term  (v.  P— W  in  v.),  like 

those  in  11.  8  and  10,  or  as  a  reference  to  Nemesis  (v.  Wyss  ad  Antim.  l.c.,  Pfeiffer  ad  Callim.  fr.  299). 
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^  It  is  possible  to  divide  ]a.v  ..[  and  take  -to.  either  as  a  participle,  or 
 a  genitive 

plural  after  imitpa.,  or,  as  I  think  much  more  likely,  
Jto.  emripamc  (m  some  form),  the  genitive  after 

imrjpivoc  in  one  of  its  senses.  There  are  more  dist
ant  possibilities,  e.g. 

8  Alaydveca:  cf.  BpiAijccoO  Aoyo.ecci  Callim.  fr.  552.  _ 

aln  Jov  KaAio^o.  There  are  two  mounts  Kasius,  one  m  Eg
ypt  (OiwoS^c  nr  Ad^oe  a^toTijp.a^to. 

Strabo  xvi  2,  33)  near  Pelusium,  the  other  in  Syria,  
not  far  from  the  mouth  of  the  Orontes,  qualified 

as  jSofldmn/iTOC  by  Dionysius  (wepiTjy.  1.  880).  ^  -w  s  o  - 

9  «L]adr  .  .  .  dAiVoS[ac  ̂ oOc :  ̂ epa&v  .  . .  (3o<o.  Callim.  fr.  23.  i  fr.  67,  to ;  riAfiroSac  ̂ our //  xv  547- 

10  ■H<l,a.lcroio  Mopioai',;  apparently  an  allusion  to  Lemnos  w
ith  its  two  towns  (St.  Byz. 

in  V.,  or  ■H-taXcTM  schol.  Callim.  fr.  384  11.  25  seq.)  and  MiSp
iua. 

11  PerLps 

inreiv  nup  e.g.  Eur.  Hel.  503  (but  epnVijc  Boipov  dipavrec  vupl  A
esch.  Agam.  295).  1  he  plural  of  ̂Adf  does 

not  seem  to  occur  before  Aristotle.  In  verse  Nicand.  Georg,  fr.  74.
  481  Orph.  LiBi.  173. 

1 1  seq.  Apia  .  .  .  wroUmpBov  cf.  Aprja  nroXlmpBov  II.  xx  152. 
 But  Alpro  is  an  uncommon  form  for 

which  I  can  only  adduce  Ap.  Rhod.  Argon,  i  1024  77«Aacyixdv  
Apia. 

12  dSijpiTo.  ‘irresistible’,  Aesch.  P.V,  105. 
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2819.  Commentary  on  a  Hexameter  Poem 

It  is  not  unreasonable  to  conjecture  that  the  poem,  of  which  the  following  frag¬ 

ments  of  a  commentary  on  it  preserve  a  few  words  and  phrases,  was  at  least  in  part 

concerned  with  the  route  followed  by  lo.  The  occurrence  of  lo  is  deducible  from  the 

mention  of  Epaphus  in  fr.  i  (which  may  also  contain  references  to  what  is  called  in  the 

Prometheus  novnoc  imv^oc  .  .  .  ’lovioc  and  to  a  Bocrropoc).  It  is,  therefore,  not  far-fetched 
to  see  in  fr.  2  a  specification  of  the  stage  in  her  journey  corresponding  to  Prometheus 

830  seq.  tva  fiavreta  BSkoc  t’  s’cti  Oec-npooTov  Acoc,  and,  again,  in  fr.  4  a  fixing  by  means  of 
the  Symplegades  of  the  Thracian  (as  e.g.  Apollod.  Bibl.  ii  i,  3  5,  not  as  Prometheus 

729  seqq.  the  Cimmerian)  Bosporus  as  the  place  where  she  crossed  from  Europe  to 
Asia. 

A  distant  possibility  of  a  clue  to  the  authorship  may  occur  in  fr.  2. 

The  commentary  itself  is  of  the  usual  sort  and  has  at  first  sight  a  very  simple 

layout.  A  word  or  short  piece  of  the  poetic  text,  lemma,  is  followed  by  a  short  explana¬ 

tion  and  this  by  another  lemma.  A  blank  space,  equivalent  to  about  two  letters,  is  left 

between  lemma  and  comment  and  between  comment  and  lemma.  There  is  no  other 

articulation,  in  particular  no  euBecic.  But  from  place  to  place  this  description  is  in¬ 

applicable.  In  fr.  n ,  2  seq.,  for  example,  the  writing  is  not  continuous,  but  the  right- 
hand  part  of  the  lines  is  left  blank;  and  similarly  at  fr.  2,  9  and  16,  fr.  4,  17. 

The  text  is  written  in  an  elegant  small  bookhand  which  I  suppose  may  be  dated 

early  in  the  second  century.  The  ink,  though  I  do  not  think  it  is  metallic,  has  faded  and 

worn.  There  appear  to  be  signs  that  repairs  of  one  sort  and  another  had  already 
become  necessary  in  antiquity. 
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Fr.  I 

(«)... 
]  _T01CCU]U.^[ 

]  [ 

]e7ra^ovoTte777j[ 

5  ]vo[iac9 ̂   ^rj _7)X _[ 

]_viaiyat'>7C7r.[.]rj  [ 

]5iva7rowAac[  Jo_[]e  [ 

]aAAa^.cD..[  ’ 

]^««[]  [ 

>0  ].eX.[.].T?[.M 

].[  W 

] _  _  _  ,wcw.[ 
]a..(fpcaj.[  ],[ 

].  Jta»pat[ 
15  ]ta/iovoca[  JSpoc  [ 

] .  (f>pocwr]iaXXa  [ 
JicaiTracai  [ 

].oc7ra/ii7r>j[ 

]’  [ 

ao  ],ouapc[  (fc)  . 

]t8a  [  ]7ravT€Aa)c[ 
]7r«v,[  ]evai  [ 
iKaxwr 

h41 

W.  .  .  W.  . 
*5  ]..[].D.[ 

]ijP0C7pt[  ]w.[ 

].e^ac»'[  ]f8'w[ 

].<»[  ].^P[ 

Fr.  1  The  level  and  interval  of  (i)  in  relation  to  (u)  are  fixed  by  the  fibres  on  either  side.  The 

position  of  (c)  below  (a)  is  established  by  the  vertical  fibres,  but  its  distance  is  uncertain  and  may  be 

considerable.  The  level  of  {d)  in  relation  to  (c)  is  fixed  by  the  cross-fibres,  but  I  cannot  follow  the 
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vertical  fibres  of  {b)  into  (d)  and  the  interval  between  [c)  and  (d)  is  therefore  not  to  be  fixed  with  any 

precision.  It  cannot  be  very  great,  if  the  ends  of  the  lines,  afi-g,  are  to  correspond  more  or  less  with  the 
line-endings  above 

I  Of  j3[  only  the  base  4  Of  r  only  the  foot  of  the  stalk  5  After  B  perhaps  the  apex  of  o; 

Bai  possible  ,  [,  apparently  the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  but  the  surface  is  disturbed  6  ].,  a  dot 
at  mid  letter  .  [,  a  dot  on  the  line  7  .  [,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  8  Between  jS  and  f 

an  elongated  dot  at  mid  letter  ] . .  the  upper  end,  hooked  to  left,  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right, 

closely  followed  by  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle  >0  ].,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright 

.[,  perhaps  rj,  but  in  a  much  damaged  place  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the 
top  of  the  letters  Of  ]ci  only  the  tail  12],,  the  foot  of  a  stroke  hooked  to  right,  followed  by 

dispersed  traces  .[,  a  dot  on  the  line  13  Between  a  and  1  faint  traces  ending  with  the  right- 

hand  side  of  a  circle  .[,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  ],[,  a  tall  forward-sloping  stroke 
14  Before  itt  a  short  upright  i6  a  short  upright  stroke  at  mid  letter  18  ].,  a  dot  level 

with  the  top  of  the  letters  ao  ] .  1  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  o  2a  .  [, 
the  left-hand  side  of  a  circle;  ui  likely  24  ].,  very  faint,  perhaps  the  loop  of  p  .[,  the  ink,  more 

than  normally  distant  from  now  resembles  y  more  than  any  other  letter ;  perhaps  it,  but  I  do  not 

find  this  very  convincing  25  ] , ,  [,  the  bottom  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the  foot  of 
a  stroke  hooked-up  to  right,  e.g.  c  afi  .[,  the  foot  of  an  upright  27  ].,  against  the  top  of  e 

the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left  Of  p[  only  the  left-hand  side  28  For  tt  perhaps  y, 

29  ].,  a  short  arc  compatible  with  the  loop  of  p  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

Fr.  1  4  seq.  Perhaps  an  etymologizing  note.  “Enaijiov  and  di]vopa.c9ai  look  fairly  safe,  on  einj[<^Tic€ 

is  a  long  shot,  but  may  render  the  presumed  meaning;  “ETratjjoc  exArjAtj,  d  Zebc  cira^Tjcdpcvoc  rije 
*Iovc  TrdXtv  etc  yuvat/^a  avrrjv  pcTepopijxoce  Schol.  Eur.  Phoen.  678  (Acsch.  P.T.  848  seqq,). 

6  ’/]oviu)<i>  cannot  be  verified,  but  has  a  reasonable  appearance  of  likelihood  in  this  context.  The 
derivation  from  'Itli  at  Aesch.  P.V.  839  seqq. 

yalrjC  part  of  a  lemma  or  quotation. 
7  seq.  d7ro5rAoc[c]op«|i'-  seems  unavoidable.  The  possibility  occurred  to  me  of  aTroirAaJoprn;,  spelt 

with  -cS-  for  as  docSef  in  fr.  4,  4.  This  word  would  have  had  relevance  to  lo,  hut  no  other  example 

of  dwowAdCopot  is  recorded  in  any  tense  but  the  aorist. 

8  j3oc[7r]op[  is  an  obvious  guess.  I  cannot  verify  it. 
1 5  -dpovoc  dvSpdc  looks  probable  and,  if  it  is  right,  the  preceding  p  must  be  supposed,  in  spite  of 

appearances,  to  represent  rr,  since  no  adjective  ends  in  -id/itov  and,  if  t  represented  any  other  letter 

ending  in  an  upright,  not  -a-  but  -ij-  would  be  required. 
2 1  wavTfAiDc  perhaps  an  interpretation  of  7ra/ur>j[ST)v,  1.  1 8 ;  cf.  Hesych.  in  v.,  schol.  Soph.  AJ.  916. 

22  T«To]7r«lV0>[.]A'(U? 
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Fr.  2 

]a06.  /a/xw[ 

jonyeveiTT/JOc  [ 

]  i,cB'TCji}vavTiypa  [ 

JceSwceivat  [ 

5  ]  ^  v[ji€Vov(j)epe  [ 

]  _  ouXeyeraSerfirjciv^ 
]yeLOVTecrjcav[ 
]tviuvo/Liac^e[ 

i  '  ”  [ 
1 0  yXeyovcL  [ 

J  ay'eAeyeroTj  [ 

]aparopLeTOL[ 
]oK 

]...[]«  [ 
15  ]et»aC[.M.].o‘c  [ 

]  [ 
].oue.a^..ev  [ 

Fr.  2  I  . a  speck  on  the  line,  followed  after  a  gap  by  faint  traces  to  left  of  the  top  of  i  After 

y  no  trace  on  the  line  but  a  suspended  letter  or  o  would  have  been  carried  away  3  ],,  traces 

compatible  with  o,  but  not  suggesting  it  5  ] , ,  a  trace  about  mid  letter  6  ] . ,  the  upper  part 

of  an  upright  n  ] . ,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  well  below  the  line  1 2  Of  ]o 

only  the  back  but  suggested  by  the  spacing  1 3  ] .  [>  •'  seems  acceptable  1 7  ] . ,  the  right-hand 
end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  0  Before  a  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left 

After  j3  a  crescent  off  the  line,  not  suiting  r,  0,  or  c  of  this  hand,  followed  by  what  looks  like  the  top  of  y 

18  Partly  rewritten  in  blacker  ink  ]..,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  o? 

, .[,  the  top  of  an  upright,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  small 
circle  at  the  same  level;  if  three  letters,  rather  cramped  For  possibly  A  The  last  four  letters 

except  0  arc  very  doubtful 

Fr.  2  I  (-)y/>]d^«Toi. 

1  seq.  ajj-vv,  if  the  end  of  the  line,  as  seems  likely,  must  be  followed  by  a  consonant.  I  suggest 
^pwlrai,  or  some  case  of  it,  for  a  reason  which  appears  below,  1.  7. 

3  seq.  (V  evfjoic  t&v  aVTiYpd\<j>0)V. 

4  Perhaps  6earpii>rla]c,  see  1.  7. 

5  seq.  (fiipe\Tai  ‘is  found  in  a  text’,  ‘recorded’,  simm. 
7  I  suggest  ir]vefovT«.  Steph.  Byz.  in  Apilyrai  has  effmc  OecirpconKov,  fiivoc  TTvefovrec  AydyTai  .  .  ., 

which  is  conjectured  to  be  a  quotation  of  Rhianus  (whose  name  appears  in  the  previous  article) .  If  the 
same  words  occurred  here,  there  is  no  telling  whether  they  were  lemma  or  quotation. 
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7  seq.  ?  ̂cav  .  .  .  <l>vonacij,e[voi. 
1 1  seq.  ?  -a  y(ap)  eXeyera  ij .  .  .  jrapa  ro  psroi-,  ‘X  was  given  the  name  -a  from  (because  of)  .  .  .’ 

15  (-)c«]€Uai([o.]p.[«']votc. 

Fr.  3 

]‘[ 

]f[ 
]..[ 

]... 

5  ]avKai 

] 
] . [ 

]..f  [ 

Fr.  3  4  The  first  two  letters  arc  in  black  ink  and  might  be  la,  the  third  is  in  the  usual  brown  and 

might  be  c  represented  by  the  top  stroke  7  The  count  of  letters  is  quite  uncertain 

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
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Fr.  4 

5 

>5 

] 
] 
] 
] 
] 

]...[ 
6;^oucaaAAe[  ] .  o ,  [ 

/icTtovafi^[  ].v  yoA’)7[ 

/aocSet  Aa_[  ]pTieytveTo8[ 

nXrjyadaTTapTTeTprjv  t')JVCu^[ 

p,evy]VV7T0T'vewTepwv  rri[  _  ]8ovKevicf>v^. .  [ 

]  aivoiv  {jDcaopvovKadecTO)r[  ]cT0VT0TT0V  [ 

]  aXXavTCticXeLTjTTapaSeSpopiev  aXXucex^t'  [ 

]naprjKei  reKTUtwvvTovoLKoBo  [ 

^  XarimovreKTOvaepp^  ouSevt^.  [ 

]  KOTraie^wv . . .  rjricevdetcTOVTro^a  [ 

]cAet')j7Tapa8e[.]/)0/Lt€y  iMrjnpoarXr]  [ 

]€iaemTroXvvTTaprjKeiro’npv  KeAa[ 

]  aTov€mderpvrovSwpS7jXoi,p7TOVc  [ 

ymot.ovrjxovevTWipeivKawTTOL'rjr'l  [ 
]ToBe'ra)KaKg.rei^opL€VovKeXapvI,et,  [ 

]. 
]_a  A[,]vKauvotcaTOfl'€AaypcA€t)Ka 

]  [  ]  T’O)  aXevKadeoica 

.  ].y.[ 

stripped 

].  [ 
]...[ 

[ 
[ 
[ 

Fr.  4  I  ]. . .,  the  lower  end  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line,  followed  by  a  speck  on  the 

line  and  a  short  horizontal  stroke  off  the  line  a  ].p,,  apparently  ]|'p  or  ].fp,  followed  by  the  over¬ 

hang  of  c,  but  all  the  indications  arc  very  doubtful  3  if  one  letter,  r] ;  if  two,  i  preceded  by  y, 

T,  <li  suggested  4  .  [>  a  stroke  rising  to  right ;  neither  A  nor  p  suggested  Of  y  only  the  foot  of  the 

stalk  and  perhaps  the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke;  not  prima  facie  v  for  t;  to  ],,  a  dot  on 

the  line  After  p  I  think  the  base  of  the  loop  of  o,  but  o  may  not  be  ruled  out  1 1  Of  ]p  only  the 

overhang,  which  is  unusually  extended  la  not  satisfactory,  but  I  see  nothing  else  more 

likely  14  pTT,  p  is  anomalous  and  further  than  expected  from  n,  but  I  do  not  think  a  can  be  sub¬ 
stituted  1 8  ] , ,  a  speck  about  mid  letter  1 9  the  tops  of  an  uncertain  number  of  letters. 

The  last  is  represented  by  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle,  which  is  preceded  by  what  looks 

like  an  apostrophe  ].,  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  cross-stroke  of  t  Between  <0  and  a  two  uprights, 

presumably  V  or  TT  ao  ] . ,  the  upper  part  of  o  or  A  .[,  the  top  of  an  upright  a3].,SorA 

.[,  perhaps  the  upper  left-hand  side  of  c 

Fr.  4  3  A  case  of  yaArJio;  or  some  derivative. 

4  On  aojoc  and  oofetv  see  Pfeiffer  on  Callim.  fr.  563.  In  view  of  the  interpretations  ‘servant’, 
‘serve’,  and  the  like,  I  may  as  well  remark  that  there  is  no  chance  that  AaT[p-  was  written  here. 
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e^ovea  dXX’  e[  ].9.  [ 

IcTiov  4fi<t>[  ].v  yaA'>}[ 

aocSei  Aa.[  ]pTi  eytvero  8[ 

5  -n-XtiYaSa  trap  irexpriv  r^v  cvplTrXTjydSa  Xeyo- 

fxet'Tjy  irro  t{wv)  veonepcDv.  TTj[i]  8’  ouk  evi  <}>0X’
  o[l- 

wvtov’  toe  dopvov  Ka0ecT<OT[o]c  too  tottoo. 

dXX’  aOxwe  XeiTj  irapaSeSpopcv’  dAA’  toe  ej^et 

'^TTaprjKeL  ,  xeKxtov'  vvv  rov  ot/coSo- 

10  jUOO  ]  AttTOTTOV  TCKTOVa  eip'17
(/C€v).  odiSevi  P.- 

]c/co7rat,  e<j)'  tSv  ̂nti]  tic  evOeic  xov  ttoSu, 
dAA’  aoTcoJc  XcLT)  napaSeSpopev.  pyj  yrpocnXT}- 

]eta  em  ttoXvv  zrapij/cet  tottov.  K«Xa- 

pu^-  S]td  TOV  imOerov  to  oScop  SijAof  onovc 

1  j  ]a  TTOtov  °  TTourpTjlc) 

]to  Se  t’  tS/ca  KaTei^opevov  KcXapv^ei, 

]. 

]  _  a  A[€]o/cotVooca  to  ireXayoc 
 XevKC. 

] _ Q  Tto .  o  XevKadioic
a 

I  cannot  account  for  the  eccentric  dialectal  spell
ings  here  and  below  at  11.  18  seq.  doccfti-  (oocc^c« 

at  Mosch.  iv  no),  which  appears  to  have  a  s
imilar  meaning,  I  suppose  to  be  extracted  from 

 aoccqrqp 

and  to  it  must  be  assuined  the 

.0  .he  eunjbe,.  Aphllohlh.  Ehrfu.  who
 

'■‘''“9 'ixxi  perhaps  to  illustrate  Xelr,,  as  smooth  as  if  a  builder  or  mason  had  made  it
. 

vCv,  as  commonly,  ‘in  this  place’. 

which  offers  no  foothold.  But  I  can  mak
e  no  convincing  suggesUon  for  the  art

iculatio  P 

of  ouSm/3. . 

’4  JltLd  suppose  thesubjectofS,
Aorto  be  the  poet,  butihave  no  ide

a  whatis  to  be  made  of  the 

On  comparison  with  the  phraseo
logy  of  S.Af.  in  xsAapilJe,  one  

might  expect  d.orsAofcle 

TTOwv  fixov  iv  y&i  pftv  or  something  no
t  much  different. 

15  seq.  Homer  at  II,  xxi  a6l. 
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i8  seq.  A[e]uKourotca  the  second  u  appears  to  have  been  made  out  of  t,  I  suppose  by  mistake  for  the 
I  of  the  termination.  The  text  had  the  dialectal  spelling  but  there  was  no  reason  for  the  comment  to 
retain  it. 

XtvKa.Houca  (which  I  suppose  to  be  a  repetition  of  the  lemma)  is  only  the  second  example  of  the 

verb  postulated  for  Hes.  Scut.  146  6B6vtwv  .  .  .  XevKa6e6vrutv.  A  difficulty  which  I  cannot  resolve  is  that 
XfvKaOiu)  (like  the  much  commoner  X£VKa{u)6liio)  is  intransitive,  whereas  XeuKolvto  is  generally  (and 

apparently  here)  transitive.  The  poetical  intransitive  use  is  not  likely  to  have  been  part  of  the  com¬ 

mentator’s  vocabulary. 

Fr.  5  Fr.  6 

■
]
 

Ivovyeyol 

]  vm.[ 

]  _  _  ’eteaTOi .  [ 

5  ]  yap. [.]..[ 

] 

][  ]  [ 
>.[]..[ 

Fr.  5  3  .  [,  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke 
level  with  the  overhang  of  c,  but  t  not  particularly 

suggested  4  ] , . ,  the  upper  end,  slightly 
above  the  top  of  the  letters,  of  a  stroke  rising  to 

right,  followed  by  scattered  dots  .[,  two  dots, 

one  over  the  other,  about  mid  letter  5  ]., 

the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  7  What¬ 
ever  ink  there  was  has  to  all  intents  and  purposes 

vanished  8  After  a  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke 

rising  to  right  the  upper  parts  of  two 

letters,  apparently  containing  parts  of  circles 

Fr.  7  Fr.  8  I 

l/caF  1  y/avro  f 

]  I.octotI; 

]  ... 

Fr.  8  Very  much  faded 

I  ].,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising  froirt 

loft  .[,  shadows  perhaps  suiting  the  top  left- 

hand  part  of  c  !!].)&  cross-stroke  level  with 
the  top  of  the  letters ;  perhaps  c  likeliest 

Fr.  0  I  {icTiv) 

]pea<eTg[ 

]  [ 
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Fr.  10 
]'.[ 

].[ 

lh.[ 

] .  '’’aJt .  1 

][ 

]'..A.[ 

Fr.  9  t  The  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

2  two  dots  one  above  the  other  .[,  a  dot  on 

the  line  and  above  to  right  a  short  stroke  with 

a  projection  on  ils  right-hand  side 

Fr.  10  I  Perhaps  a,  represented  by  the  lower 

right-hand  side  of  the  loop  and  the  extreme  lower 
end  of  the  tail  2  ] , ,  a  dot  level  with  the  top 

of  the  letters  .[,  a  dot  a  little  below  the  level  of 
the  top  of  the  letters  3  ]..,  the  tip  of  an 

upright,  followed  by  the  top  of  a  stroke  rising  to 

right ;  perhaps  a  single  k  possible  Of  A  only  the 

apex  .  [,  the  top  of  an  upright 

{a)  {b)  ,  .  . 

]  rr^vvevprjv]  ] 

]..  ]  [ 
]  a7roToiiTo[]. ,[.],[]. St  [ 

],0ta7r0T0i»a.^aA/C6ty[  [ 

.I 

](7upoup.[ 

[
’
 

Fr.  1 1  There  is  no  ex  tcrnal  evidence  about  the  interval  between  (fl)  and  (4)  A'  ’  .  ^ 

forward-sloping  slightly  concave  stroke,  followed  by 
 a  headless  upright  with  foot  hooked  strong  y 

to  right  3I . . ,  the  lower  part  of  a  forward-sloping  stroke,  followe
d  by  the  foot  of  an  upright  and 

two  specks  on  the  'line;  perhaps  three  letters  ].,  a  trace  a  little
  higher  than  mid  letter  4J.j the  right-hand  part  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  0  3.[,  a  “"“J®pXwed 

1 , ,  a  hook  to  right  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters
  , ,  [,  the  upper  part  of  a  loop  or  circle,  Allowed 

by  the  top  of  a  stroke,  turning  over  sharply  to  le
ft,  a  little  above  the  pneral  leve 

suggesting  the  lop  right-hand  angle  of  tt  6.[,  a  slightly  forward-slopmg uprigh  7.L> 

left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  against  the  middle  of  the  r
ight-hand  upright  ol  v 

Fr.  II  I  seep  i-eupiji'  implies  a  bow,  probably  a  spear,  cf.  Archil,  ap.  schol.  Horn.
  II.  vi 

dvraXtiidpr/  not  recorded.  dAefidptj  Hes.  O
/i.  464,  Nicand.  T/ier.  861  (a.  F'r  which 

Euphorion,  fr.  137  1?  aXeilKamu  .  .  .  pdpwr.
  iiraXc(lKai<oc  seems  to  occur  once  or  twic  ).
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Fr.  la  Fr.  13 

>V.[ 

]yw[ 
].[ 

Fr.  12  t  apparently  the  bottom  and  top  of 

a  stroke  rising  left  to  right  a  traces  com¬ 

patible  with  the  left-hand  side  of  x 

Fr.  14, 

Fr.  14  t  ].,  a  flat  trace  on  the  lino  Of  <f. 

only  the  loop  .[1  the  lower  part  of  a  forward- 
sloping  stroke  descending  well  below  the  line 

a  . .  the  top  of  a  forward-sloping  stroke,  fol¬ 
lowed  by  a  short  horizontnl  stroke  level  with  the 

top  of  the  letters ;  po.s3ibly  to  be  combined  as  tt 

][’][ ]cTor»)w.[ 

] 
 ’[ 

]  [ 

]v[ 

Fr,  13  t  .[,  the  foot  of  a  slightly  forward- 

sloping  stroke 
Fr.  15 

].[ 

'M, 

]‘yf[ 

]w[ 

Fr.  13  I  The  foot  of  an  upright  4  Of  of 

only  the  base  of  the  loop 

2820.  Egyptian  History 

The  following  fragment  of  a  roll  on  its  front  contains  part  of  a  historical  work,  what 

survives  relating  to  measures  taken,  possibly  in  the  second  quarter  of  the  first  century 

n,<;.,  by  a  penson  of  .some  authority  in  Egypt.  The  details  are  too  indefinite  or  too 
uiutcrtain  to  make  much  of  a  contribution  to  knowledge,  but  incidentally  a  partial 

solution  is  provided  of  a  problem  in  a  quite  unrelated  text  (11.  ii  seqq.  note). 

The  historical  text  is  written  in  a  medium-sized,  rather  heavy  example  of  a  com¬ 

mon  type  of  round  hand,  comparable  with  220  and  assignable  to  the  first  half  of  the 

second  century.  On  the  back  arc  parts  of  two  columns  of  which  I  cannot  specify  the 

nature  in  a  hand  verging,  as  well  as  I  can  see,  towards  cursive  and  perhaps  of  the  third century. 

Fr.  16 

Fr.  17 

]  ’[
 

]  .[ 

]  y[ 

]po6a[ 

]  »<[ 

]![ 

2  11.  .Stripped 

]  /o[ ]  ̂1; 

Fr.  16  1  ,[,  elements  of  n  forward-sloping 

stroke,  e.g.  y  4  In  the  left-hand  margin  a 
sign  in  black  ink  like  a  slightly  tilted  z 

ti.  oaus 
H 
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Col.  i 

]  fieTaneinTOirol 

]  a^tCTac0atKatSta 

]  rouTo[ enXet 

]  aiTa)v.[.  Jvwi' 

]  [  ]rrgLTpacva  _[ 

]  ijLera.roveKe[ 

]  0avaTovwc.[,], 

]  ] 

]  fxevovnaXwe^ 

]  Tjet.ei^/DoupaJtJcc  [ rafc 

]  mrrjcxtJiipacefi  [ 

]  ̂oAatc[JcTij/<a[ 

]  TTavTaocavpol 

]  TToXefJiovr)V€[ 

]  rpem^evmcf  X 

]oAaj3a) .  [ 

].[... 

]  ̂acatyvl , , ,  Jouct^u  v 

]  a\XuJVf^paifia[ 

]  ;^t/xcoTaTouC'7T/ja>[ 
]  rovfievnpovrpel 

]  7revai;Toiice/f[ 
]  cioicemTTjvcf  X 

]  ̂^^avwcSovKX 

]  VfJ.p^0VT0Tr/30c[ 

Col.  ii 

]  [ [ 
[ 

]  [ 

] 

]  kot[ 

Ta)vev0.[.]. . .[ 

emrovTOVcoVTTp .  [ 

[ .  joca7/€7rAei7r  _  [ 

]  aAA'»jtT7j[ 

J  rpacTTgX 

Col.  i  3  ],i  a  cross-stroke  as  of  ir  or  t;  where  it  touches  «  there  appears  to  be  the  start  of  a  stroke 
curving  down  concavely  to  right,  perhaps  representing  a  correction  4  the  lower  part  of  an 

upright,  followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line ;  perhaps  two  letters  5  ] .  >  r,  or  possibly  tr  6  ,  [,  prima 

facie  the  left-hand  side  of  «,  but  the  ink  is  obscured  by  dirt  1 1  Between  i  and  «  a  dot  on  the  line 

Above  opa  traces  of  which  the  middle  one  resembles  i,  but  perhaps  all  offsets  13  Above  the  line 

99 2820.  EGYPTIAN  HISTORY 

Col.  i Col.  ii 

p.f.ramep,TTono  [ 

a(j>Lcrac6aL  Kai  Sta 

TOWTo[  Jre  TrAet- 
CO  TU>V  _  [  ]vtuv 

f)  [eJ^dA/ceue  /f[ai  ],u[ 

.jTraxpac  vav[ 

pLera  top  e/ce[iv- 

Odvarov  &cts  Hp 

txKoc  ef')}/LteA[sj- 

1 0  fievov  TrdXiv 

j^€i  (l>povpdc  i- 

ttI  'rate'  rfjs  x<^po,^ 

jSoAatc  [tJcTr^  tca[i 
ndvra  oca  77po[c 

1 5  TtoXcfxov  tJu  e[t5- 

rpemlev  d»CTe[ 

].  .P[.]P.^®1'^[ 

]oAa/3a)>'[ 

].[  Wl[@r5- 

ao  jSac  .i4iyu[7m']owc  tcov 
dXXcop  eZvat  jita- 

XtptatTdTOVc  npio- 
Top  piep  Trpovrpe- 
TTCP  avToiic  e/c[oi>- 

25  choc  em  TfjP  crp[a- 

ye/av  toe  8’  ovK  ij[- peixopTO  7Tpoc[ 

30  ]fo..[ 

Three  lines  lost ,ua[ 

KaT[ 

/<ot[  e- 

7n^[av]ecTa[T- 

Tcov  ip  @i]|j3]atc[ 

CTrt  rovTovc  ov  TTpX 

[Joe  dpivXei  77 J 

oXXtJL  T7j[ 

Tpac  7ra[ 

Aa.[ 

the  left-hand  dot  of  a  trma  .6  . [.  the  top  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  ‘ ’J;;’, 

upright,  perhaps  followed  by  the  top  of  c,  but  it  would  be  abn
ormally  bng  ?  ̂ 

hand  side;  it  is  followed  by  a  cross-stroke  touchin
g  the  top  of  t  19  ].[.  a  flat  trace 
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26  seqq.  The  left-hand  parts  blurred  27  Ab
ove  the  second  v  what  looks  like  a  coarse  roug

h 

Leathine  28  f.  the  tip  of  a  tall  upright,  followed 
 by  the  tip  of  a  stroke  at  the  level  of  the  top  of 

the  letters  After  r  the  upper  part  of  two  uprights  wi
th  other  ink  part  or  all  of  which  may  be  casual 

After  e  perhaps  iB  e  [,  but  here  again  casual  ink  and
  damage  to  the  surlacc  may  produce  illusion 

30  . the  top  of  an  upright,  followed  at  an  interval  by  a  sh
ort  nearly  horizontal  stroke  above  the  level 

g  r  dje  top  of  a  stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letter
s  to  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  ol 

a  circle  ’  1 2  Of  a  only  a  trace  of  the  loop  and  the  top  of  the  right-hand  s
troke  1 3  .  about 

level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of 
 a  small  circle,  lollowed  by  a  dot;  o)  one 

possibility 

Col.  i  I  seqq.  Perhaps,  XiihEniling),  if  he  were  summone
d,  to  revolt’.  Then,  Sia  toOto  ‘for  this 

reason  metaphorically,  for  KaTacKevit^uv  or  the  like,  I  can  adduce  no  good 

parallel.  vaA«e*Tat  at  Aristoph.  Eq.  469,  though  used  metaphori
cally,  is  one  of  a  group  of  word.s  rc- 

fening  to  handicrafts  (TCKran-oVei'o,  yogr^ouVera,  KoUtinem,  cu/
i^mew/rsra,  cvyKporoSct)  assemblccl 

I  suppose  to  guy  Cleon’s  style.  ....  , 

I  can  make  no  plausible  suggestion  for  .[.(.jjvan',  bull  should  guess
  thatra.  .jTrAeiai  the  greater 

part’ of  them,  not  ,rA«'(a  ‘more’ than  them,  was  meant.  r  .  n  1^1  1  1 

5  seqq.  I  should  have  thought  a  probable  reconstruction  of  these  li
nes  was;  /c[al  rdj  r^c  KAtloJ- 

ndrpac  |.ao[nKdr  I  lierd  rdi-  dKe[frt)C  |  Odvarav  £5c7r[6]p  |  eMc  d^7)g.eA[i)|
/idTOr  TrdAir  .  .  .  Kal  (/.poupde  «tA. 

But  there  are  the  following  objections:  the  addition  of  ckAc  at  the  end  of
  1.  5  makes  a  line  longer  than 

the  longest  of  those  surviving ;  the  expected  verb,  to  mean  with  vdMv  ‘rehabilitated’  or  the  like,  c
annot 

be  got  out  of  efijei  (or  e|7)£i.e) Kal  is  either  represented  by  ne,  or,  if  the  verb  ends  in  .c,  is  omitted 

altogether.  I  cannot  meet  any  of  these  objections,  though  it  may  be  worth
  while  to  mention  the  pos¬ 

sibility  that  eiri  is  a  mistaken  repetition  from  the  preceding  line. 

If  the  text  had  ri  rijc  RXeairarpac  vavnKoi',  it  would,  or  might,  be  relevant
  to  note  that  there  were 

sixty  Egyptian  ships  at  the  battle  of  Actium,  Plutarch.  Ant.  64;  66.  But 
 there  arc  many  Clcopatras 

besides  the  daughter  of  Ptolemy  Auletes.  ,  -  rr  1 

I I  seqq.  d/i)3oAi}  ‘a  place  where  a  frontier  can  be  crossed’.  This  usage,  not  a
ttested  for  Mcrodotua  or 

Thucydides,  is  found  in  Xenophon  at  Hill,  iv  7,  7  Tnyicai.  ̂ podpidv  n  M  rate  trapd  KriXoOcav  if^poXaU 

(cf.  ibid,  v  4,  4O).  It  must  also  now  be  recognized  in  the  fragment  of  Aeschylus  
published  as  2256  fr.  (1, 

where  11.  7  seqq.  should  be  rendered;  oi  Si  y^c  iF  i/x/3oAafc  |  AiAurroi,  8afac  rr«waup,il vot  J 

cdAjjriyyoc,  oilSi  <l,povpl[o)]v  if .. .[,].[  ‘the  frontier  guards  can  go  home,  wa
r  being  now  over  for  them  . 

The  problem  is  only  partly  solved.  I  cannot  account  for  the  variant  or  c
orrection  -wo-  for  -^0-,  or 

plausibly  complete  -/icui.  -Aac  for  -Aaic  (although  there  is  a  worm-hole  between  a  an
d  e,  I  do  not  think 

there  is  room  for  an  original  iota)  and  -Xrjv-  for  -Aw-  seem  to  be  simply  mistakes. 

14  seqq,  I  can  find  no  satisfactory  parallel  for  this  form  of  expression,  the  nearest 
 being  'Phuc.  ii  17 

Twr  npic  top  rr6X«pov  rjnropro.  But  I  should  have  expected  iwirijSeia,  or  the  like,  to  be  made 

explicit.  .  ,  ,  ,  rt 

19  se9.ci.  I  do  not  know  whether  the  Egyptians  of  Thebes  arc  elsewhere  said  to  be
  the  most  wai’liKC 

of  the  Egyptians.  According  to  Thucydides,  i  i  to,  the  most  warlike  were  the  marshmen  (of  th
e  Delta), 

paxipiiraroielaruip  Alyvirrlcopot  SXeioi.  But  it  may  be  observed  that  Herodotus,  ii  164  seqq.,  says  that 

there  were  two  yirca  of  judyt/xot  in  Egypt,  of  which  one,  the  'EppoTiiptec,  occupied  among  other  plac
es 

vijcoc  ̂   Upocorntnc  (in  the  Delta),  the  other,  the  KaXadpue,  among  other  the  ©ij^afoc  vop.6c. 

23  seqq.  Since  what  is  meant  is  plainly  ‘he  urged  them  to  go  voluntarily  on  the  expedition’  (
not 

‘he  gladly  urged  them  on  the  expedition’),  as,  apart  from  general  con.siderations,  is  implied  by  ‘but 

when  they  jibbed’,  I  should  have  thought  that  IFai  or  some  such  infinitive  could  not  legitimately  be omitted. 

29  I  think  AeiIcto  would  be  acceptable,  but  I  can  recognize  no  part  of  epov  at  the  end  of  the  pre¬ 
ceding  line, 

‘  I  have  contemplated  ^frjKEi  (for  which  ̂ f^KeiTo  or  more  generally  the  simple  ̂ xetTO  would  be 
expected)  and  cannot  recommend  it. 

2821.  PEDIGREE 
lOI 

2821.  Pedigree 

The  general  natui'e  of  these  lines  seems  clear  but  they  present  peculiarities  that  1  do 

not  understand,  in  particular,  the  absence  of  the  father  from  the  stages  of  the  descent. 

The  text  is  written  on  the  front  of  the  piece  of  which  2802  occupies  the  back,  but  it 

is  written  across  the  fibres,  that  is,  as  might  be  expected  in  a  pedigree,  from  side  to  side 

of  the  height  of  the  roll  and  from  top  to  bottom  of  its  length. 

The  hand  is  a  neat  little  unpretentious  bookhand  to  be  dated  about  the  middle  of the  second  century. 

3  ], ,,  two  uprights ;  rrp  not  at  all  suggested,  the  absence  of  the  loop  of  p  being  particula
rly  objec¬ 

tionable 
I  a  <(0€o^eVa) 

I  0eo^€va  ravrrjc  Kai  AyaooKAeovc, 

jTatinjv  i7ToAe/iar[o]c  d  (Sevrepoc)  tpevSeoc  avTWt  Kara  rcxjv  [ 

]npocepIyKacav  rj>a)pdcac  errepajjev  etc  Tr}V  Orjl^ai^a. 

]  AyaBoKXfic  6  iv  AXeiavSpeiai  k[ 
]  [ 

I  seq.  The  only  Theoxena  hitherto  known  to  his
tory  was  the  person  mentioned  in  Justin  xxiii  2, 

 6 

‘Airathocles  .  .  .  uxorem  suam  Theoxenam  genitosque  ex  ea  duos  parvulos  .  .  .  A
egyptum,  unde  i^oreni 

acceperat,  remittit.’  This  act  took  place  just  before  Agathoc
les’  death,  289  B.c.,  the  king  of  Eg^t 

being  at  that  time  Ptolemy  I.  Obviously  toutt/c  refers  
to  this  Theoxena,  whose  daughter  was  given  er 

‘Ptolemy  II  caught  Theoxena  jr.  bringing  to  him  false  <ac
cusations>  against  the  ...  and  banished 

her  to  the  Thebais.’  I  do  not  know  whether  exile  to  Up
per  Egypt  is  a  form  of  punishment  recor  e 

elsewhere. 

'  Whether  duos  parvulos  must  mean  two  small  boys  or 
 could  mean  a  small  boy  and  a  small  girl  I  must 

leave  to  better  Latinists  to  tell  me.  There  is  no  visible
  provision  in  the  pedigree  as  written  for  any  other 

entry  besides  Theoxena  jr.  und
er  1.  la. 
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4  Aeathocles  apparently  the  son  of  Theoxena  jr.  and  named  afte
r  his  grandfather.  The  left-hand 

branch  shows  that  the  name  of  a  brother  or  sister  is  lost.  Why  then 
 is  there  no  left-hand  branch  descend¬ 

ing  from  <0«of^ro>,  whom  we  know  from  Justin  to
  have  had  two  children? 

2822.  Hesiod,  Catalogue  ? 

It  is  a  reasonable  presumption  that  the  two  following  scraps  come  from
  a  roll 

containing  the  Catalogue  or  a  composition  not  readily  distinguished  from  it
,  but  I  have 

not  been  able  to  recognize  their  contents  in  the  texts  of  that  work  (or  attributed  to
  it) 

hitherto  published,  plentiful  as  they  now  are. 

The  manuscript  is  in  a  medium-sized  firm  upright  uncial  without  lection  signs,  to 

be  dated,  I  suppose,  in  the  late  first  or  early  second  century. 

Fr.  I 

(a)  ].a(3(jw.[ 
(b)  ]a  [ 

]caTa;<:ot7-[ 
]eoio  [ 

].^XOvc.[ 

Fr.  1  LI.  fl,  i  in  a  clumsy  hand  in  the  upper  margin  may  have  nothing  to  do  with  the  verses 

(a)  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  curving  clown  from  left  Of  ̂   only  the  lower  half  3  ].,  the 

tip  of  an  upright  .[,  a  sloping  stroke  opposite  the  overhang  of  e,  presumably  representing  a,  but  not 
particularly  suggesting  it 

Fr.  1  LI.  I  seqq.  Of.  2490  11.  1 7  seqq.  (fr.  59  M-W) 

Fr.  2 

]vocoi;[ 
]')7r€CTe[ 

]doc8€/c[ 

5  ]'rjvxaAA[ ]TWVt[ 

]X9iove.[ ]etce . [ 

]Sat8c  _  [ 

1  o  ]evcrr] .  [ 

2822.  HESIOD,  CATALOGUE  (?)  103 

Fr.  2  I  ] . , ,  off  the  line  a  short  arc  of  the  lower  right-hand  side  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the  lower  part 

of  an  upright  .  [,  the  foot  of  a  slightly  forward-sloping  stroke  7  .  [,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright 

perhaps  turning  over  to  right  at  the  top  8  .[,  apparendy  tj  but  very  close  to  the  edge  9  .[, 

y  or  the  left-hand  part  of  «■  10  .[>  extreme  left-hand  base  angle  of  S  suggested  ii  ]., 

the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  la  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  .[,  the  tip  of  an 

upright 

Fr.  2  5  This  collocation  of  letters  at  2481  fr.  5  (a)  i  9,  2487  fr.  i  i  14,  2493  1.  I,  H  1.  56  (frr.  33 

(a)  15;  tap,  14;  aag.  i;  304,  94  M-W) 

2823.  Callimachus,  Hekale? 

The  reason  for  suggesting  that  the  following  scrap  may  represent  a  copy  of  the 

Hekale  is  to  be  found  in  1.  8.  The  letters  aeyeoc  are  susceptible  of  several  constructions 

as  parts  of  more  than  one  word,  as  atyeoc  (once  in  the  Odyssey  for  acyeioc),  and  as 

Alyloc.  The  last,  which  appears  to  me  much  the  likeliest,  identifies  the  piece  in  which 

it  occurs  as  verse  or,  if  prose,  as  Ionic  prose.  Alyioc  is  found  twice  in  Herodotus,  but 

these  lines  are  not  from  Herodotus.  In  verse  I  have  found  it  in  only  one  place,  Calli¬ 

machus  fr.  232  T)  S’  cKorjeev  rovveKev  Alyeoc  ecKev,  which  is  assigned  to  the  Hekale,  and 

this  may  therefore  be  assumed,  till  disproof,  to  be  the  source  of  the  passage.  The 

identification  is  of  no  immediate  value,  as  I  can  identify  no  other  verse  of  the  Hekale above  or  below. 

The  writing  runs  across  the  fibres,  but  the  fibres  of  the  other  side,  which  is 
 blank, 

are  also  vertical,  so  that  the  usual  distinction  between  front  and  back  can
not  be  made. 

The  hand  is  a  good  specimen  of  the  common  rounded  type,  comparable  wi
th  e.g. 

2161  ascribed  to  the  second  century. 

] _  _  a8a[ 

]v/4ay€7r[ ]at'>7ca77[ 

]yacou/f[ 

5  ]')jSwo[ 

]..«y».[ 

]6ju.ova[ 

]aty€oc[ ]a^ei'o.[ 

10  ]_7ro/ca.[ 

]  'n-aAAa8[ 

]  _  eirpcoT[ 
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1  1  the  lower  end  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  and  curli
ng  to  right,  perhaps  p, 

followed  by  a  short  horizontal  stroke  off  the  line,  perhaps  the  base  of 
 c  6  ]  , ,  apparently  the  base 

of  a  circle  followed  by  a  cusp  on  the  line  (too  low  for  the  middle 
 of  w)  g.  broken,  but  I  think  likelier 

than  A  y  headless,  but  suggested  by  the  spacing  .  [,  broken,  po
ssibly  i'  7  ?[  docs  not  account 

for  all  the  ink;  perhaps  struck  out  9  .[,  the  top  of  an  upright;  v  not  suggested  ro  J  ,  the 

upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left ;  the  right-hand  horn  of  u  suit
able  [,  perhaps  a  dot  level  with 

the  top  of  the  letters  1 1  ].,  perhaps  the  bottom  right-hand  angle  of  m  la  ].,  the  right-hand 

end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  e 

Addendum  to  1792 

Another  fragment  of  1792  (Pindar,  Paeans),  which  may  be  numbered  139,  contains 

syllables  which  recur  in  2442  fr,  32  i  16-19 : 

]9l[ 
]aTtc[ 

]a7ra| 

]^ji7r[ 

Though  separated  from  1792  fr.  31  by  no  more  than  five  lines  it  has  no  great 

similarity  to  it. 

P.  Bcrol.  21 1 14  is  also  from  1792.  It  was  kindly  sent  me  by  Dr.  H.  Machlcr,  but 

I  did  not  succeed  in  discovering  any  relation  between  it  and  the  rest. 

INDEX  TO  NEW  CLASSICAL  TEXTS 

{Figures  in  small  raised  type  refer  to  fragments,  small  Roman  figures  to  columns.  An  asterisk 

{*)  denotes  a  word  in  the  text  about  which  for  various  reasons  there  is  room  for  uncertainty, 

a  small  circle  (°)  a  word  conjectured  in  the  commentary.  References  to  words  from  the  ancient 
comments  on  the  papyrus  are  enclosed  in  round  brackets.  Words  not  to  be  found  in  Liddell, 

Scott,  Jones,  Greek-English  Lexicon,  or  the  supplement  to  it,  are  marked  with  a  cross  (^). The  article  is  not  indexed.) 

AyaOoKXijc  2821  i,  4. 

dyadoc  *2803  6. 

dyAatic  2816  ̂   2. 
dyopevto  2814  29. 

dypa  2817  20. 
dypcocTfjc  2817  21. 

dypd^TTfC  (vel  -T7;p)  °28i7  14. d.yx>-  £^814  22. 

dhapiaroc  “2805  10. 

dhi^piTOc  2818  12. 
ABpi^creca  “2818  4. 
d{i)€l  2813  ̂   i  14  2815  3 2816  ̂   10  2817  9- 

d^pioc  2816 ' 8. 
d?aA^oc  2817  II. 

3815  5  4. 

dijp  a8i6 ' 6. 

aOXim  2812  d®)  ii  a. 
SBXov  2813  •  ii  8. 
aia  2816  ̂   14. 

Aiyeoc  (vel  at'yeoc?)  2823  8. 
AlyCutoc  2815  9  {bis). 

AiyvTTTioc  2820  i  20. 

atSoioc  *2807  '  10. 

atSeve  *2807  ‘  10. 

uWijp  2816  “  14. 
UlTTCtvdc  2818  8. 
aiTToAof  2817  14. 

alpdeu  *2804  ‘  9. 
alca  2814  30. 

zlfcTjiroc  2817  17. 

a'cxor  2815  dti)  8. 
aiTta.  [  2813  4. 

ai\/X7^TT^C  *2814  28. 

al^a  2817  3. 

dnaXoc °28i8  1 1. 

d/fouw  2806  i  5  28i2^Wiii7. 

aKpuj^oc  2804  *  18. 
aKpo-  *2813  *  i  23* 
dAaA/fcrp  28x9  ”  4. 

,MAe^dv8/>6ta  2821  4. 

dX^Oeia  2812  d»)  ii  13. 

dXKipoc  2814  31  *2819  ”  5. 

.?lAft:^dv2802  5,  17  28l2i(“)i7. dAAd  2806  ̂   i  5  2813  Mi  31 

2819  16,  2,  8  {bis), 

dAA'^Aojp  2816  ̂   13* 
dAAoc  2806  *  i  10  2820  i  21,  ii 

II. 

aXoxoc  “2803  3  10. 

dAc  2812  ii  34  *28i5*^®J5. 

dAuc/ftu  °28i5  4. 

dpa[  2815  3. 

dpa  *2815  18, 

dpdeo  2811  ̂   4. 

iippwvLoc  *2811  sW  3. 

ApvvT’qc  “2819  *  I. 

dju^[  2819  +  3. 
dptjil  2812  ii  28. 

dpijforepGC  *28x5  10. 
dpfjxii  *2815  5. 

dv  2806  *  i  8  2812  ii  19 

2814  26. 

dvdyupoc  2813  **  2. dvaKpovco  28135  15. 

dvaXKelf)  2815  '(a)  13. dvaTrA^ctj  2820  h  lO, 
dpdccoi  2815  16. 

dveipi  2817  2.0, 

dpeyo)  2820  i  26. 
dvi7p‘’28o7  *  9  “2813  *  i  142815 

i[b)  6^  6  *6  *2819  15. 

dvdpcoTToc  2807  *  2  2813  ̂   ii  39 
2815  6. 

dPT/28i2^'®>ii38,  39  281393. 

dvrCypa<f)OV  2819  ̂   3. 

djtoc  2B06  ̂   i  5. 
do^eto  (docSeoj)  2819  ̂   4* 

dotSTj  2816  *  6. 
dopvoc  2819  ̂   7* 

^aTraAe^tctpij  2819  "  4. 

dTra^dirac  *2802  20. 
dTraTTairat  2805  8. 

dirac  2806  ̂   ii  8. 

dnetXeo)  *2812  ii  II. 

aTTeipiTOC  2816  ̂   14. 
diT^Lpaiv  2816  ̂   9. 
aTTtOC  2801  5. 

dirXrjTOC  2816  ̂   IS- d7rd28o5io  2813  M  38  2819 

”  3,  4- 

aTToStSai/ii.  °28i2  ii  II. 
dffO/cAeico  2810  16. 
dlTOKT€lvCt>  2804  *  23. 
.?l7rdAAcuv28i2*f“Jii  l,  *4,  g,  15, 

18,  21. 

(iTrOTrAdccw  *2819  7* 

aTTOpwpai.  2816  *  4. dnocevopai  2816  *  5. 

aTTOcrdXXco  2813  *  i  2. 

aTrocTUTrd^cu  28x1  6. 

arTTraTraf  “2809  ®  2. d'JTTCD  *2818  U. 

Apyavd(f>vr)  *2817  19. 

dpyTjc  2815  13. 

dpyijCT^c  *28x5  ̂   4. 

ap7j[28o2  15. 

Apric  2818  II. 

AptcrovLKOc  *2803  *  i  4. 

ApKac  *2814  22. 

dpcr)v  2805  10  2806  ̂ 18. 
ApxiXoxoc  2811 5W  5. dpxoj  °28i3  M  4j  ®  ̂ 5* 
dcvlc  2814  6, 

dcr-qp  *2815  3(c)  2. 
dcTpdyaXoc  °28i5  *  7* dcyeSec  '’2812  ii  31. 
dcycTop  2815  5* 

JlTaAdpTi7  2808  “(^i  ii  3. 

dreyvajc  2807  *  H* 
2812  ii  25. 

drpaKTOC  2817  C 

aiSOi  2816  *  16, atJAT^T-^c  2813  5  14. aJoc  2809  6. 

au7rp[  *2815  23  3. 
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aura/)  a8l2  ii  33. 

auTo'c  380213,  18  28057  3806 
'  ii  10  2811  “  5,  5  10,  n,  13 

2813  '<“>  ii  7,  II  a8i3  '  i  3, 

*5,5  25  281423  381551®!  14 
3816 1  7  2820  i  24  2831  2. 

auro'ca8ii>  10,  u  *2813^4. 

aurcuc  2819  *  8. 
auo)  2817  6. 

a<jiaipta>  2803  5  4. 

d^LTjUi  2812  '<“)  ii  37,  39. 
a<j>icTajia.i  2820  i  2. 

4/)[  2817  13. 

d.<lipaS(a  2812  ■!“!  ii  24. 
a^Ooc  2813  '  ii  28  (bis). 

A^Mevc  *2803  ■'  3. 

^atVa>*28o3''4  281422  3819 
*11. 

^apa8/)ov  “2808  ’(“!  1. |3aaAcuc  3814  18. 

j8aaAi)[  2818  2. 

jSiaJto  3813  '  i  5. 

x^^Suu  2804  <  27  (of.  /.,97  s.v. 
/S/Sr/u). 

2806  ‘  i  10. 

]|3ooc  3813  ‘  ii  9. 

^6cKtU  2813  5  8. 
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